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PURPOSE: To present basic theoretical data on possible methods of providing multi-
channel communication links between a satellite and an earth station.
RELATED TO: This Memorandum is one of a series designed to lay the groundwork for a
comparison of methods by means of which a satellite-borne radio repeater can
provide communication to several pairs of earth stations simultaneously. Altern-
ative techniques were presented in RM-4997-NASA, Multiple-Access Techniques for
Communication Satellites: Digital Modulation_ Time-Division Multiplexing_ and
Related Signal Processing, September 1966. The requirements and constraints from
the system designer's viewpoint were presented in RM-4298-NASA, Multiple-Access
Techniques for Communication Satellites: I. Surve_ of the Problem.
MODULATION/DEMODULATION METHODS: This Memorandum unifies, refines, and extends work
hitherto scattered in engineering journals. The concepts of modern communications
theory are introduced as needed to provide a systematic tutorial development of
the performance characteristics of six analog modulation methods, including the
single sideband form of FM. A unified treatment is achieved by regarding each
modulation method as a special case of a general carrier that has been modulated
in both amplitude and frequency. The analytic signal representation is used to
describe both the modulated carrier and the output of the basic analog demodu-
lators. For each modulation/demodulation method, expressions giving the depend-
ence of RF power and bandwidth on the output message quality requirement are
derived for realistically arbitrary messages and modulation parameters. These
are tabulated both for single channel circuits and for SSB frequency-division
multiplexed messages. Special attention is given to the potential of FM receivers
employing frequency feedback loops for extending the range over which bandwidth
can be traded for power.
SIGNAL PROCESSING: Preemphasis and companding improve transmission efficiency by
modifying the signal at the transmitter and then restoring it to the detriment of
the noise at the receiver. The maximum improvement possible by preemphasizing
the baseband depends on the spectrum of the signal and of the noise. For single
speech channels, optimum preemphasis can save up to 3 db with AM and up to I0 db
with FM. For multichannel speech basebands, conventional preemphasis yields no
saving with AM and only about 2 db with FM. This could be increased by 3 db for
each by appropriately preemphasizing each channel individually before multiplexing.
Syllabic companding can be applied with any modulation method. Its quieting
effect between syllables and words can be used on multichannel links to produce
greater bandwidth or power savings than does preemphasis.
TASI, an elaborate switching system, doubles the capacity of undersea tele-
phone cables by switching channels during gaps in speech. In future satellite
links, TASI could also be employed to reduce the RF power or bandwidth needed to
transmit a given number of voice channels.
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P RE FACE
This Memorandum continues the RAND study of multiple-access
techniques for communication satellites undertaken for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration. As background for future com-
parisons of multiple-access methods, it provides a tutorial treatment
of the theory of analog modulation, frequency-division multiplexing,
and the signal processing techniques of preemphasis, companding, and
time assignment speech interpolation. The principal objective is to
derive general expressions for the RF bandwidth and the peak and
average carrier power required to transmit arbitrary numbers and
types of messages with given fidelity over a single radio link. In
these derivations, only additive gaussian noise and above-threshold
signals are considered; the effects of signal distortion, cross-talk,
and interference of various kinds are not treated. The results can
be used to compare the performance of the various analog techniques
both with each other and with the digital techniques discussed in a
companion Memorandum, RM-4997-NASA. (2)
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SUMMARY
This Memorandum provides an elementary, comparison-oriented
description of analog modulation methods and the techniques of multi-
plexing and signal processing normally employed with them.
The various forms of amplitude and angle modulation (AM, DSB,
SSB, PM, FM, SSBFM) are defined as special cases of a general carrier
that has been modulated simultaneously in both amplitude and phase
or frequency. These definitions establish for each modulation method
the relationship between the message (or baseband) waveform and the
resultant RFwave_orm.
The corresponding relationships between Fourier spectra are then
developed with the aid of the analytic signal representation of the
modulated carrier. In this representation, the modulation method is
characterized by the functional dependence on the baseband of a
single complex waveform called the modulation function whose spectrum
is closely related to that of the modulated carrier.
To describe the modulated carrier in the typical case where the
baseband signal carries information, the concepts of probability density
function and power spectrum are introduced and used to express the
RF peak-to-average power ratio and bandwidth in terms of the corres-
ponding baseband quantities. These expressions are illustrated
through application to sinusoidal and gaussian distributed basebands.
After discussing the statistical characteristics of noise, general
relationships between input and output signal-to-noise ratios
are derived for superheterodyne receivers employing each of the four
vi
basic types of demodulators: product, envelope, phase, and frequency.
The effectiveness of frequency feedback for extending the threshold
of FM receivers is also reviewed.
Combining the signal-to-noise relationships with those for peak
power and bandwidth, expressions are obtained for comparing analog
modulation methods in terms of their cost in RF power and bandwidth
for any specified baseband signal and output signal-to-noise ratio.
These expressions are tabulated for convenient reference and maybe
used directly to compare the relative efficiency of the analog modula-
tion methods for single channel transmission.
Similar signal-to-noise expressions are also developed for multi-
channel basebands formed by the most commonlyused type of frequency-
division multiplexing, namely that which employs single-sideband
modulated subcarriers to represent the individual channel inputs.
Particular attention is devoted to the statistical properties of such
basebandsin the important practical case where the inputs are
commercial-quality telephone channels.
Finally, the Memorandumexamines the extent to which the performance
of frequency-division multiplexed, analog modulated radio links can
be improved through application of such signal processing techniques as
preemphasis, companding, and TASI (time assignment speech interpolation).
In each case, methods are developed for estimating the reduction in
RF power and/or bandwidth madepossible by the technique.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
Most of the subscripted and superscripted symbols in this Memorandum
are designed to be self-explanatory: the symbol identifies the physical
nature of the quantity, the subscript(s) tell the point at which it is
measured, and the superscript(s) (if any) identify the type(s) of signal
processing assQciated with the quantity. The letters used in this way
are defined in the list on this and the following page.
S_.ymboi
A
B
E(t)
e(t)
K
N
S
U(t)
u(t)
V
x(t)
x(t)
A
%0
Subscript
B
C
I
Quantity
unmodulated carrier amplitude
signal bandwidth
signal waveform (voltage or current)
normalized signal waveform
signal-to-noise power ratio
average noise power
average signal power
peak signal power
noise waveform
normalized noise waveform
volume, equivalent volume
signal-plus-noise waveform
normalized signal-plus-noise waveform
peak-to-average power ratio
initial phase
Point of Measurement
baseband at modulator input
single channel output of demultiplexer
IF amplifier output
xviii
L
M
R
S
T
Xi
Xo
o
Superscript
C
D
E
P
low-pass filter output of demodulator
modulator output
receiver input
single channel input to multiplexer
transmitter output
°th
l single channel at point X
unmodulated carrier at point X
oscillator input to modulator
Type of Signal Processing
compression
deemphasis
expansion
preemphasis
A
o
A(t)
Ax
a
a(t)
B
BNc, BNo
Bx
b(t)
C
C
C,C P
Cxlx2... (gl'_2 "'')
c(t)
D
D
D
a
D t
d
E
Ex(t)
EX(_), mx(f)
EY(t)
e(t)
ex(t)
xix
Complete Alphabetical List
amplitude of unmodulated carrier
instantaneous amplitude of modulated carrier
amplitude of unmodulated carrier at point X
amplitude
amplitude ratio of modulated carrier
subscript indicating baseband output of multiplexer
closed-loop noise bandwidth, open-loop noise
bandwidth
signal bandwidth at point X
baseband function
subscript indicating single-channel output of
demultiplexer
superscript indicating compression
proportionality factor
characteristic function of random variables Xl,X2,...
complex modulated carrier
superscript indicating deemphasis
deviation ratio or modulation index for FM and SSBFM
maximum value of deviation ratio due to spectral
allocation
threshold value of deviation ratio
constant
superscript indicating expansion
signal voltage or current at point X
Fourier transform of ex(t )
signal waveform at point X after signal processing
identified by Y
normalized modulated carrier voltage or current
normalized signal voltage or current at point X
Xx
F
f
f( )
fd
f.
l
f_
f
m
f
O
f
P
G I
G T ,G R
g()
gp
H (f)
C
HD(f)
HF(f)
H I (f)
Hie (f)
H (f)
O
Hp(f)
I
Ip
Ip%
i
Kx
4
feedback factor
frequency
arbitrary function
rms frequency deviation
th
subcarrier frequency in i
minimum baseband frequency
maximum baseband frequency
carrier frequency
channel
frequency at which power spectrum has its maximum value
power gain of IF --_^-
gains of transmitting, receiving antennas
arbitrary function
power spectral response of preemphasis filter
closed-loop transfer function of feedback FM receiver
transfer function of deemphasis network
transfer function of feedback amplifier in feedback FM receiver
transfer function of IF amplifier
transfer function of low pass equivalent to IF amplifier
open-loop transfer function of feedback FM receiver
transfer function of preemphasis network
subscript indicating IF amplifier output
preemphasis improvement factor
minimum or optimum value of Ip
th
subscript identifying i single channel
imaginary unit
ratio of average signal power to average noise power in the
signal bandwidth at point X
signal-to-noise ratio at point X after signal processing
identified b¥ Y
xxi
k
kl,k 2
L
M
M
n
M(w)
m
m(t)
N
O
Nx
Y
Nx
Nxi
O
P
p(t)
PX (x)
Q
q
q(t)
Rxy (r)
r(t)
S X
SI(Q)
Boltzmann's constant
proportionality constants
path or propagation loss
subscript indicating lowest or minimum value
modulation index for AM, DSB, SSB
th
n Fourier coefficient of modulation function m(t)
Fourier transform of m(t)
subscript indicating maximum value
modulation function
noise power density at receiver input
average noise power measured at point X
average noise power at point X in presence of signal
processing Y
.th
average noise power in i channel at point X
subscript indicating unmodulated carrier
superscript indicating preemphasis
in-phase component of normalized noise waveform
probability density function of random variable X
total number of channels in baseband
number of active channels in baseband
quadrature component of normalized noise waveform
autocorrelation function of random process x(t)
cross correlation function of random processes x(t) and y(t)
envelope of normalized signal-plus-noise waveform
average signal power measured at point X
power level exceeded by average baseband power one percent
of time
xxii
Y
SX
SXo
SXi
T
Ts
t
t
Ux(t)
U
Ux(t)
vx
v(t)
Wx(f)
w(f)
w N
wS
X
n
X(w) ,X(f)
Xx(t)
X
x(t)
Xx(t)
y(t)
Z
n
z(w)
Z(t)
average signal power at point X with signal processing Y
average signal power of unmodulated carrier at point X
th
average signal power in i channel at point X
period
system noise temperature
time
subscript indicating threshold
noise waveform at point X
integration variable
normalized noise waveform at point X
volume or equivalent volume at point X
envelope of normalized noise waveform
power spectrum of random process X(t)
normalized power spectrum
normalized noise power spectrum at demodulator output
normalized signal power spectrum at demodulator output
th
n Fourier coefficient of waveform x(t)
Fourier spectrum or transform of x(t)
signal-plus-noise waveform at point X
variable of integration, argument of probability density
function
arbitrary waveform
normalized slgnal-plus-noise waveform at point X
arbitrary waveform
th
n Fourier coefficient of waveform z(t)
Fourier spectrum or transform of z(t)
arbitrary complex waveform
xxiii
B
F.
l
Y
Yi
8
6 (f)
e
¢(t)
_(t)
G(f)
@(t)
AB(Q)
A x
v
g
P
PL
p(t)
_X
T
(t)
o
overload probability in definition of peak amplitude
probability used in defining (peak) bandwidth
baseband load factor referred to ith channel
modulation factor of VCO in a feedback FM receiver
factor of proportionality between average carrier power and
the SNR at the output of the ith channel
slope factor of discriminator in a feedback FM receiver
Dirac delta function
overload probability in definition of peak envelope
ratio of noise waveform to signal-dependent waveform at
envelope demodulator output
incremental phase deviation at demodulator output due to noise
Fourier transform of 0(t)
Iphase angle arbitrary complex waveform
of
phase angle of signal-plus-nolse waveform
the 0. i percent peak-to-average baseband power ratio for
Q-channel baseband
peak-to-average power ratio at point X
normalized baseband frequency
argument of characteristic function
ratio of baseband SNR before deemphasis to its value after
deemphasis
smallest value of p
incremental amplitude modulation at envelope demodulator
output due to noise
standard deviation of random variable X
delay variable in autocorrelation function, activity factor
modulation index for PM
phase of unmodulated carrier
xxiv
_(t)
_(t)
_o
_p(t)
_(t)
_(t)
fl
O3
_D
0
arg[z(t)]
erfc ( )
exp( )
I ()
o
Jn ( )
In
log, ig
Fr{}
sgn( )
_x(t)
x(t)
_(t)
i(t)
instantaneous phase of modulated carrier
instantaneous angular frequency deviation
phase constant
initial phase of unmodulated carrier
phase deviation of modulated carrier
angular frequency deviation of modulated carrier
phase deviation of noise waveform
peak angular frequency deviation
angular velocity, angular frequency
carrier angular frequency
Mathematical Functions and Operators
argument of z(t)
complementary error function
exponential function
Fourier transform
Hilbert transform
Bessel function of order zero with imaginary argument
Bessel function of order n
natural logarithm
common logarithm
probability of the event described in the brackets [ }
signum function
peak value of x(t)
analytic signal representation of x(t)
average or mean value of x(t)
Hilbert transform of x(t)
time derivative of x(t)
xxv
x(t)*y(t)
z*(t)
AM
DSB
FDM
FM
IF
LSB
PEP
PM
RF
SNR
SSB
SSBFM
SSBPM
USB
VCO
convolution of x(t) and y(t)
complex conjugate of z(t)
absolute value of z(t)
Abbreviations
amplitude modulation
double-sideband suppressed carrier amplitude modulation
frequency-division multiplexing
frequency modulation
intermediate frequency
lower sideband
peak envelope power
phase modulation
radio frequency
signal-to-noise ratio
single-sideband suppressed carrier amplitude modulation
single-sideband frequency modulation
single-sideband phase modulation
upper sideband
voltage controlled oscillator
OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE
I°
I
INTRODUCTION
When a satellite-borne radio repeater can be used to complete a
communication circuit between two earth stations, the stations are
said to have "access" to the repeater. When more than two earth
stations can have independent access to the same repeater simultane-
ously, the satellite is said to provide multiple access. Even when
in a low-altitude orbit, a satellite-borne repeater is potentially
accessible to all suitably equipped earth stations within a relatively
large geographic area. It is obvious that techniques which enable
repeaters to realize their multiple-access potential efficiently are
essential to the full exploitation of satellites in future communi-
cation systems.
This Memorandum is one in a series whose ultimate goal is the
description and comparison of a number of alternative multiple-access
techniques for typical user needs. The first of this series (1) was
concerned primarily with the factors which define the multiple-access
problem from the communication system designer's point of view, includ-
ing the geographical distribution of potential users, expected traffic
demands, orbit considerations, booster capabilities, the state-of-the-
art in amplifier design, frequency allocations, and atmospheric propaga-
tion effects. Some of these factors indicate the types and numbers of
communication link8 that future systems should provide, others impose
restrictions on the technical design of such systems, but all are
largely beyond the control of the system designer.
The present Memorandum is intended to provide basic information
for some of the design choices which ar____ewithin the purview of the
system engineer in devising appropriate multiple-access techniques.
The treatment is tutorial in character and is addressed to those
responsible for overall system planning rather than to the specialist
in modulation theory. Although many of the concepts and analytic
tools of modern communication theory are employed, no previous famili-
arity with them is presumed.
The principal objective is to provide a self-contained and uni-
fied introduction to the theory of several of the basic techniques of
modulation, multiplexing, and signal processing, with results expressed
in terms which facilitate comparisons of the techniques when combined
in various ways to provide multichannel links between a satellite and
an earth station. For this purpose, a systematic development is given
for the signal-to-noise relationships needed to determine how the quality
of an arbitrary message at the output of any single channel in such a
link depends on the characteristics of all the messages, on the capacity
of the link, and on the particular technical choices embodied in the
design of the link terminals. The performance of a given combination
of the basic techniques may then be measured by the costs--in RF band-
width and power (both peak and average)--of achieving a specified
single channel message quality.
A few restrictions on the scope of the treatment should also be
noted. Only analog modulation methods, frequency-division multi-
plexing, and the signal processing techniques appropriate to them are
considered. In developing the signal-to-noise relationships needed
Digital modulation, time-division multiplexing, and related
signal processing methods are the subject of another Memorandum in
this series. (2)
to comparethese methods the signal is assumedto be much larger than
the noise, and idealized circuits such as distortionless filters with
rectangular passbands, perfectly linear amplifiers, and exactly syn-
chronous demodulators are usually assumed. Link performance compari-
sons based on these equations will thus represent theoretical goals
which can only be approached in practice. There is little if any
discussion of how the assumedideal circuits can be approximated in
practice, and the comparisons do not take into account important
practical considerations such as the weight, size, reliability, and
dollar cost implications of alternative design choices. Finally, no
attempt is madein this Memorandumto describe and compare the per-
formance of multiple-access schemesper se. This will be treated
in subsequent reports in this series.
ORGANIZATION OF MATERIAL
The techniques to be examined in this Memorandum are divided
into three categories: modulation, multiplexing, and signal proces-
sing. The distinction between them can be illustrated by reference
to the functional block diagram shown in Fig. i. It represents a
one-way, multichannel, radio communication link, and emphasizes those
link elements in which significant signal transformations (as opposed
to simple amplification or attenuation) take place.
Under the heading of "modulation" is included the complementary
pair of signal transformations that occur in the blocks labeled modu-
lator and demodulator--respectively the translation to radio frequen-
cies of a representation of the composite multichannel signal or
baseband at the transmitter and its subsequent recovery in the
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Fig.l--Generalized block diagram of a radio communication
link (for one direction of transmission)
receiver. Likewise, the multiplexing category includes not only the
operation of combining a number of single channel input signals to
form a baseband signal in the block labeled multiplexer, but also the
inverse operation of resolving the baseband into its component
channels in the demultiplexer. Finally, "signal processing" embraces
all of the other signal transformations at the transmitter and re-
ceiver whether they are applied to the individual channels or to the
baseband. A separate section of this Memorandum is devoted to each
of the three categories.
In Section II, the properties of several amplitude and angle
modulation and demodulation methods are derived, with emphasis on the
relationships among the parameters which characterize the modulating
baseband, the modulated RF signal, the circuits of the modulator and
demodulator, and, most important, the quality of the signal at the
demodulator output as measured by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at
this point.
The discussion of modulation techniques precedes that for multi-
plexing and signal processing for two reasons. Firstly, a knowledge
of modulation and demodulation methods is all that is required for
predicting the performance of the simplest circuits of practical
importance: those that carry only a single unprocessed message
channel. Secondly, a knowledge of modulation techniques forms a
necessary prerequisite to an analysis of most multiplexing methods
and provides the motivation for certain types of signal processing.
The specific modulation techniques considered are: conventional
amplitude modulation (AM), double-sideband suppressed carrier
amplitude modulation (DSB), single-sideband suppressed carrier ampli-
tude modulation (SSB), phase modulation (PM), frequency modulation
(FM), and the recently discovered single-sideband form of FM (SSBFM).(3'4)
For each of these methods, the relations between the baseband and the RF
signal characteristics (bandwidth and peak-to-average power ratio)
are illustrated for two basebands of practical interest: a sinusoidal
test tone and a noise-like signal which typifies the result of multi-
plexing a large number of independent channels whatever their indi-
vidual nature. The expressions for output SNR developed for the four
basic types of demodulators (product, envelope, phase, and frequency)
may then be used directly to compare the performance of the different
modulation methods when used for single channel circuits.
Section III, on multiplexing, begins with a discussion of
frequency-division multiplexing (FDM), and in particular, the type of
FDM that employs SSB to place the component channels in their respec-
tive frequency slots. Using the relationships developed for SSB in
Section II to represent the multiplexing and demultiplexing operations,
separate expressions are derived for the single channel output SNRs
for links which employ, for RF transmission, each of the modulation
techniques discussed in Section II.
These SNR expressions involve not only parameters descriptive of
the modulator and demodulator but also those which relate the single
channel messages to the baseband. The latter parameters are investi-
gated for the important special case where the single channel inputs
carry human speech. This analysis of multichannel speech basebands
takes explicit account of the fact that the individual speech channels
are busy only a part of the time, and when busy, do not carry speech
power either continuously or at the sameaverage power level. The
material in Section III thus provides a basis for comparing the perfor-
mance of the various modulation methods when used for multichannel
voice transmission.
Section IV is concerned with the types of signal processing that
are sometimes employed to improve transmission efficiency on analog
communication circuits. The techniques considered in this section
include preemphasis, companding, and TASI (time assignment speech
interpolation). The object of the discussion in each case is to
describe the changes in signal characteristics produced by processing
and to provide quantitative relationships for evaluating the resultant
improvement in link efficiency when used with various modulation
methods. These relations are also illustrated for the special case
of multichannel voice basebands.
In a report such as this, where expressions are developed for
different types of signals, at several different points in several
kinds of systems, a consistent and unambiguous system of notation is
particularly important. This Memorandum uses subscripted and super-
scripted symbols in which the symbol identifies the physical nature of
the quantity, the subscript tells the point at which it is measured,
and the superscript (if any) describes the signal processing applied
to the quantity. The letters used in this way are defined at the
beginning of the List of Symbols.
A channel is busy when it is unavailable for use by other
subscribers.
II. ANALOG MODULATION METHODS
INTRODUCTION
In communication engineering, the term "modulation" normally
refers to the process in which an information-bearing signal called
the modulating signal, message, or baseband is combined with a higher
frequency signal called the carrier to form a new signal called the
modulated carrier whose properties are better suited to transmission
over the medium between transmitter and receiver. To be of practical
interest, the modulation process must be such that the baseband can
subsequently be recovered from the modulated carrier without objection-
able distortion. The modulation process is said to be analog if the
baseband signal is allowed to vary over a continuous range of values,
and digital if it is restricted to a discrete set of values.
The process is called modulation because classically it has been
viewed as one in which some property of the carrier, such as its amp-
litude or frequency, was modulated by, i.e., made to vary directly
with, the baseband signal. Recently, however, there has been an in-
creasing tendency to regard modulation as the process of operating
directly on the baseband, (4) rather than on the carrier, to obtain a
new signal whose spectrum is then translated unchanged to the carrier
frequency. This latter view of modulation is based on the fact that
all analog modulated carriers can be represented mathematically as the
product of a transformed baseband signal and the unmodulated carrier.
The term "baseband" usually connotes a composite modulating
signal, obtained by multiplexing two or more single channel inputs.
In this report, however, the modulating signal will be referred to as
the baseband even when it' includes only a single channel.
It has been particularly fruitful in showing how, in the older view
of modulation, the carrier amplitude and phase must be varied to yield
modulated carriers with newand potentially useful characteristics.
Moreover, it emphasizes the primary role of modulation: to translate
the information-bearing signal to a more desirable place in the spec-
tPum, whether it be to a particular frequency slot in a frequency-
division multiplexed basebandor to a radio frequency channel for
subsequent transmission over a cable or through the atmosphere.
In this section, both views of the modulation process are
employed to describe the signal that results when an arbitrary base-
band signal analog modulates a sinusoidal carrier in various ways.
First, the classical approach is used to define the different modu-
lation methods in terms of the functional dependenceof the modulated
carrier waveform on the basebandwaveform. Then the more recent
signal-product concept is introduced to provide a basis for discussing
the spectral characteristics of modulated carriers and to show the
origin of the simultaneous amplitude and phase modulations used to
define the single-sideband methods.
Next, the modulated RF carrier is described in statistical terms
for the normal situation in which the baseband itself can only be
described statistically. Expressions are derived for the peak-to-
average power ratio and the bandwidth of the RF signal in terms of
the corresponding baseband quantities. The results are illustrated
by applying them to both sinusoidal and gaussian distributed baseband
signals. The sinusoid is commonlyused for system alignment and
testing and the noise-like signal is a good approximation to many
multichannel basebands.
i0
After describing the signal that results from various types of
modulation, it is shownhow the inverse operation of demodulation
affects the combination of modulated carrier and noise which reaches
the demodulator input terminals. Towards this end, simple mathe-
matical representations of noise and of various types of demodu-
lators are introduced and used to derive expressions for the ratio of
average signal power to average noise power at the demodulater output.
These expressions showhow, for each modulation-demodulation method,
this measureof output signal quality depends_n the nature of the
basebandsignal, the modulation method, the receiver sensitivity, and
the average signal power that reaches the receiver input terminals.
The relations between average input signal power and _utput SNR are
also combined with the equations for peak-to-average carrier power to
show how the output signal quality depends on the peak received power
for each modulation method.
MODULATION AND THE MODULATED CARRIER
Modulation as an Operation on the Carrier--Waveform Relations
Adopting the classical view for the moment, modulation is the
operation at the transmitting terminal (see Fig. i) in which the
baseband signal EB(t ) is impressed on one or more of the parameters
of a carrier E (t). In this report, the carrier waveform is assumed
O
to be sinusoidal with amplitude A , frequency f , and initial (zero
O O
time) phase _o:
whe re
E (t) = A cos _o(t) (I)
O O
(t) = 00 t + q0°O O
II
is the total phase angle, or simply the "phase" of the unmodulated
carrier. The time derivative of phase is the angular frequency:
(t) = w = 2_f
o o o
Regardless of the nature of the modulation, the modulated carrier
waveform EM(t) that appears at the modulator output can always be written
in an analogous form
EM(t) = A(t) cos _(t)
where A(t) is called the instantaneous amplitude and _(t) the instan-
taneous phase of the modulated carrier. The magnitude IA(t)l of the
instantaneeus amplitude is called the carrier envelope because it bounds
the excursions of the modulated carrier. The time derivative $(t) of
the imstantaneeus phase is called the instantaneous angular frequency
because, just as Wo/2_ = fo gives the number of complete oscillations
per second executed by the unmodulated carrier, $(t)/2_ gives the time_
dependent oscillation rate of the modulated carrier at time t.
The effect of modulation on the carrier is thus to change its
amplitude from A to A(t) its phase from _ (t) to _(t) and its
O ' O '
angular frequency from w to $(t). Using the unmodulated carrier for
o
reference, these changes are respectively measured by the following
quantities:
amplitude ratio
phase deviation
angular frequency deviation
a(t) = A(t)/A ° l
_0(t) _(t) - _o(t)
t) $(t) - w°
(2)
In terms of the amplitude ratio and phase deviation, the modulator
output is then
12
EM(t ) = a(t) Ao cos [Wot + _o + q0(t) l (3)
Thus, if amplitude and phase are regarded as the carrier parameters
to be modulated, the various analog modulation methods can be defined
by specifying how a(t) and _(t) depend on the baseband EB(t ). The
modulated carrier is then completely described whenever the baseband
and unmodulated carrier are known exactly. Alternatively, if ampli-
tude and angular frequency are adopted as the basic modulation para-
meters, it is the dependence of a(t) and _(t) on EB(t ) that defines
a modulation method. In this case, exact knowledge of EB(t ) and Eo(t )
determines the modulated carrier waveform to within an additive phase
constant (which may be neglected without loss of generality).
The two alternatives are essentially equivalent; in Table i,
both are used to define the modulation methods to be considered in
this study. Before discussing these definitions, however, it should
be recognized that a knowledge of the modulation parameters a(t) and
_(t) (or a(t) and _(t)) determines the modulated carrier waveform not
only at the modulator output but also at all subsequent points in the
link up to and including the receiver input.
This conclusion stems from the assumption that all link elements
between the modulator and the receiver (power amplifier, transmission
lines, antennas and propagation medium) are distortionless and time
invariant. With this assumption, a(t) gives at any point the ratio
of the instantaneous amplitude of the modulated carrier to the
It will subsequently be shown that a(t) and _(t) also define
the signal component of the waveform at the demodulator input.
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amplitude that would exist there if the unmodulated carrier E (t) had
O
been transmitted. Similarly, _(t) gives the difference between the
instantaneous phase of the modulated carrier and the phase that would
exist at the same point if E (t) had been transmitted.
o
For example, if at the transmitter output terminals, the ampli-
tude and phase of the unmodulated carrier are respectively A T and
Wot + _T then the modulated carrier at this point is
Er(t ) = a(t) A T cos [Wot + _T + _(t)] (4)
Likewisc, if upon arrival at the receiver input terminals, the ampli-
tude and phase of the unmodulated carrier are respectively A R and
Wot + q_R then the signal input to the receiver is
ER(t ) = a(t) A R cos lWot + q0R+ _<t)] (5)
Comparing Eqs. (3), (4), and (5), it follows that, when normalized
to the local value of the unmodulated carrier amplitude, the modulated
carrier can be represented to within an additive phase constant by the
same waveform at all points, viz:
e(t) = a(t) cos lWot + q0(t)] (6)
Explicit expressions for e(t) in terms of the baseband are included in
Table I to permit a direct comparison of the modulated carriers re-
suiting from the different modulation methods.
15
Once the normalized waveform e(t) is known, the modulated carrier
at a given point is easily obtained through multiplication by the
unmodulated carrier amplitude at that point. For this purpose it is
useful to note that the amplitude at one point in a link may be found
from that at another if the net power gain between the two points is
known. For example, in the case of the transmitter output and receiver
input just considered, the relation between unmodulated carrier ampli-
tudes is
A R = A T _TGR/L
where GT and GR are the gains of the transmitting and receiving
antennas (including line losses) and L is the total propagation loss
in the intervening medium.
Returning now to Table I, two related waveforms require explana-
tion. The first, denoted by eB(t ) and appearing in nearly every entry,
represents the baseband waveform EB(t ) after normalization to its peak
amplitude EB:
(t) zB(t)/EBeB
^EB is defined as the value which IEB(t) I exceeds with someHere,
specified small probability. Since the baseband is assumed to have
dc component IE--_-_ = 01, one effect of normalization is to makenO
the modulator constants of proportionality M, #, and Q respectively
equal to the peak deviations from the mean of a(t), %0(t), and _(t).
Another effect is to make the mean square value of the normalized
16
basebandsignal equal to the ratio of average to peak basebandpower
2 SB/_B _IeB(t) = =
The other waveform, which appears only in the entries for the
single-sideband methods SSB and SSBFM, is denoted by _B(t). It is
called the Hilbert transform (5)* or harmonic conjugate of the normalized
baseband eB(t). In general, for an arbitrary waveform x(t)
b °o
2(t) dt, the Hilbert transform may be
with finite total energy J x
--OO
obtained by applying to x(t) an integral operator_ defined as the
-i
convolution of x(t) with (_t) :
1 _°= X(U) dux(t) =_ Ix(t)] ---_ t - u
--00
(7)
In this definition, the Cauchy principal value of the integral is to
be taken due to the singularity of the integrand at the origin. A
delay-line analog of the integral may be constructed to derive _(t)
from x(t) when it is needed in practical circuits. The appearance
of the Hilbert transform in the expressions for the single-sideband
methods is closely related to its spectral properties which will be
considered later in this section in the discussion of modulated
carrier spectra.
*The notation used here is that of Papoulis. (6) The more common
^
notation, x(t), has been preempted in this report to identify "peak
value."
As will be shown later, x(t) may also be derived from x(t)
using a 90 ° phase shifter.
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Referring now to the specific entries in Table I, several simi-
larities and distinctions betweenmodulation methods should be noted.
To begin with, AMand DSBare very muchalike. In each case, the
amplitude ratio a(t) is a linear function of the modulating baseband
and there is no phase or frequency deviation. Both AMand DSBmay
thus be described as pure amplitude modulation techniques. The only
difference between them is that in AM, it is the deviation A(t) - A
O
of the instantaneous carrier amplitude from its unmodulated value
that is proportional to the baseband, whereas in DSB it is A(t)
itself.
In each case, the degree or depth of modulation is specified by
the constant of proportionality M, which is called the modulation
index. For AM, M_is seen to be the ratio of the peak instantaneous
amplitude deviation to the peak unmodulated carrier amplitude
A(t) - A
M- o AM
A
O
while for DSB, the modulation index is the ratio of peak instantaneous
amplitude to peak unmodulated amplitude
M = AIA ° DSB
The result is that with AM, the modulated carrier contains the
unmodulated carrier as an additive term, whereas with DSB it does not
and the carrier is said to be suppressed. For a given baseband and
the same value of modulation index, there is no other difference
between the AM and the DSB modulated carriers. However, while the
18
unmodulated carrier component carries no information, it does endow
the AM modulated carrier with a unique property. So long as the modu-
lation index is no greater than i (I00 percent modulation), the in-
A(t) = LVI + MeB(t)_ A will nearly always bes tantaneous amplitude J o
positive and hence equal to the envelope IA(t) I of the modulated
carrier. This insures that a simple envelope demodulator will yield
a virtually undistorted replica of the baseband. However, if a product
demodulator is used, baseband recovery does not depend on the exis-
tence of a transmitted carrier component and M may have any value.
PM and FM are also closely related. In each there is a baseband-
dependent deviation of phase angle and no amplitude modulation; both
are thus pure angle modulation techniques. But where in PM it is the
deviation of instantaneous phase from its unmodulated value that is
proportional to the baseband, in FM it is the deviation of instan-
taneous frequency that is proportional. The degree of modulation
(modulation index) for PM is specified by the constant of propor-
tionality _ which has already been identified as the peak phase
deviation. The modulation index for FM is given by the ratio of the
peak angular frequency deviation _ to the highest angular frequency
in the baseband.
It should be noted that, unless the baseband signal is available
for comparison, it is impossible to tell whether an angle modulated
With M=I, A(t) is negative only when e_(t) m ER(t ) < -i which
is permitted to occur only with a small probability.-
To be discussed in detail later in this section.
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carrier was produced by PM or FM. The question is decided only by
whether it is _(t) or _(t) that is proportional to eB(t ). If the
former, it is PM; if the latter, FM. As a corollary, Table i shows
that frequency modulation by _B(t), the time derivative of the base-
band, leads to exactly the same modulated waveform as direct phase
modulation by eB(t ). Similarly, if the baseband is integrated prior
to phase modulation, the result is the same as direct frequency
modulation.
Finally, the single-sideband techniques, SSB and SSBFM, are
similar to one another in that each requires modulation of both amp-
litude and angle. Although it is true that the SSB waveform is usu-
ally obtained in practice by filtering or otherwise retaining only
one sideband from an AM or DSB modulated carrier, its production by
direct modulation alone requires that phase (or frequency) be varied
simultaneously with amplitude. Indeed, it is the angle modulation
that performs the sideband suppression in SSB. In an analogous way,
with SSBFM it is the amplitude modulation that suppresses one sideband.
Another similarity, noted earlier, is that both SSB and SSBFM involve
modulation by the Hilbert transform of the baseband.
The single-sideband methods also exhibit a number of differences.
For example, SSBFM cannot be obtained by merely filtering one side-
band from an FMwaveform. As will be seen shortly, the spectrum
of the one sideband in SSBFM is quite different from either of the
sidebands in FM. On the other hand, SSBFM can be obtained from
an FM modulated carrier by merely superimposing the proper modulation
of amplitude whereas to obtain SSB from its doubleGsideband counterpart,
20
DSB, requires not only proper modulation of phase but also a change
in the character of the amplitude modulation. Notice in particular
that the instantaneous amplitude of a SSB modulated carrier is no____tt
proportional to the baseband, but rather to a combination of the
baseband and its Hilbert transform.
The relation between SSB and DSB is probably better illustrated
by rewriting the expression for the SSB modulated carrier in the
equivalent but less formidable looking form
e(t) = MeB(t ) cos Wot _ MeB(t ) sin Wot SSB (S)
Here, as in Table i, the upper sign corresponds to an upper sideband
and the lower to a lower sideband. From this relation it is apparent
that one way of obtaining SSB from DSB is to subtract (or add) to the
DSB modulated carrier a quadrature (90 ° out of phase) carrier that
has been DSB modulated by the Hilbert transform of the baseband. This
is the basis of the "phase shift" or "sideband cancellation" technique
of SSB modulation.
Modulation as an Operation on the Baseband--Fourier Spectrum Relations
In Table i, a number of analog modulation methods were defined
in terms of simultaneous operations on the amplitude and phase (or
frequency) of a sinusoidal carrier. As noted in the introduction to
this section, however, an alternate approach is to define modulation
as the result of two steps: (i) direct operation on the baseband
alone to produce a new signal with particular characteristics in the
time and frequency domain, and (2) translation of the spectrum of the
new signal to the vicinity of the carrier frequency. The mathematical
22
where z (t) _ x(t) - jy(t) is the complex conjugate of z(t).
In choosing a complex representation for a real waveform x(t),
the imaginary part y(t) may be set equal to almost any mathematically
convenient real time function, but the most generally useful repre-
sentation is obtained when
y(t) = _(t)
where x(t) is the Hilbert transform of x(t) introduced in Eq. (7).
This particular complex representation is called the "analytic signal"
representation (4'6'8)* of x(t) and will be denoted x(t):
x(t) = x(t) + j_(t) (13)
The most familiar examples of analytic signals are the rotating
vectors or phasors used almost universally in ac circuit theory to
represent simple sinusoidal voltages and currents. Thus, if
x (t) = C cos (wt + _)
o
it follows from Eq. (7) that
(t) = C sin (wt + %0)
o
The analytic signal representation of x (t) is then
o
(14)
(15)
* ,, .(9)
Also called the preenvelope and (when divided by two) the
"positive frequency content."(I0) The name "analytic signal" reflects
the fact that the complex function obtained by evaluating an analytic
function of a complex variable t + jy on the real axis y = 0 is an
analytic signal in the sense of Eq. (13): its real and imaginary
parts form a Hilbert transform pair.
x = Ce j (wt+%0) (16)
--O
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description of this approach requires an understanding of complex
waveforms and the properties of their Fourier spectra. The necessary
background material is presented in some detail in Appendix A and is
summarized here for reference.
A complex waveform is a complex-valued function of time
z(t) = x(t) + jy(t) = r(t) ejO(t) (9)
where x(t), y(t), r(t) and e(t) are all real-valued time functions
related by the conditions
I 9 9
r(t) = iz(t) i = Vx_(t) + y_(t) (i0)
@(t) = arg z(t) = tan -I [y(t)/x(t)] (ii)
The waveform z(t) may be interpreted as a time-varying vector with
cartesian components x(t) and y(t), length r(t), and polar angle e(t)
(measured counterclockwise from the x-axis). The mathematical analysis
of a real signal x(t) is often simplified by replacing it with a complex
waveform z(t) satisfying the condition
x(t) = Re z(t)
The waveform x(t) may then be written in three equivalent ways
Re z (t)
x(t) = Re z*(t) (12)
½[z(t) ÷ z (t)]
See Ref. 7 for a provocative defense and extension of the vector
interpretation of complex time functions in oscillation analysis.
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Geometrically, this is a rotating vector with constant length C,
initial angle _, and uniform counterclockwise angular velocity w.
Corresponding to Eq. (12) x (t) can also be written in three
O
equivalent ways:
C cos (wt + _) = Xo(t ) =
Re Xo(t )
Re Xo(t )
½L o(t) * 7+ Xo(t)I
(17)
Rotating vectors also find extensive use in the description of
Fourier spectra. The concept of a Fourier spectrum is based on the
fact that a nonperiodic real waveform x(t) with finite total energy
can be written as an integral over real sinusoids whose angular
frequencies w = 2_f lie in the continuum 0 _ w _ co:
co
x(t) = _ C(w) COS [00t + _(W)]dw (18)
The amplitude C(w) and phase _(w) of the component sinusoids may
be computed from x(t) by means of the formulas:
where
= B2C(w) qA2(00) + (w) ,
oo
A(w) = J" x(t) cos wt dt
_(m) = tan-l[B(w)/A(w) ]
co
B(w) = J" x(t) sin wt dt
(19)
24
If each sinusoid in the integrand of Eq. (18) is now replaced
by its analytic signal representation, i.e., the counterclockwise
rotating vector X(_e jwt where
X(w) _ C(w)ej_(w) (20)
is the value of the rotating vector at time zero (its initial value),
the result is the analytic signal representation of x(t):
CO
i SO eJWtx(t) = _ X(w) dw
(21)
The analytic signal representation of a real waveform may thus be inter-
preted as the rotating vector of variable length and angular velocity
obtained by summing the rotating vectors which represent its Fourier
component sinusoids.
Similarly, if each sinusoid is replaced by the complex conjugate
of its analytic signal representation, namely, the clockwise rotating
* e-jmtvector X (w) , the result is the conjugate of the analytic signal
representation of x(t):
* i _0 X(w)eJ_t dwx (t) =_
--CO
(22)
Finally, if each sinusoid is replaced by the sum of counter-
rotating vectors, as in the third line of Eq. (17), the result is the
so-called Fourier integral representation of x(t):
x(t) = _ _(t) + x (t)] -- X(w)e jmt de
--OO
(23)
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The Fourier integral thus expresses the real waveform x(t) as
the sum (integral) of a "spectrum" of complex waveforms, viz., an
infinite set of rotating vectors having both positive (counterclock-
wise) and negative (clockwise) angular velocities. The function
X(w) which specifies these rotating vectors in terms of their initial
values is called the "Fourier spectrum." The spectrum X(w) is also
*
called the Fourier transform of x(t) because, with the aid of
Eqs. (19) and (20), it can be expressed as an integral operation
on x(t) :
X(w) =_[x(t)] = r=j x(t)e -j_t dt (24)
-00
From Eq. (20), it is clear that the modulus (length) and
argument (polar angle) of the spectrum X(m) respectively give the
amplitude C(w) and initial phase q0(w) of the real sinusoid with
frequency f = Ilt_/2_I in the trigonometric Fourier integral of Eq. (18).
Because of the close connection between vector angular velocity w
and sinusoidal frequency f, counterclockwise and clockwise values of
are commonly referred to respectively as positive and negative
(angular) frequencies when describing spectra.
The Fourier integral representation of Eq. (23) generalizes
readily to complex waveforms without change in form:
z(t) = x(t) + jy(t) = 2-_ Z(_)e jwt dw (25)
where the spectrum or Fourier transform of z(t) is given by
Z(w) = X(w) + jY(w) = _ z(t)e -jwt dt (26)
--OO
\ *
_\\ The Fourier transform will usually be denoted by the upper case
• ° ° °
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It is obvious from Eq. (25) that the spectrum of the complex conjugate
of z(t) is the complex conjugate of the spectrum of z(t), but with
positive and negative frequencies interchanged:
ZLz*(t)J_ - = z (-w) (27)
With the aid of the foregoing relations, the Fourier spectra of
the various types of waveforms that are of interest in modulation
theory may be described as follows:
o The spectrum of a real waveform such as x(t) is two-sided
(contains both positive and negative frequencies) and
exhibits conjugate or Hermitian symmetry:
X(-w) = X (w) (28)
o The spectrum of an arbitrary complex waveform such as that
in Eq. (9) is two-sided and in general unsymmetrical. Its
properties depend on the spectra X(_) and Y(w) of its real
and imaginary parts.
o The spectrum X(W) of the analytic signal _(t) is one-sided and
contains no negative frequencies. It is equal to the positive
frequency spectrum of 2x(t):
[_x(t) ] = X(oo) = [i + sgn(uo) ] X(w) (29)
whe re
sgn(w) =
-i, w < 0
O, w = 0
i, w > 0
(30)
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o The spectrum of x (t), the complex conjugate of the
analytic signal representation of x(t), is also one-
sided, but here it is the positive frequencies that
vanish:
_*(t)] = X (-w) = [I - sgn(_)] X(w) (31)
o The spectrum of the Hilbert transform of x(t) may be
found by combining Eqs. (13) and (29):
%2
[x(t) ] = -j _(_) - X(w) ] = -j sgn(w) X(_) (32)
_J
This leads to the interpretation of x(t) as the harmonic
conjugate of x(t), i.e., a waveform whose spectral com-
ponents lag those of x(t) by 90 ° at all frequencies.
o The spectrum of the product of a complex waveform m(t)
jet
o
and the rotating vector e is just the spectrum of
m(t) shifted upward in angular frequency by w
o
[m ](t)e j_° = M(w - Wo) (33)
o A complex waveform whose negative frequency spectrum
vanishes is the analytic signal representation of its
real part. Likewise, a complex waveform whose spectrum
contains no positive frequencies is the complex conjugate
of the analytic signal representation of its real part.
Returning now to the description of modulation as an operation
on the baseband rather than on the carrier, it is only necessary to
*The approach used here is similar to that of Bedrosian.(4)
Voelcker(8) has recently described an even more general approach to
modulation theory.
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note that a complex representation c(t) of any real modulated
wave form
e(t) = a(t) cos [w t + q0(t)]
0
can be obtained by forming the product
c(t) = m(t) !o(t) (34)
where
m(t) = a(t) ejq_(t)
is a complex waveform derived from the baseband, and
j00 t
O
e (t) -e
--0
is the analytic signal (rotating vector) representation of the nor-
malized sinusoidal carrier cos _ t.
o
Thus, if modulation is viewed as the process of generating the
complex modulated carrier c(t), the first step in the process is the
operation on the baseband which yields m(t), and the second is the
multiplication of m(t) by eo(t ). By Eq. (33), the latter step merely
serves to translate the spectrum M(w) of m(t) up to the carrier fre-
quency w :
O
C(w) = M(W - w ) (35)
O
Since this second step is the same for all modulation methods, a given
method is characterized entirely by the function m(t) which is derived
from the baseband e (t) in the first step. For this reason, m(t)
B
is called the "modulation function."
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It is of course obvious that the only modulation functions of
practical interest are those which yield modulated carriers
e(t) = Re c(t) = a(t) cos [Wot + q0(t)] (36)
from which the baseband, or some simple function of it, can be recovered
by one of the basic types of demodulator discussed later in this section:
i.e., product, envelope, phase and frequency. In that discussion,
the responses of these demodulators to the signal e(t) are shown to be
proportional respectively to the following parameters of e(t):
In-phase signal component = a'(t) cos %0/(t)
Envelope = a'(t)
Phase deviation = _t(t)
Frequency deviation = _t(t)
(37)
Here, as in Appendix A, a'(t) and _0'(t) are defined in terms of the
modulus and argument of the analytic signal representation e(t) of e(t):
a'(t) = le(t) l = e (t) + _2(t)
whe re
t + _'(t) = arg e(t) = tan-l[_(t)/e(t)]
o
j%0'(t) jw t
o
e(t) = e(t) + j_(t) = at(t) e e
Before going further, it is important to note that, although
e(t) = Re e(t) -- a'(t) cos [Wot + q)'(t)]
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has exactly the same form as Eq. (36), it cannot be concluded that
c(t) is equal to _(t). And unless this is true, the envelope at(t)
and phase deviation _t(t) which characterize the demodulator outputs
will not be equal respectively to the waveforms a(t) and _(t) which
specify the modulation. Under these circumstances, it is not in
general possible to determine whether a given modulation function will
yield a useful modulated carrier. Even if the applied modulations
a(t) and/or _(t) have a simple dependence on the baseband, there is
no assurance that this will be true of the demodulator outputs.
To avoid this difficulty and to make it possible to test an
arbitrary modulation function for detectability, it is necessary
first to impose the condition that its negative frequency spectrum
not extend below -w , i.e.,
o
--""Mt_)= 0 for w < -w (38)
o
If m(t) meets this condition, Eq. (35) shows that the complex carrier
c(t) will contain no negative frequencies and so will be the analytic
signal representation of its real part e(t). Thus, Eq. (38) implies
c(t) = !(t) (39)
and hence
a'(t) = a(t) --Im(t)l , %0'(t) = q0(t) - arg m(t)
Combining this with Eq. (37), the conditions on m(t) for recovery of
a simple function b(t) of the baseband by product, envelope, phase,
and frequency demodulators are then respectively:
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Re m(t) = b(t) Product (40a)
[m(t) [ _ b(t) Envelope (40b)
arg m(t) ==b(t) Phase (40c)
arg m(t) _ b(t) dt Frequency (40d)
Any modulation function m(t) which makes c(t) an analytic signal and
satisfies one of the conditions just stated will define a modulated
carrier from which the baseband function b(t) can be recovered.
The conditions on m(t) given by Eqs. (38) and (40) are not ex-
cessively restrictive. They allow considerable latitude for specifying
the functional dependence of m(t) on b(t), which is another way of
saying that they permit the description of many different modulation
methods. In particular, for any given type of demodulator, it is
possible to define modulated carriers having a wide variety of spectral
characteristics. The spectrum E(w) of the normalized modulated carrier
may in fact be expressed directly in terms of the spectrum M(w) of the
modulation function. Taking the Fourier transform of the waveform
relation
I *
e(t) = Re c(t) = 3 [c(t) + c (t)]
it follows from Eq. (27) that
I
E(m) :-_ [c(w)+ c*(-®)]
and so by Eq. (35),
I *
_(®) =_ [M(®- _o)+ M (-_- %)] (41)
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Due to the condition expressed by Eq. (38), the spectra represented by
the two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (41) never overlap. The
first term represents the positive frequency part of E(w), the second
its negative frequency part. In the special case where re(t) is real,
M (-w) = M(_), and
I [M(w + M(w + ] real re(t) (42)
E(00) = _ - _o ) Wo )
In all cases, the spectrum of e(t) may be found by shifting the entire
spectrum of m(t) upward in frequency through w to obtain the positive
o
frequency part, then reflecting it about zero frequency and taking its
conjugate to find the negative frequency part.
From Eq. (41) or (42), it is clear theft when re(t) contains both
positive and negative frequencies, e(t) will be double sidebanded, i.e.,
its spectral components will lie on both sides of the carrier frequency
(Fig. 2a); if m(t) is also real, the sidebands will be symmetric about
(Fig. 2b). On the other hand, if m(t) is an analytic signal, it
o
will have only positive frequencies and the carrier will have only an
upper sideband (Fig. 2c). Similarly if m(t) is the complex conjugate
of an analytic signal, e(t) will have only a lower sideband (Fig. 2d).
As an aid in constructing such one-sided modulation functions, it is
useful to note that an analytic function of an analytic signal is
itself an analytic signal.
To illustrate the application of these relationships, consider
the family of modulation functions which leads to carriers which may
be demodulated by a product demodulator. This family is defined by
the conditions of Eqs. (38) and (40a) and hence re(t) has the form
re(t) -- b(t) + jy(t) (43)
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T _ _0 0
a. Modulation function is complex but arbitrary
IF(_)l
IM (0_)1
-o_ 0
b. Modulation function is real
IE(')l
IM (_)I
,,%
IE(_)I
c. Modulation functien is an analytic signal
oJ
lE(_)l
/%
_0
d. Modulation function is the complex conjugate of an analytic signal
Fig. 2-- Relation between spectra of modulation function
and modulated carrier
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where b(t) is the baseband function to be recovered and y(t) is a
real waveform to be chosen arbitrarily, each subject only to the con-
dition that its spectrum is confined to the range w > -w . Setting
O
b(t) = M eB(t )
there are two cases of special interest:
i. y(t) = 0. In this case m(t) is a real waveform
m(t) = M eB(t)
with spectrum
M(w) = M EB(W )
where EB(W ) is the spectrum of the normalized baseband signal.
normalized modulated carrier defined by m(t) is
jw t
e(t) - Re [m(t) e o ] = M eB(t ) cos Wot
and using Eq. (42), its spectrum is
The
E(w) = ½ M[EB(W - Wo) + EB(W + Wo)] (44)
With a symmetrical double-sidebanded spectrum and no carrier component,
this case obviously corresponds to DSB modulation.
2. y(t) = b(t). In this case, m(t) is the analytic signal representa-
tion of b(t)
&.l
m(t) = b(t) + jb(t) = b(t) = M eB(t )
and by Eq. (29) has a one-sided spectrum with only positive frequencies
M(w) = ME B(W ) = M[I + sgn (w)] EB(W )
E_(m) should not be confused with the unnormalized baseband
waveforI_ EB(t ) .
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The modulated carrier is
e(t) = M eB(t)_ cos _ t - M _B(t) sin w t
o o
and by Eq. (41) its spectrum is
E(w) = _ [I + sgn (w - Wo) ] EB(W- w )
o
+ [I - sgn (w + Wo) ] EB (w + Wo) _
(45)
This expression has a simple interpretation. It differs from the DSB
spectrum of case i given by Eq. (44) only in the removal of the lower
sideband. The modulation involved is thus SSB. The corresponding
lower-sideband version of SSB can be obtained by taking
y(t) ---
to obtain the complex conjugate modulation function
m(t) = b__*(t)= M eB(t )
A second major family of modulation functions is that correspond-
ing to the conditions Eqs. (38) and (40c) for detectability by a phase
demodulator. To meet Eq. (40c), the members of this family must have
the form
m(t) = y(t) ejb(t) (46)
where again b(t) is a function of the baseband and y(t) is an arbitrary
real waveform. To satisfy Eq. (38), b(t) and y(t) must be such that
the convolution of the spectra of y(t) and exp[jb(t)] vanishes for
w < -w . Setting
o
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b(t) = _ eB(t )
there are two cases of special interest.
I. y(t) = I. In this case
jb(t) J_eB(t )
m(t) = e = e
and
e(t) = cos [w t + _eB(t)]
O
The spectrum E(w) of e(t) can be expressed in terms of M(_) by Eq. (41),
but due to the nonlinear relation between m(t) and eB(t ), it cannot
be simply expressed in terms of the baseband spectrum _(_). Since
m(t) is neither real nor an analytic signal, the sidebands of e(t)
will be double and unsymmetrical. From the form of e(t) the modu-
lation is PM.
u
2. y(t) = e -b(t) In this case
j[b(t) + 0b(t)]
m(t) = e
jb(t) j __eB(t )
= e = e
and, as an analytic function of an analytic signal, is itself an
analytic signal. Hence the spectrum of the phase modulated carrier
-_B(t)
e(t) = e
will have only an upper sideband.
is called single-sideband phase modulation (SSBPM). To obtain the
lower-sideband version of SSBPM, the complex conjugate modulation
function is used.
cos [Wot + _eB(t)]
Accordingly, the modulation method
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The foregoing examples for the product and phase demodulator
make it apparent that the modulation function approach provides a
systematic method for defining modulated carriers with prescribed
demodulation and spectral properties. Indeed, with proper choices for
the baseband function b(t), it is possible to describe nearly every
modulation method of practical interest using modulation functions
whose dependence on the baseband is given by either a linear or an
exponential function of b(t). This fact permits a classification of
modulation techniques that is somewhat more general than the historic
distinction between amplitude and angle techniques. Thus a modulation
method will be called linear if the dependence of m(t) on b(t) is
linear, as for example in Eq. (43), and exponential if the dependence
is exponential, as in Eq. (46), for example. The two classes of modu-
lation methods thus distinguished may then be subdivided by the nature
of the carrier spectrum (double- or single-sideband) and by the type
of demodulator required. Table 2 illustrates this classification
method for all of the analog modulation methods discussed in this
Memorandum. By using more complicated baseband functions, it may be
extended to include modulation methods whose carriers can be demodu-
lated by both AM and SSB receivers. (4) Such methods are not discussed
here because in satellite applications they offer no special advan-
tages over more conventional techniques.
Despite their great utility in theoretical analyses, Fourier
spectra are not well suited to the description of the modulated
carriers most commonly encountered in practice because a Fourier
spectrum can represent only a single explicit or deterministic waveform.
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An information-bearing carrier, on the other hand, has an inherent
unpredictability, or randomness, that cannot be represented by a deter-
ministic waveform. About the only basebands of practical importance
which have well-defined Fourier spectra are the periodic test signals
used for signalling, trouble shooting, and system adjustment. Examples
of these spectra will be calculated later in connection with the dis-
cussion of the "power spectrum," which is the spectral concept appro-
priate to the description of random waveforms.
Statistical Concepts
To this point, an analog modulated sinusoidal carrier has been
described only to the extent of showing how its normalized waveform
e(t) and Fourier spectrum E(w) depend on the corresponding baseband
waveform eB(t ) and spectrum _(_). It was noted that this descrip-
tion is exact providing that the waveforms of the baseband and the
unmodulated carrier are known exactly. It was also noted that,
except for test signals, the basebands of practical interest cannot
be described by explicit or deterministic waveforms. Indeed, in
order to carry real messages or "information," the baseband must be
intrinsically unpredictable and can only be described in statistical
terms. The problem then is to derive a statistical description of
the modulated carrier, given a statistical description of the base-
band and the functional relation between the two waveforms as
summarized, for example, in Tables i and 2.
Although the statistical properties of an information-bearing
signal cannot in general be represented by a single waveform of finite
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duration, they can be described in terms of a mathematical model con-
sisting of an infinite set, or "ensemble," of explicit waveforms,
each waveform corresponding to one of the possible messages that the
signal could carry. The individual waveforms are called "sample
functions," and the ensemble of sample functions is called a "random
process. ''(6'I0) The statistics in question are then determined at a
specified time by the properties of the random process at that time.
In applications to communication systems, however, it is normally
assumed that, although each sample function in the ensemble is time
dependent, the properties of the ensemble as a whole are not, i.e.,
the ensemble is "stationary." In addition, it will be assumed here
that the random process is "ergodic," which means that all of the
sample functions have the same statistics. As a consequence,
"fraction-of-ensemble" statistics at a particular time are the same as
the "fraction-of-time" statistics of a particular sample function.
Put another way, averages over the ensemble at a particular time are
equal to averages over time for a particular sample function. The
motivation for the ergodic assumption is that it "legalizes" the
practical necessity of inferring the properties of the statistical
model--the ensemble--from experimental fraction-of-time measurements
on samples of the actual signal that the model is to represent.
For most engineering purposes, the "statistics" of a random
signal (or more accurately, the random process that represents it)
are adequately described by two mathematical functions called the
"probability density function" and the "power spectral density," or
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simply "power spectrum."* Once these density functions are known for
a random signal, they can be used to answer many relevant engineering
questions about it. In particular, they can be used respectively to
compute the ratio of peak-to-average signal power, and the amount of
spectrum or bandwidth which the signal occupies. These two
quantities provide a summary description of the signal that is quite
useful in designing the transmitting and receiving amplifiers that
must handle it.
The probability density function for a random signal E(t) is a
real nonnegative function PE(X) such that PE(X)dx is the probability
that the instantaneous value of the signal will lie in the infinite-
simal range x to x + dx. By virtue of the ergodic hypothesis, this
probability can be interpreted as the fraction of time that E(t) has
values in this range.
Thus, the probability density function can be used to compute the
time average of a function fiE(t)] of signal level. It is only neces-
sary to weight f(x) with its probability of occurrence PE(X)dx and
then integrate over all signal levels:
A random process may equally well be described by the Fourier
transforms of its probability density function and power spectrum.
These are called respectively the "characteristic function" and the
"autocorrelation function" and will be introduced later in this
section.
Different names ('_ean," "expectation") and notations (Elf(E)],
_f(E)>) are sometimes applied to the statistical or ensemble average
on the rightLhand side of this equation to distinguish it from the time
average on the left--hand side. The ergodic assumption makes such
distinctions unnecessary in this report.
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T co
i I f[E(t)] dt = I f(x) PE(X) dxfiE(t)] = lira
T-_° -T -co
(47)
For example, the average value of the signal itself is
oo
= _ x PE(X) dx
and the average value of the square of the signal is
co
S = E 2(t) = x PE(X) dx
--CO
When E(t) is a current or voltage, the quantity S here defined is
the average signal power absorbed in a one-ohm load. Since the
average value E(t) of most signals of interest in communication
engineering is zero, the mean power S is also equal to the variance
2
O
E
of the signal, defined as the mean square deviation of the
signal from its average value:
(48)
2 _ --]2
a E - (E(t) E(t) = E2(t) - E--_) 2 (49)
From its definition, it is clear that the probability density
functien can also be used to compute the probability, or fraction of
the time, that a function of signal level fiE(t)] occupies a specified
range of values. Conversely, it can be used to determine the value
which the function exceeds with a specified probability. In particular,
PE(X) can be used to calculate the peak signal power, defined as the
value S which the instantaneous power E2(t) exceeds with only a specified
In speaking of power, a reference load of one ohm will consist-
ently be assumed.
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small probability ¢. If ¢ is the probability (or fraction of the
time) that E2(t) exceeds S, then l-c is the probability that it does
not. Since the latter is identical to the probability that E(t) lies
in the range (- _, _), the peak power is given in terms of ¢ and
PE(X) by
_ PE(X)dx = I - e (50)
The peak power S is thus a function of ¢, and when ¢ is very
small S measures the extreme deviations or peaks of the signal in
somewhatthe sameway that the average power S measures the average
magnitude of the positive and negative excursions of the signal from
its meanvalue. The ratio of peak to average power
A =-
forms a convenient dimensionless index of signal "peakiness" that is
independent of the absolute signal level.
The importance of the concepts of average and peak power to
system design is well illustrated by the case of the modulated carrier
signal. To begin with, as will be shown in the discussion of demodulators,
the average power SR at the receiver input determines the SNR at the
receiver output, and hence the quality of the output signal. Moreover,
when the value of SR which yields the desired output signal quality
is known, the average transmitter output power ST = E2T(t) can be cal-
culated from the relation
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L
ST = GTG----_ SR (51)
where L is the path loss and GT and GR are the gains of the trans-
mitting and receiving antennas, respectively.
received carrier power SR is important because the valueThe peak
of the probability ¢ involved in its definition is chosen on the basis
of experimental measurementsof the distortion produced by nonlinear-
ities in the amplifiers through which the modulated carrier must pass.
In particular, ¢ is chosen so that, with ER(t) confined to the range
+ _R with probability l-c, the distortion will be acceptably low.
Thus SR is a measure of the input signal range over which the receiver
amplifiers should be linear. In addition, it determines the peak
power
= L (52)
ST GTG R SR
which the transmitter power amplifier must handle without excessive
distortion. Peak transmitter power can be critically important in
satellite repeaters since it often determines the size, weight, and
primary power requirement of the transmitter.
The other basic statistical density, the "power spectrum" of a
signal E(t), is defined as a function WE(f ) such that WE(f)df is that
portion of the total average power S of the signal contained in the
frequency range f to f+df. Thus, where the probability density
function could be used to describe the fraction of the time that the
instantaneous signal power lies in a specified power interval, the
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power spectrum describes the fraction of the average power that lies
in a specified frequency interval. In general, the two density
functions are independent; i.e., a knowledgeof the probability den-
sity function conveys no information about the spectral properties of
the signal, and vice versa--except for the obvious condition that
they must yield the sametotal signal power:
oo oo
-OO -_o
Since the power spectrum gives the power in an infinitesimal
band of frequencies, and the F_urier spectrum specifies the am_plitude
sf the sinusoidal cemponents in such a band, it might be theught that
the power spectrum could be expressed in terms of the Fourier spectrum
for those deterministic signals that possess a Fourier spectrum. This
is in fact true, but only for periodic waveforms. If Zn is the Fourier
spectrum for the (possibly c_mplex) periodic waveform z(t) with period T,
then its power spectrum is (II)
om
Wz (f) = _ IZn 12 6(f-nfl)' fl = T'I (54)
where 6(f) is the Dirac delta function defined by the conditions that
for an arbitrary function g(f) and a constant a,
6(f - a) - O, f * a
QO
_ g(f) 6(f - a) df " g(a)
(55)
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When the waveform is not periodic, it may have a Fourier spectrum
and no power spectrum, or it may have a power spectrum and no Fourier
spectrum. For example, a nonperiodic deterministic waveform z(t)
will have a Fourier spectrum if its total energy _ Iz(t) l2 dt is
T
lim I _ iz(t ) 12finite, but in this case, the average power S = T_._ 2-'T
vanishes and so the power spectrum is zero.
dt
On the other hand, if the waveform has a non-zero but finite
average power, it will have a power spectrum but will in general have
no Fourier spectrum. In this case, however, the power spectrum can
14--4 4--_be expresscd in terms of a _L_t_L_S operation on the Fourier spectrtmt
CO
ZT(f ) = _ zT(t) e-j2_ft
--OO
dt
of a finite length sample or truncated version of z(t)
z(t) Itt < T
zT(t) = 0 Itl > T
The power spectrum of z(t) is then given by (I0)
f2 f2
Wz(f) df = T__o 2-_ IZT (f)I
fl fl
df
where fl and f2 are arbitrary frequencies. When applied to a small
frequency interval, this definition reflects the well-known fact that
the average power of a sinusoid is one-half the square of its amplitude.
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A muchmore useful alternative definition for the power spectrum
of an explicit, finite-power waveform z(t) is obtained by first intro-
ducing the autocorrelation function of z(t)
T
R (T) ; z*(t)z(t+r) -- lim2- T" z*(t)z(t+r)dt
z T---_
-T
Then, by a theorem of Wiener and Khinchin, the power spectrum is just
the Fourier spectrum (or transform) of R (T):
z
co
Wz (f) = _ Rz(T) = R z(_) e dT
--CO
(56)
(57)
In other words, the power spectrum defines the initial values of the
rotating vectors in the Fourier integral representation of Rz(T):
Rz(T) = _ Wz(f) e+J2_fTdf (58)
Note from either Eq. (56) or Eq. (58) that the autocorrelation function
evaluated for T = 0 is just the total average power
R (0) = S (59)
g
Given this procedure for finding the power spectrum of an arbitrary
deterministic waveform, the power spectrum of a random waveform (process)
may be defined as the ensemble average of the power spectra of the sample
functions which describe the process. In this connection, however, it
should be noted that if the random process is ergodic, as here assumed,
all sample functions have the same autocorrelation functions and power
spectra. The ergodie hypothesis thus "justifies" the use of measure-
ments on the random physical signal to infer the power spectrum of the
random process which represents it.
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Several symmetryproperties of autocorrelation functions and power
spectra follow directly from the definitions just given. From Eq. (56),
the autocorrelation function always exhibits conjugate symmetry
R (-'r) = R *(_-)
Z z
and this insures that Wz(f) will be real.
then R (7) is also real, and by Eq. (60a) is symmetric about 7 = O:
z
Rz(-7) = Rz(7) , z(t) real (60b)
With both Rz(7) and Wz (f) real, it follows that Wz (f) is symmetric about
f =0
Wz(-f) = Wz(f) , z(t) real (61)
The following easily demonstrated (II) relations between power
spectra are also of frequent use. The power spectrum of the derivative
z(t) = dz(t)/dt of a waveform z(t) may be written in terms of the power
spectrum W (f) of z(t)
z
(60a)
If the waveform z(t) is real,
W. (f) = w2W (f) w = 2_f (62a)
z z
Similarly, the power spectrum of the integral fz(t)dt is given by
W_zdt(f ) = w-2Wz(f) (62b)
If the wavef_rm z(t) with power spectrum Wz(f) is applied to a filter
with transfer function H(f), the power spectrum of the output z (t) is
o
W z (f) IH(f)[ 2= Wz(f ) (62c)
o
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As noted earlier, the power spectrum of a signal can be used to compute
the frequency interval or bandwidth which the signal occupies. In
speaking of frequency intervals, however, it should be recognized from
Eq. (58) that, like the Fourier spectrum, the power spectrum is defined
for both positive and negative frequencies. The frequencies of interest
in defining bandwidth, however, are "physical frequencies"--the number of
oscillations per second executed by the real sinusoidal components of the
signal. In terms of the power spectrum WE(f ) then, the power S(fl,f2)
corresponding to the physical frequency interval fl to f2 includes the
contributions of both positive and negative values of the frequency
variable f in the range fl_IflKf2 :
S(fl,f2) = _ WE(f)df + WE(f)df
-fl fl
In the case of real signals, such as the baseband EB(t ) and received modu-
lated carrier ER(t), Eq. (61) shows that this may be written as a single
integral over positive frequencies
f2
S(fl,f 2) = 2 _ WE(f)df
fl
Not surprisingly, there is no single universally appropriate defini-
tion for the bandwidth of a signal. For some applications it is convenient
Again, the term "negative frequencies" is Just a shorthand way of
referring to the angular velocities of the clockwise rotating vectors in
a Fourier integral, in this case the Fourier integral for the autocor-
relation function.
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to observe that the normalized power spectrum
wE(f) - WE(f)/S =
WE(f)
WE(f)d f
--OO
C63)
has many of the properties of a probability density function in which
signal level has been replaced by frequency. For real, low-pass
signals, wE(f ) is symmetrical about and concentrated near zero fre-
quency, and a measure of the mean extent of the power spectrum is the
rms bandwidth, defined by analogy with the standard deviation of a
random variable by
B 2 = _ f2
_ wE(f )df
This definition can be extended to bandpass signals and to complex
signals, (12) but from the standpoint of physical significance, a
better measure of mean "bandwidth" is given by (13)**
B
In this Memorandum, however, the bandwidth of principal interest
is one which describes the total or "peak" spectral extent of the
power spectrum. Again different definitions are possible, but the
A low-pass signal is one having spectral components distributed
more or less continuously from nearly zero frequency to some maximum
or cu_ff frequency.
Personal communication with W. Doyle, consultant to The RAND
Corporation.
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one to be used here gives the (peak) bandwidth of a signal as the
(physical) frequency interval that includes all but a specified small
fraction _ of the total average power of the signal, excluding any
dc component.
In the case of the baseband signal _(t), with normalized power
spectrum w_(f), the bandwidth BB is given by
BB
- w - BSB(0,B B) SB _ E B
(f) df i
-BB
SR fo - _ BR' fo + 2 BR =
/
Nete the similarity to the definition of peak signal power given in
Eq. (50). In the case of the modulated carrier ER(t), the bandwidth
BR for a carrier with double sidebands is given by
f+ I
o 2BR
w_(f)df ffii-_
f _ i
o 2BR
(64)
(65)
The expressions for single-sideband techniques are the same except that
the range of integration is f to f + _ for an upper sideband@ @
and fo-BR to f for a lower sideband. In evaluating the integrals
o
in Eqs. (63) and (65), any carrier frequency component in the power
spectrum should be ignored since it carries no information and has
zero spectral extent.
The value of _ used in defining bandwidth should be chosen in some-
what the same fashion as was the probability ¢ used in defining peak
power, i._., to make acceptably low the distortion that results from
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rejecting power outside the bandwidth BR. On this basis, BR is then
an appropriate measure of the passbands to be provided by the RF and
IF filters of the system. As such, it is also a measure of the total
noise power admitted to the receiver. In addition BR determines the
RF channel bandwidth that must be allocated to the modulated carrier
if adjacent channel interference is to be avoided.
Probability Density Functions--Peak and Averase Power
The practical significance of the average and peak values of the
modulated carrier power at the receiver input has already been indi-
cated. The straightforward approach to calculating these quantities
for a particular modulating method and baseband would be to determine
the probability density function pEp(X) corresponding to the received
carrier
ER(t) = AR e(t)-- AR a(t) +
and then apply the definitions of Eqs. (48) and (50) to obtain SR and
SR respectively.
Unfortunately, although a(t) and _(t) are fairly simple functions
of the baseband eB(t ) for most analog modulation methods (see Table I),
the statistical nature of eB(t) can easily be such as to make PER(X )
extremely difficult to calculate. In such cases, it is helpful to assume
that the amplitude and phase dependent factors in ER(t) are statistically
independent. The average power is then the product of the mean square
values of these factors
But Bp may well differ from the "noise bandwidth" of the receiver,
defined as =ne width of the rectangular filter which has the same center
frequency gain and passes the same white noise power as does the receiver.
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,,(t)l:'oo,Ioo,:-,-
If it is also assumed that the phase is uniformly distributed, then
2 _ t +q0(t)] = ½COS _O
and so
where
m
SR = aZ(t) SRo
SRo = A_ /2
is the average power of the unmodulated carrier. In this way, calculation
of the average carrier power is reduced to determining the mean square
value of the amplitude ratio
SR/SRo = a2(t) = _ X2pa(x)dx (66)
This is a much simpler task since only the probability density Pa(X) of
the amplitude ratio is needed, and, in most cases, it can be expressed
directly in terms of the probability density PeB(x ) of the modulating
baseband.
Calculation of the peak power SR can also be made to depend only
on Pa(X) if it is noted that the excursions of _(t) are bounded by the
envelope IAR a(t) l and that, for the narrow-band signals here assumed,
this envelope varies quite slowly compared with _(t) itself. It is
apparent that, whatever the value of ¢ used in Eq. (50) to define the
peak power S£ corresponding to a particular modulated carrier, there
is an _ such that if
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then
P la(t)l 2 > S = _ (67)
> =
The appropriate value of _ is of course determined by distortion measure-
ments similar to those required in the specification of ¢. In terms of
Pa(X), the condition expressed by Eq. (67) may be written
J Pa(X) dx = I-_
where (68)
This definition of peak carrier power is equivalent to, and henceforth
will be used in place of, Eq. (50). The value of SR so determined is
closely related to the so-called "peak envelope power" SpEp, defined
loosely as the mean power at the crest of the modulation envelope.
Thus
SpE P = _ SR
In the case of the baseband signal _(t), the peak power _B is
defined by the condition
_ p_(x) dx = I-_ (69)
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where pE (x) is the basebandprobability density function and _ has
the samevalue used in Eq. (68) to define the peak received carrier
power. The normalized baseband is then
EB(t)
eB(t ) = S_B
and the basebandpeak-to-average power ratio becomesjust the recip-
rocal of its mean square value:
_B i
- - __ (70)
SB e2 (t)
Arbitrary Basebands. Equations (66), (68), and (70) can now be
used in conjunction with the values of a(t) given in Table i to obtain
_R' ^ /general expressions for SR, and AR = SR S R in terms of parameters
which describe the modulation method and the baseband. Table 3
displays such expressions for each of the modulation methods con-
sidered in this report.
Referring first to the entries for the double-sideband methods
(AM, DSB, PM, FM), it is seen that SR, _R' and AR depend only on the
modulation index and the baseband peak-to-average power ratio AB.
Indeed, for the angle modulation techniques, modulation has no effect
at all on the carrier power.
In the case of AN, note that the average carrier power is made
up of two terms. The first is of course the average carrier power in
the absence of modulation, while the second represents the total power
Table 3 also includes the expressions for RF bandwidth BR derived
later in this section.
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carried by the two sidebands. The sideband power is thus smaller
than the unmodulated carrier power by the factor M2/_. It is only
in the special case of i00 percent modulation (M = i) by a sinu-
soidal baseband (AB = 2) that the sideband power equals one-half the
unmodulated carrier power.
In the case of DSB, there is no carrier component and all of the
RF power is in the sidebands. But relative to the average power that
would be received if only the unmodulated carrier were transmitted, the
average sideband power is the same as for an AM signal with the same
modulation index. In order to radiate the same average sideband
power as a DSB transmitter, an AM transmitter with modulation index
M must therefore radiate a total average power that is higher by the
+ _/M 2. The AM transmitter must also have a higher peakfactor I
power capability. For the same average sideband power, Table 3 shows
that the peak carrier power with AM is (I + M)2/M 2 times higher than
with DSB. For example, if the AM transmitter is i00 percent modu-
lated (M = I), it must have four times the peak power capability.
The situation is more complicated in the case of the linear and
exponential single-sideband techniques. Here, the amplitude ratio
of the modulated carrier depends on both the baseband and its Hilbert
transform. And although these two waveforms have equal variances and
so represent the same average power, they are uncorrelated at a given
*Although both average and peak power are higher with AM, it
should be noted that the RF peak-to-average powe r ratio for AM differs
from that for DSB by the factor (I + M) /(% + M_). For example, with
I00 percent modulation (M = I) and an FDM speech baseband (_ _ i0),
is equal to 20 (13 db) for DSB, and only 7.3 (8.6 db) for_AM.
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instant and in general do not have the same probability density
functions. (9) For this reason, the general expressions for the peak
and average powers of the single-sideband modulated carriers have,
with one exception, been left in terms of the peak and average values
2
of the normalized instantaneous envelope power a (t). The exception
is the average power of the SSB carrier. By virtue of the equality
between the variances of eB(t ) and _B(t), Eqs. (66) and (70) give
_2 = 2M2_ 2M2/A BS_SRo = M 2 le2B(t)+ eB(t)i = SSB
The peak SSB power and both the average and the peak SSBFM power can
be calculated only in specific cases where the statistics of the
Hilbert transformed baseband are known.
Sinusoidal and Gaussian Basebands. The general expressions for
average and peak received carrier power given in Table 3 will be
illustrated by considering two representative types of baseband:
a sinusoidal test tone
_(t) = a cos wit
and a random signal specified only by the condition that its proba-
bility density function is gaussian with zero mean and variance
= E_(t). The probability density functions for these basebands
EB
are respectively
PEB(X) =
_ /a _ - x2) -I Ixl < a
0 Lxl>a
test tone (71)
Multichannel speech signals will be considered in the next section.
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and
p_(x) = o exp (-x2/2o )
EB
_B
gaussian (72)
From these, the average and peak baseband powers may be computed using
Eqs. (48) and (69) respectively. The resultant expressions may then
be combined to yield the dependence of the baseband peak-to-
average power ratio AB on the probability _ that _(t) exceeds_B
= 2 cos 2 (_/2) test tone (73)
where
erfc (_--/_) = gaussian (74)
2
2 _ e -y dy (75)erfc(x) = i erf(x) -
X
is the complementary error function. Plots of AB versus _ for these
two basebands are shown in Fig. 3. Note from Fig. 3b that with a
gaussian baseband, the value of AB is quite sensitive to the choice
of _, whereas with a test tone, AB = 2 for all small values of _. It follows
that, with the sinusoidal test tone, the normalized baseband waveform
is eB(t ) = cos Wlt for all cases of practical interest.
As shown by the entries in Table 3, these data on the baseband
peak-to-average power ratio are sufficient to determine SR, _R' and
A R for test-tone and gaussian modulated carriers in the case of all
modulation methods except SSB and SSBFM. For SSB, it is first neces-
sary to compute the peak value of the instantaneous normalized envelope
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Fig.3--Peak-to-average power ratio A B versus overload
probability a for sinusoidal and gaussian basebands
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In the case of the test tone eB(t ) = cos wit, Eq. (15) gives
eB(t ) = sin wit. Therefore, a(t) = M, a = M, and from Table 3,
SR/SRo = 2_ 2 = 2M2
^2
a
AR = _ AB = AB 2
SSB by test tone (76)
In contrast, note from Table 3 that AR = 2_ = 4 for DSB modulation by
a test tone. In the case of a gaussian eB(t), it is easily shown
that _B(t) is also gaussian and, as a result, a(t) is Rayleigh dis-
tributed (II) with probability density
Pa (x) =
x
eB
x>O
0 x<0
(77)
Substituting this into Eq. (66) and (68) to compute SR/SRo and S/SRo
respectively, and combining the results to eliminate aeB , the RF peak-
to-average ratio can be expressed directly in terms of _:
AR = In(_ -2) SSB by gaussian (78)
With SSBFM, the general expression for the amplitude ratio is
a(t) = exp(_ _ ]_ _B(t) dt)
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In the case of the sinusoidal test tone, eB(t ) = cos wit , this becomes
a(t) = exp(! D cos wit ) (79)
where
D -- f_/eI
is the deviation ratio or modulation index for a single sinusoid of
angular frequency w I. The corresponding probability density function
is
f( Yrrx D 2 - in2x
Pa(X) = _L 0,
-D D
e <x< e
otherwise
(8O)
Substituting either Eq. (79) or Eq. (80) into Eq. (66), the normalized
average RF power is given by
SR/SRo = lo(2D )
where I (x) = J (jx) is the real-valued even function of x given by
O O
the zero order Bessel function with a purely imaginary argument.
Substituting Eq. (80) into Eq. (68), the normalized peak RF power is
^
SR/SRo = 2 exp(2D cos o_) --_2 exp(2D) _<< 1
from which
AR = 2 exp(2D)/Io(2D) SSBFM by test tone (81)
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In the case of the gaussian basebandwith probability density
function given by Eq. (72), the probability density function for the
amplitude ratio of the SSBFMmodulated carrier is
2
where
i i
Pa(X) =
0,
-in2x/2_ 2
--e , x>O
x<0
(82)
is the variance of the normally distributed baseband-dependent
lintegral f_ _B(t)dt. To express o2 in terms of the baseband para-
meters requires a knowledge of the second-order statistics of the
baseband, as given by its power spectrum. If this is assumed to be
flat over the bandwidth of the baseband BB, and zero elsewhere, it
can easily be shown that
oo
j. f D2
2 = f]2 -2 WeB(f)df = mf£
-co
(83)
where f£ and fm = f_ + BB are respectively the lowest and highest fre-
quencies in the baseband, _ is the baseband peak-to-average ratio
given by Eq. (74), and
D = f_ /0_
m
is the FM modulation index for a baseband whose highest angular fre-
quency is _ = 2_f . Substituting Eq. (82) into Eqs (66) and (68)m m
leads to the result
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a2(t) = exp(2o2) _
Jerfc(in $/_-2 o) = 2_ SSBFM by gaussian
-i
If the inverse complementary error function is denoted by erfc ,
these expressions may be combined to yield
AR = exp{2o[_ erfc-l(2_) - _]} SSBFM by gaussian (84)
where _ depends on _ and the baseband and modulation parameters as
shown in Eq. (83). It is interesting to note from Eq. (84) that re-
gardless of how small a value of _ is selected, a modulation index
can be chosen to make _ > /-2 erfc-l(2_) and so lead to a peak-to-
average power ratio less than unity.
To facilitate comparison, the expressions just developed for the
peak-to-average carrier power corresponding to various types of analog
modulation by sinusoidal and gaussian basebands have been assembled
in Table 4. Plots of AR versus _ based on these expressions are shown
in Fig. 4.
Power Spectra and Bandwidths
In order to calculate the power spectrum WER(f ) of the modulated
carrier, and from it calculate the RF bandwidth BR defined in Eq. (65),
it is useful to have expressions relating WER(f ) to the power spectra
of the complex modulated carrier c(t) and the modulation function m(t)
introduced in Eq. (34). The waveforms in question bear the following
relationships to one another
Note, however, that the resultant wide dynamic range of the
modulated carrier makes it impractical to use such large modulation
indices with SSBFM.
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Table 4
PEAK-TO-AVERAGERF POWERATIOSA_ FORCARRIERS
MODULATEDBY SINUSOIDALANDGAUSSIANBASEBANDS
Modulation Sinusoidal Gaussian
Method
AM
DSB
SSB
PM
FM
SSBFM
_=.4I+_
cos21
TT\
m L
2 c_2j
--='2
2 exp(2D cos o_)
I (2D)
o
-- 2 e2D/I ° (2D)
4 _ (erfc -I _)2
4(erfc,l _)2
in (-2)
exp{ 2_Evr2 erfc- l(2ot)-_] _
whe re
f %2
(7 = 0(_) = m ( D
2 erfc -I 7
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ER(t)/A R = e(t) = Re c(t)
JWot
c(t) = m(t) e
(85)
(86)
Moreover, for the narrow-band modulated carriers of interest here,
c(t) is the analytic signal representation of e(t)
c(t) = e(t) = e(t) + j _(t) (87)
The relationships between power spectra may be obtained by first
taking the autocorrelation functions of these equations and then
applying the Wiener-Khinchin theorem of Eq. (57). For example, using
the definition of Eq. (56) on Eq. (85) gives RER(T ) = _ Re(T ) .
Taking Fourier transforms and applying Eq. (57) then gives the almost
trivial relation between the power spectra of ER(t ) and e(t)
WER(f) = _ We(f) (88)
Applying the same procedure to Eq. (87) gives as a first step
Re(T) = Re(T) + R_(T) j!R_e(T) - Re_ (T)] (89)
where notation of the form R
xy
func tion _'
(T) represents the "cross-correlation
Rxy(T ) = x*(t) y(tq_r) (89a)
This may be simplified by noting (9) that an arbitrary real waveform
x(t) and its Hilbert transform have the same autocorrelation function
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Rx(T) = R_(_) (89b)
Also, the cross-correlations of x(t) and _(t) are given by the Hilbert
transform of RE(t)
R_x(T) = Rxx_(-T)= - Rx_(T) = - Rx(T) (89c)
and from this, it follows that x(t) and x(t) are uncorrelated at the
sameinstant :
R x(0) = Rx (0) =  x(0) = 0
Applying these to Eq. (89) yields
Rc(T) = 2JR e(T) + j he(T)_ = 2 R (_)
--e
(89d)
(90)
which shows that, just as c(t) is the analytic signal representation
of e(t), the autocorrelation of c(t) is the analytic signal represen-
tation of twice the autocorrelation of e(t). Hence
1 ReERc(_)] _'[ c("r) +Re(T ) = _ =
and since by Eq. (60) R*(T) = R (-T) application of the Wiener-
' C C
Khinchin theorem yields the desired relation between the power spectra
of e(t) and c(t)
i-W
We(f) = _ c (f) + Wc(-f) ] (91)
In this relation it should be noted that since W (f) is the
C
Fourier spectrum of the analytic signal R (_) it vanishes for negative
C
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frequencies. Similarly, Wc(-f ) vanishes for positive frequencies,
and the two terms in Eq. (91) share at most a dc component. Thus,
the power spectrum of the real modulated carrier can be obtained by
adding to the power spectrum of the complex carrier its reflection
about zero frequency, and then dividing the magnitude of all compon-
ents by 4.
The relation between the power spectra of c(t) and m(t) may be
found in similar fashion. Applying Eq. (56) to Eq. (86) yields the
relation between the autocorrelation functions:
j2_f T
O
Rc(T) = Rm(T) e
and application of the Wiener-Khinchin theorem then gives
Wc (f) = Wm(f - fo ) (92)
This shows that the power spectrum of the complex modulated carrier can
be obtained by shifting the power spectrum of the modulation function
upward in frequency by an amount equal to the carrier frequency. Finally,
the relation between the power spectra of e(t) and m(t) is obtained by
combining Eq. (91) and (92) to give
We(f) = _ {Wm(f - fo ) + Wm[- (f + fo)] } (93a)
or, if m(t) is real,
W e(f) = _ [Wm(f - fo ) + Wm(f + fo )] (93b)
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since in this case, Wm(f ) is an even function of frequency. Note in
each of these equations that, just as in Eq. (91), the first term
vanishes for negative frequencies and the second for positive
frequencies.
A comparison of Eqs. (91), (92), and (93) with Eqs. (41), (35),
and (42) respectively shows the close similarity between the relations
for the power spectra and those for the Fourier spectra. More impor-
tantly, Eq. (93) reduces the task of computing the power spectrum of the
normalized real modulated carrier e(t) to that of finding the spectrum of
the modulation function re(t). Combining this with Eq. (88) it follows
that WER(f ) can be obtained by shifting W(f) upward in frequency by an
amount equal to the carrier frequency, adding its negative-frequency
reflection, and then multiplying all spectral components by _/4.
The relationships just described between the power spectra of
c(t), m(t) and ER(t ) are depicted schematically in Fig. 5. From
these relations it is apparent that the bandwidth B R of the real modu-
lated carrier, defined as in Eq. (65) by the range of physical fre-
quencies required to include all but a fraction B of the total carrier
power, is identical to the similarly defined bandwidth of the complex
modulated carrier c(t). For double--sideband modulation methods, B R
is then exactly twice the bandwidth occupied by the modulation function
m(t), whereas for single-sideband methods, B R is just equal to the
bandwidth of m(t).
The arbitrary shapes of the sidebands in Fig. 5a were chosen to
illustrate general relationships. In practice, upper and lower side-
bands are most often symmetrical about the carrier frequency.
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For a formal demonstration of these conclusions, it is only neces-
sary to substitute Eqs. (91) and (93) into Eq. (65). For example, com-
bining Eqs. (93) and (65) yields the following expression for BR in
terms of Wm(f) when m(t) is a double-sideband modulation function
i
BR
r
1
-_B R
Wm(f ) df = (I - _) _ Wm(f) df
--_O
(94)
When m(t) represents a single-sideband method the same equation applies,
except that the limits of integration on the left-hand side are 0
and BR for an upper sideband (USB), and -B R and 0 for a lower side-
band (LSB). In using Eq. (94), dc components in Wm(f ) should be
neglected for reasons similar to those noted in connection with
Eq. (65).
Arbitrary Basebands. As just shown, calculation of the power
spectrum and bandwidth of the modulated carrier reduces to finding
W (f) from the statistics of the baseband signal eB(t ) and the func-
m
tional relation between eB(t ) and m(t). This will be done for each
of the analog modulation methods in turn; the resultant expressions
for BR as a function of basebandwidth BB of the baseband are collected
in the last column of Table 3.
In terms of the dependence of m(t) on eB(t ) shown in Table 2, it
is seen that DSB affords the simplest example since, for this modu-
lation method, m(t) = MeB(t ). Hence, the power spectra of m(t) and
eB(t ) differ only by the factor M 2,
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W (f) = M_ (f) DSB (95)
m eB
and it follows that, since BR is twice the bandwidth of m(t), the RF
bandwidth of a DSBmodulated carrier is twice the basebandbandwidth BB:
BR = 2BB DSB
On a purely formal basis, this relation may also be obtained by sub-
stituting Eq. (95) into Eq. (94) and comparing the result with Eq. (64),
the definition of BB.
In the case of AM, m(t) = I + MeB(t), and the relation between
power spectra is found by first relating autocorrelation functions.
Thus,
Rm(_) = [1 + MeB(t )] [1 + l'_B(t + "r)] =" 1 + M2ReB(,r )
and applying the Wiener-Khinchin relation
Wm (f) = 6(f) + M_eB(f ) AM (96)
where 6(f) = _I) is the Dirac delta function defined in Eq. (55).
Thus, with AM, the modulation function power spectrum differs from
the baseband spectrum only by a constant factor and adc component.
It follows that the modulation function bandwidth, and with it, the
modulated carrier bandwidth, is again just twice the bandwidth B B of
the baseband :
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B R = 2B B AM
As before, this result can be obtained formally, here by substituting
Eq. (96) into Eq. (94), ignoring the delta function contribution, and
comparing the result with Eq. (64) for B B.
For SSB, Table 2 shows
m(t) = M[eB(t) ± j_B(t)] SSB (97)
where the upper sign leads to the USB and the lower sign to the LSB.
Comparing Eq. (97) with Eq. (87), it is seen that in this case the
modulation function m(t) bears the same relation to the baseband eB(t )
that the complex carrier c(t) bears to the real carrier e(t). Thus,
by analogy with Eq. (90), it follows that
Rm('l- ) = 2M 2 [ReB(m) "+- j _eB(T)]
and hence, by Eq. (29), with x(t) replaced by Rm(m), and x(t) by
2M 2 R (m)
eB
Wm(f ) =<
-I + sgn(f)] 2M 2 WeB(f),
-i - sgn(f)] 2M 2 WeB(f),
USB
LSB
(98)
Thus, Wm(f ) can be obtained from WeB(f ) by merely suppressing either
its negative or positive frequency components and multiplying the rest
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by 4M 2. As a consequence, the bandwidth of the modulation function is
equal to BB and since, for all single-sideband modulation methods, the
former bandwidth is equal to BR, the well-known conclusion is that for
SSB,
BR = BB SSB
In this case, a formal derivation involves the substitution of Eq. (98)
into Eq. (94) with the appropriate integration limits, followed by
comparison with Eq. (64).
For the linear modulation methods just considered, it has been
easy to express the power spectrum and the peak bandwidth of the
modulated carrier directly in terms of the corresponding baseband quan-
tities, regardless of the nature of the baseband. The situation can
be summed up by stating that linear modulation merely translates the
baseband spectrum unchanged to the vicinity of the carrier frequency.
A carrier component may be added or a sideband subtracted, but what
remains is a faithful replica of the baseband spectrum. This simple
state of affairs is of course a direct result of the linear relation
between the modulation function m(t), which characterizes the modu-
lated carrier, and the baseband function b(t), which is a simple func-
tion of the baseband signal. For the exponential modulation methods,
this linear relation is replaced, as the name implies, by an exponen-
tial one, and the relation between the power spectra of the modulated
carrier and the baseband does depend on the statistical nature of the
latter.
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In the case of the double-sideband exponential techniques, for
example, Table 2 gives
m(t) = ejb(t) PM, FM
where b(t) may be identified as the instantaneous phase deviation _(t).
Proceeding as before, the first step in finding the power spectrum of
m(t) is to calculate its autocorrelation function
Rm(_) = m*(t) m(t+_) = e-j[b(t) - b(t+T)] (99)
Regardedas an ensembleaverage, straightforward evaluation
of this expression would require the bivariate probability density
function, Pblb2(Xl, x2), for the randomvariables
bI = b(t)
b2 = b(t + T)
However, this probability density can equally well be specified by
giving its two-dimensional Fourier transform, the characteristic
function, (6)
J_ix I _ J_2x2Cblb2(_l, _2) = dxI e dx2 e Pblb2(Xl , x2) (100)
j(_ibl + _2b2 )
= e
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Comparing the right-hand side of Eq. (99) with that of Eq. (i00),
it is seen that for the double-sideband exponential modulation
methods, the autocorrelation of the modulation function is given
directly by the characteristic function of the second-order pro-
bability density of the baseband function evaluated at the point
_i = -i, _2 = i:
Rm(T5= Cblb2(-i , 15 (lO15
The desired power spectrum W (f5 is the Fourier transform of this ex-
m
pression and therefore also depends on the second-order statistics of
b(t) and hence of the baseband.
A similar situation prevails with the single-sideband exponential
methods, except that here the second-order statistics of b(tS, the
Hilbert transform of b4t), are also involved. Thus, from Table 2,
re(t) = ej[b(t5 _= j _(t)] SSBPM, SSBFM 41025
where b(t) is again the instantaneous phase deviation, and the upper
and lower signs again correspond respectively to the upper and lower
sideband forms of the modulated carrier. Applying Eq. 456), the auto-
correlation of m4t ) is
R(T) = ej[-b(t) ± j _(t5 + b(t + T) _ j _Ct + _5] (1031
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If the characteristic function of the fourth-order probability density
of the random variables
V
b I = b(t), b 2 = b(t + T), b 3 = b(t), b 4 = _(t + _)
is written
J
Cblb2b3b4(_l' _2' F_3' _4 ) = e
4
_ibi
i=l
then comparison of Eqs. (103) with (104) gives
(104)
Rm(T ) = Cblb2b3b4(-i , i, ij, ±j)
SSBPM, SSBFM (105)
Again, to proceed further requires specification of the statistics of
b(t) and _(t).
Sinusoidal and Gaussian Basebands. As with the average and peak
power calculations, two types of baseband will be considered for pur-
poses of illustration: a sinusoidal test tone, cos Wlt, and a noise-
like signal with gaussian probability density given by Eq. (72).
The power spectrum of the test tone is concentrated at the (physical)
frequency, fl = Wl/2_' and consists of delta functions at f = - fl and
f = fl
WeB(f ) = _ [6(f - fl ) + 6(f + fl )]
(106)
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Strictly speaking, the bandwidth BB of such an idealized baseband signal
is zero, since all of the signal power is concentrated at a single
(physical) frequency. However, if test tones of any frequency up to a
maximum f are to be passed, the bandwidth of the baseband circuits
m
must be
BB = f (107)
m
The power spectrum of the gaussian signal can be specified arbit-
rarily so long as its integral over all frequencies yields the same
average power as the probability density function. For present purposes,
the flat bandpass spectrum introduced in connection with Eq. (83) will
be assumed.
W_(f) :
SB/2B B f£ < Ifl < f
' m
0, elsewhere
(108)
The bandwidth necessary to just pass such a baseband is obviously
BB = fm f_
but if the lower frequency limit of the baseband is to be arbitrarily
low, Eq. (107) applies.
As just demonstrated, these data on the baseband are sufficient to
determine the power spectrum WER(f) and bandwidth B R of the modulated
carrier for all of the linear modulation techniques. For the exponen-
tial methods on the other hand, it was shown that W (f) depends on the
m
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higher-order statistics of the baseband function b(t) for the double-
sideband techniques and on both b(t) and its Hilbert transform for the
single-sideband exponential techniques. Moreover, the dependenceof Wm(f)
on the basebanditself is even more complex since the relation between
b(t) and eB(t), though usually linear, involves the parameters of the
modulator such as _ and _.
For example, with conventional FM, m(t) is given by m(t) = ej b(t),
where by Table 2, the instantaneous phase deviation is
b(t) f] eB(t ) dt (109)
Thus, even with the simple test tone, eB(t) = cos Wlt,
j D sin _i t
m(t) = e (ii0)
where D is the modulation index or derivation ratio:
D : P/w I
Since, in this special case, the modulation function is deterministic
and periodic, its power spectrum is by Eq. (54)
QO
Wm (f) : I IMn 12 6(f - nfl) ' fl = _/2_ (III)
n=-=
where
_:/2
= 1
-T/2
-JnWlt
m(t) e dt (112)
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this the coefficient of the n harmonic in the Fourier series expansion
jn_tm(t) = Mn e (113)
Substituting Eq. (ii0) into Eq. (112) yields the well-known result
T/2
I r -j(n_it - D sin w t)Mn = _ j e I dt = J (D)
-T/2 n
where J
n
this the n order Bessel function. By Eq. (iii) then, the
power spectrum of the modulation function is
oo
Wm(f) = I j2(D) 6(f- nfl)
n---o0
FM (114)
a series of equally spaced spectral lines located symmetrically about
zero frequency at harmonics of the modulating test tone as shown in
Fig. 6a for various values of the FM deviation ratio D.
The relative magnitudes of the sideband components are obviously
controlled by D. For all values of D, there is a finite dc component
(which comprises the carrier frequency component in the modulated
carrier signal) and, in general, all harmonics carry some power. Thus,
the spectrum is infinite in extent, but J (D) approaches zero for
n
n > D in such a way that the power carried by harmonics with order
much greater than the deviation ratio is negligibly small. Substi-
tuting Eq. (114) into Eq. (94), and noting that the total spectral power
_r Wm(f) df = J (D) = I independent of D it follows that the
n _- oo
peak bandwidth of the modulated carrier is the smallest value of B R
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for which
BR/2f 1
Z j2(D) > 1 - 8
n=- BR/2f i
FM by a test tone (115)
Plots of BR/f I versus D for various values of B are shown in Fig. 7a
on page 86. From these curves it is apparent that B R always exceeds
2fl, although for low deviation ratios (narrow-band FM) it closely
approaches this value.
In the case of SSBFM, b(t) is again given by Eq. (109), but m(t)
is now specified by Eq. (102). Thus, when the baseband is the test tone
eB(t ) = cos Wlt, the instantaneous phase deviation and its Hilbert trans-
form are respectively
b(t) = D sin _i t ,
v
b(t) = -D cos _i t
and the modulation function is
D(± cos Wlt+ j sin Wlt) ± JWlt
m(t) = e = exp (± D e ) (116)
where the upper sign corresponds to an USB, and the lower to a LSB.
Again, m(t) is periodic and deterministic so that its power spectrum
is given by Eq. (Iii). However, in this case, the Fourier coefficients
M may be determined by inspection upon comparing Eq. (113) with the
n
series expansion of the exponential in Eq. (116):
JWlt n____ _ ! Jn_Itexp (± D e ) = n. e
The points in Fig. 7a give the values of BR/f I for integer values
of D and the smooth curves represent a rough fit to these points. The
points do not usually lie on the curves because of the discrete nature
of the spectrum.
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Thus, for USBFM, the Fourier coefficients are
I 0 n<OMn = n ,D /n. _ 0
(117)
while for LSBFM
(-D)'n/(-n)f n _ 0
M = (118)
n
0 n >0
The one-sided character of these Fourier spectra is evident. It
will also be noted that corresponding harmonics have the same ampli-
tude; indeed, the only difference between the USB and LSB spectra is
in the phase of the odd harmonics. No phase information appears in
power spectra however, so the USB spectrum is simply a mirror image
of the LSB spectrum. This is also apparent from the formal expres-
sions for the power spectra obtained by combining Eq. (iii) with Eqs.
(117) and (118)
(Dn/n') 2 6(f - nfl) USBFM
no0
Wm(f)
(Dn/n') 2 6(f + nf I) LSBFM
 n--0
(119)
Plots of the USB spectrum for several values of D are shown in Fig. 6b,
page 83, where, to facilitate comparison with the conventional FM spectra
in Fig. 6a, the SSBFM spectra have been normalized to the same total
spectral power.
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Note that there is a dc component which corresponds to a line at the
carrier frequency in the power spectrum of the modulated carrier. But
unlike conventional FM, where the amount of power in the carrier com-
ponent decreases with increasing deviation ratio in such a way as to
keep the total spectral power constant, the power of the carrier com-
ponent in SSBFM is itself constant and equal to that of the unmodulated
carrier. In this respect, SSBFM is similar to conventional AM, and the
carrier in SSBFM could be suppressed without loss of information. When
the deviation ratio exceeds unity, however, the sideband power greatly
exceeds that in the carrier component and there is little motivation for
carrier suppression. Moreover, carrier reinsertion might be very diffi-
cult in practice since correct amplitude, as well as frequency and
phase are important.
The bandwidth for SSBFM with a test tone may be found by substi-
tuting Eq. (119) into Eq. (94) with the appropriate limits of inte-
gration and noting that the total spectral power is
r W (f) df = _ (Dn/nl) 2 = I (2D)
m L_, o
-_ n=O
in agreement with the result obtained previously using the probability
density function of Eq. (80). The RF bandwidth is the smallest value
of BR for which
BR/fl
I (Dn/n') 2 > (I - _) lo(2D )
n=O
SSBFM by (120)
test tone
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and values of BR/f I calculated from this expression are plotted versus
D in Fig. 7b, page 87. Comparingthese curves with those in Fig. 7a
for conventional FM, it is seen that the RFbandwidth with SSBFMis
approximately one-third smaller at any given deviation ratio.
It remains to determine the power spectra and RF bandwidths for
carriers that have been exponentially modulated by a gaussian distributed
baseband. Using the procedure outlined in the discussion of arbitrary
basebands, the first step is to obtain the characteristic function for
the baseband. From this, the autocorrelation function of the modulation
function is readily obtained using Eq. (I01) for PMand FM, and Eq. (105)
for SSBPMand SSBFM. Finally, the power spectrum of the modulation function
is derived by taking the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function.
For this purpose it will be assumedthat the baseband statistics are
not only gaussian in the first order (the simple probability density
function hitherto considered) but in the second (bivariate) and all
higher orders as well. This is equivalent to saying that the baseband
is a "gaussian randomprocess." As such, the characteristic function
corresponding to the bivariate probability density function is (6)
J(_ibl + _2b2)
Cblb2(_l,_2) - e
I/ 2.-_ 2.-_
- _ibl + 2_i_ 2 blb 2 + _2b2)
= e
and the fourth-order characteristic function is (6)
(121a)
4 4 4
Cb (_i,_2,_3,_4) _ ej Z _ibi -½ _ G (_r_sbrbs) (121b)
ib2b3b4 i=l = e r=l s=l
See footnote on page 84.
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where
bI = b(t), b2 = b(t + T), b3 = b(t), b4 = b(t + T) (121c)
In the case of PMand FM, Eqs. (i01) and (121a) combine to give
- _<bI - 2blb2
Rm(T) = Cblb2(-I , i) = e
But from Eq. (121c), the averages in the exponent may all be expressed
in terms of Rb(T), the autocorrelation of the basebandfunction:
blb 2 = b(t) b(t + T) -- Rb(T)
.--_ 2 =b 2bI = b2 (t) = Rb(0)
With these substitutions, the relation betweenRm(T) and Rb(T) is
obtained
R (T) = e-Rb(0) + R (T)m b PM, FM
by gaussian
baseband
(122a)
Taking the Fourier transforms of both sides yields a formal expression
for the power spectrum
PM, FM
by gaussian
baseband
(122b)Wm(f) = e-Rb(0) _ eRb(T) - j2_fTd_
The spectra for PMand FMare distinguished by the dependenceof the
basebandfunction b(t) on the baseband. Thus from Table 2
b(t) = {
_eB(t ) PM
_ eB(t ) dt FM
(122c)
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where _ and _ are respectively the peak deviations of phase and
instantaneous frequency. Since b(t) is real in both cases, it follows
from Eq. (60b) that exp [Rb(_) ] is an even function of T, and so
Eq. (122b) can also be written
oo
-R (0)f Rb( )W (f) = 2e b e cos 2_f_ dT PM, FM
m
by gaussian
0 baseband
(122d)
In the case of SSBPM and SSBFM, Eqs. (121b) and (121c) may be
combined with Eq. (105) to yield
Rm(T) = exp {-½ [Rb(O ) -Rb(T)+JRb_(0 ) +j_(_)
-R (_) + Rb(0 ) + j R_b(y) + JR_b(0 )b - --
+JRb_(T) + JR_b(T ) -R_(O) -R_(T)
JRbb(1- ) _+ JR_b(O ) -R_(q')-P_ (0)])
where the double subscripts indicate the cross-correlations defined in
Eq. (89a). With the aid of the general relations of Eqs. (89b) - (89d),
this simplifies to
2 [Rb(T) _ JRb (T)]
R _) = e
m
SSBPM, SSBFM
by gaussian
baseband
(123a)
Note that with the upper sign (USB), the bracketed term in the exponent
is just the analytic signal representation R_b(m) of _(T) while with
the lower sign (LSB), it is R_b(T). Taking Fourier transforms gives
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SSBPM,SSBFM
2[_(T) ± j%(_)] - j2_f_ by gaussian (123b)W(f) =_ e d_ aseband
where, as in Eq. (122c), the distinction between SSBPMand SSBFMis
determined by the dependenceof b(t) on the baseband:
b(t) = I _eB(t) SSBPM
_7eB(t)dt SSBFM
(123c)
Eqs. (122b) and (123b) showhow the power spectrum W (f) depends onm
Rb(T); it remains to show how Rb(T) depends on Web(f), the power spectrum
of the baseband. Using Eq. (58) to express Rb(_) in terms of Wb(f) and
then applying Eq. (62a) to Eqs. (122c) and (123c), the desired relations
are
_2_ (f) e j2_fTdf
Rb (T) = WeBm
(_)2 ___ f-2 WeB(f)eJ2_fT df
PM, SSBPM (124a)
FM, SSBFM (124b)
Taking Eqs. (124) in conjunction with Eqs. (122b) and (123b), the
power spectrum W (f) corresponding to PM, FM, SSBPM, or SSBFM by any
m
gaussian distributed baseband can be determined from a knowledge of the
baseband power spectrum and the modulation index. For most basebands,
the required integrations cannot be carried out in closed form and it
(10,12,14)
is necessary to use approximations.
One class of gaussian distributed basebands for which the exact
calculation can be carried out is that for which the power spectra have
the form
eB
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where c and d are positive constants. Imposing the general condition
oo
-co
and letting f denote the frequency at which W (f) has its maximum
P eB
value, this spectrum becomes
= -- exp -2
WeB(f) fpA B p P
Substituting it into Eq. (124b) yields the autocorrelation of the base-
band function (or phase deviation) for FM and SSBFM
Rb(T) = 8 4 + (WpT)5
P
where _ = 2nf , and
P P
2 = _q/2n)2/AB B_D2/ABfd =
is the mean square frequency deviation. The Hilbert transform of
_(T) is easily found using the definition of Eq. (7)
R b(T) = 4 P 4' + (WpT)2
Finally, the power spectra of the modulation functions for FM and SSBFM
modulated carriers can be calculated by substituting the expressions for
RD(T) and _) into Eqs. (122d) and (123b) respectively.
The resultant values of W (f) are plotted versus f/f for various
m p
deviation ratios D in Fig. 8a in the case of FM, and Fig. 8b in the
9:
Personal con_nunication with E. Bedrosian of The RAND Corporation.
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case of SSBFM. Note that, as in the case of a sinusoidal baseband,
the RF bandwidth for SSBFM is roughly two-thirds that for FM.
With regard to RF bandwidth, however, it should be noted that
for each of the exponential modulation methods, the value of BR
defined in Eq. (94) depends not only on the basebandwidth and the
modulation index but on the shape of the baseband power spectrum as
well. Thus, even with specified values of _ and BB, no general
result can be given for the ratio BR/B B. Nonetheless, for FM a
useful approximation applicable to a variety of basebands and a wide
range of modulation indices, D, is given by Carson's Rule (I0'II)
B R = 2BB(I + D) FM (125a)
For SSBFM it will be assumed that the RF bandwidth is two-thirds as
large--i.e. ,
_4
B R = _ BB(I + D) SSBFM (125b)
Under certain circumstances, Carson's Rule can also be applied
to obtain an expression for the bandwidth of a phase modulated carrier
in terms of the peak phase deviation or PM modulation index, _. Thus,
if in addition to the power spectrum and probability density function
of the baseband, the probability density of the derivative of the
baseband signal is known, the peak instantaneous frequency deviation,
and hence the corresponding deviation ratio, can be calculated as a
function of _. For example, if the baseband has a gaussian amplitude
distribution and a flat low-pass power spectrum, the amplitude dis-
tribution of the derivative of the baseband will also be gaussian,
Note from Fig. 7a that for a sinusoidal modulating signal,
Carson's rule corresponds to _ = 10 -2 •
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and it is easily shown that the deviation ratio corresponding to PM
with index _ is simply _/¢_.
is
B R = 2BB(I + _/_)
Hence the RF bandwidth of such a PM wave
PM by low-pass flat
gaussian baseband
(125c)
The foregoing expressions for B R have been included in the last
column of Table 3 with the qualification that for greater accuracy,
the RF bandwidth should be calculated from the RF power spectrum
WER(f ) whenever it is available.
NOISE AND DEMODULATION
Introduction
So far in this section, attention has been devoted exclusively
to the modulation process, and in particular, to a statistical des-
cription of the waveform that results when a sinusoidal carrier is
analog modulated by an information carrying baseband. The next step
is to consider the inverse process of recovering the baseband from
the modulated carrier. This process takes place in the receiver,
which is assumed to be of the superheterodyne type consisting of an
IF (intermediate frequency) section followed by a demodulator.
Except in the case of receivers employing feedback loops, the IF
section is not directly involved in signal recovery; its operation is
essentially the same regardless of the type of modulation for which
the receiver is designed. The principal components are a mixer or
converter followed by an IF amplifier. _le converter serves to shift
the frequency of the received signal by multiplying it with a locally
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generated sinusoid whose angular frequency differs from that of the
unmodulated carrier by a fixed amount mI called the intermediate
frequency. For example, with the general received signal of Eq. (5)
ER(t ) = AR e(t) = a(t) AR cos [mot + q0(t)I
multiplication by the local sinusoid cos(m ° - _l) t yields
_(t) cos(_ ° - mi) t = _ a(t) AR cos wit + _p(t)
i a(t) I(200o el) t + q0(t)]AR cos -
The converter output thus consists of two terms, each similar to
the received signal except for the replacement of mo by mI and 2too - ml
respectively. With mI chosen so that the spectra of these terms do not
overlap, the IF amplifier then band-pass filters and amplifies the con-
verter output so as to retain only the first term. Assuming the IF
filters to be ideally rectangular with bandwidth equal to the RF band-
width BR of the modulated carrier, the signal at the output of the IF
section is just an undistorted replica of the first term:
El(t ) = a(t) AI cos [wit + q0(t)] (126)
Here AI represents the amplitude of the IF amplifier output when the
unmodulated carrier [a(t) = I, q0(t) = O] is transmitted, AI/A R is the
overall signal gain of the IF section, and the phase constant repre-
senting the transmission delay of this section is neglected. Thus,
when normalized to AI, the signal input to the demodulator,
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ei(t ) = EI(t)/A I = a(t) cos Ewit + q0(t)]
differs only in frequency from the normalized modulated carrier e(t)
defined in Eq. (6) by the amplitude ratio a(t) and phase deviation
_(t) imposed at the transmitter.
Unfortunately, this is not the complete waveform that arrives at
the input to the demodulator section of the receiver. The signal
el(t ) is inevitably accompanied by additive noise --i.e., a random
waveform representing the combined effect of all the unwanted sources
of RF energy having an electrical path to the demodulator. These noise
sources include terrestrial and extraterrestrial emitters within the
receiving antenna beam, the transmission lines from the antenna to the
receiver, and especially the input stages (front end) of the receiver
IF section. It is from the combination of modulated signal and noise
that the demodulator section of the receiver must recover the baseband
signal. So, before discussing the operation of various types of de-
modulators, the mathematical representation of noise waveforms will be
considered.
Description of Noise
In describing the additive noise with which the modulated carrier
must compete, it will be assumed that there is no interference in the
form of other modulated carriers or impulsive noise from man-made sources
in the receiver pass band. Under these circumstances, the additive noise
The amplitude and phase of the carrier may also be affected by
nonlinearities in the transmitting and receiving amplifiers and by
time-dependent absorption, multiple scattering, and other processes in
the propagation medium. These sources of distortion and so-called mul-
tiplicative noise are here assumed to be negligible. In cases where
they are not, the methods developed in Ref. 15 may be applied.
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waveform at the demodulator input has a gaussian amplitude distribution
and a power spectrum that is essentially flat (independent of frequency)
except as modified by the filters of the IF amplifier. Since these
filters were assumed to have a bandwidth B R that is nearly always small
compared with the IF frequency, the noise input to the demodulator is
narrow band.
Any narrow-band waveform may be viewed as the result of simul-
taneously modulating the envelope and phase of a sinusoidal carrier
whose frequency lies in the narrow band.(ll) In particular, if the
noise waveform at the demodulator input is U!(t), there exists an enve-
lope ratio v(t) and phase deviation _(t) such that
UI(t)/A I = v(t) cos _i t + _(t) l- ul(t) (127)
where _I is the receiver IF frequency, and A I is the unmodulated carrier
amplitude at the demodulator input.
Alternatively, the normalized input noise waveform ul(t ) may be
viewed as the difference between DSB modulated quadrature carriers:
ul(t ) = p(t) cos Wlt - q(t) sin wit (128)
where
p(t) --v(t) cos ,(t)
(129)
q(t) = v(t) sin *(t)
are respectively called the in-phase and quadrature noise components.
In either case, it is customary to regard the noise at the demodu-
lator input as the result of a noise waveform UR(t ) at the input of
an idealized noise-free receiver. By analogy with the relation
between ER(t ) and el(t),_ _ it follows that
i01
= p(t) cos u0 t - q(t) sin w t
o o
(130)
where AR is the unmodulated carrier amplitude at the receiver input,
and any initial phase constant has been neglected.
The statistical characteristics of UR(t) are of course the same
as those already mentioned for the noise at the demodulator input--i.e.,
a gaussian probability density
I
PUR(X) = 2_w GU R
and a rectangular power spectrum
WUR(E) = { No/2
0
exp (-x2/2_UR 2) (131)
f in RF bandwidth (132)
otherwise
where o = _- is the rms value of the noise waveform at the receiver
UR VR
input, and N is the constant noise power density within the RF band pass
o
at this point. These two quantities are related through the various
equivalent expressions for the input noise power:
co
NR= (t)- 2 WUR o R
(133)
The reason for referring the noise at the demodulator input back
to the receiver input is that the latter point is the one generally
used for specifying the total noise power, even though in practice,
contributions to the output noise often arise both before and after
the receiver input. The specification is usually made in terms of a
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system noise temperature T such that the input noise power density is
s
N = k T (134)
o s
where k is Boltzmann's constant (k = 1.38 x 10 -23 joules.
degree). Thus,
another expression for the total noise power referred to the receiver
input is
NR= k Ts BR
The statistical characteristics of the modulations v(t) and _(t)
which characterize the noise waveforms may be derived from those just
given for UR(t ). The envelope ratio v(t) is Ray!eigh distributed (II)
with probability density
x
Pv (x) - _2 exp (-x2/2_2UR) x > 0 (135)
u R
where o is the rms value of the normalized input noise, and the phase
uR
deviation _(t) is uniformly distributed
i
p_(x) = _-_ 0 K x < 2_ (136)
From the distribution for v(t) it follows at once that
where
v (t) = 2_2 R = 2u (t) = 2U (t)/ = NR/SRo (137)
SRo = _/2
is the power of the unmodulated carrier at the receiver input. Thus,
the mean square envelope ratio is just the total input noise power NR
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normalized to the average power SRoof the unmodulated carrier. The
distributions for v(t) and _(t) may also be applied to calculate the
meansquare values of the noise componentsp(t) and q(t) defined in
Eq. (129) with the result (II)
2 q2 i i NR/SRo (138)p (t) = (t) = _ v2(t) =
Having described the input noise, the problem is to determine for
each type of modulation, the fidelity with which the basebandsignal
can be recovered by an appropriate demodulator from the mixture of
signal and noise at the demodulator input. Fidelity of recovery will
be measuredby the ratio _ of average signal power SL to average
noise power NL at the output of the low-pass filter which forms the
output stage of most demodulators. The proportions of signal and
noise in the additive signal-noise mixture at the demodulator input
will be measuredby the ratio KR of average signal power SR to average
noise power NR at the receiver input. In this connection, it will be
assumedin all cases that the signal power greatly exceeds the noise
power
KR>>I
To determine the relation between KL and KR, the composite signal
plus noise waveform Xl(t ) at the demodulator input will be written in
normalized form
Xl(t)/A I = Xl(t ) = el(t ) + ul(t ) = r(t) cos [wit + e(t)] (139)
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where el(t ) and ul(t ) are given by Eqs. (126) and (127), and referring
to the vector diagram of Fig. 9, the envelope ratio r(t) and phase
deviation e(t) are given in terms of the corresponding signal and
noise quantities by
r(t) = Ja2(t) + 2 a(t) v(t) cosI$(t) %0(t)_ + v2(t) (140)
-i a(t) cos <p(t) + v(t) cos 9(t)
@ (t) = cos
r(t)
(141)
It will be noted that in the absence of noise, r(t) and _(t)
respectively reduce to la(t) I and %0(t), as they should. Also note
that, with noise present, the waveform Xl(t ) at the demodulator input
is still modulated in both amplitude and phase--even when the input
signal el(t ) is modulated in only one (or neither). Moreover, as will
next be shown for each of the important types of analog demodulators
in turn, the waveform at the demodulator output can, with one impor-
tant qualification, be expressed quite simply in terms of r(t) and/or
@(t) .
Product Demodulator
An ideal product demodulator (also called a synchronous, coherent,
or homodyne detector) is one in which the input waveform xl(t ) is first
multiplied by a locally generated replica of the unmodulated sinusoidal
carrier. The amplitude of this local carrier is not important, but, for
distortion-free demodulation, the frequency and phase of the local carrier
should be the same as those of the input signal el(t ) in the absence of
modulation; the local carrier is thus taken to be simply cos Wlt. The
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Unmodulated carrier waveform
Signal waveform
Noise waveform
Signal plus noise waveform
Re eJWl t = cos wit
el(t ) = Re el(t ) = a(t) cos [wlt + _0(t)]
Ul(t ) = Re ul(t ) = v(t) cos [wit + _(t)]
Xl(t ) = Re xl(t ) = r(t) cos [Wlt+ 0(t)]
xi(t)
_(t)
i (t)
Fig. 9-- Rotating vector representation of normalized
waveforms at the demodulator input when
input SNR KR >> 1
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output XL(t ) of the product demodulator is then obtained by passing the
product, Xl(t ) cos wit , through a low-pass filter whose bandwidth is at
least equal to the RF bandwidth B R but less than the IF frequency w I.
A quite general expression for XL(t ) can be obtained as follows.
Let _l(t) be the analytic signal representation of Xl(t )
xi(t ) = xi(t ) + Jxi(t ) (142)
Then the signal-plus-noise input waveform may be written
1 [xi(t) + __x_(t)]xl(t) = 2
where the spectrum of the first term contains only positive
frequencies and is identical to the positive frequency spectrum of
2Xl(t), and the spectrum of the second term contains only negative
frequencies and is equal to the negative frequency spectrum of 2Xl(t ).
Since Xl(t ) is assumed to be narrow band with bandwidth BR, this means
that the spectrum of Xl(t ) is confined to the interval fl + BR and that
of Xl(t ) to the interval -fl ± BR" Writing the local carrier
i J wit i -j wit
cos wit = _ e + _ e
In practice, this bandwidth need be no greater than B_/2 for
double_-sidebanded signals and B R for single-sidebanded signals.
These are generous bounds. For double-sidebanded signals,
xi(t ) actually occupies the frequency range fI ± BR/2" For single_-
sidebanded signals, the range is fI _ f _ fI + B_ if the sideband lies
above the carrier, and fl - BR < f < fl if below. K
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the signal product becomes
i F -Jwit * -JWlt
xl(t ) cos wit = _ Le _xi(t) + e xi(t)
Jwit , Jwit ]
+ e xi(t ) + e Xl(t )J
(143)
To determine the effect of the ideal low-pass filter on this
Jwit
product, recall that multiplying a time-function by e merely
shifts its spectrum to higher frequencies by an amount Wl, while mul-
-jwIt
tiplication by e shifts its spectrum downward by the same amount.
Thus the spectra of the first and fourth terms of Eq. (143)
are respectively confined to the frequency ranges - 2f I ± BR and
+ 2f I ± BR, while the spectra of the second and third terms lie in
the range ± BR. Thus the output XL(t ) of the low-pass filter consists
of just the second and third terms
i [e-JWl t JWlt * )]XL(t ) = _ xi(t ) + e xI(t
or, substituting from Eq. (142),
I [Xl(t) cos wit + _l(t) sin wit ]XL(t ) = (144)
Now, providing that r(t) and @(t) are the envelope and phase
deviation defined in terms of the analytic signal representation of
Xl(t) ,
(145)
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_i t + 0(t) = arg xl(t) = tan _l(t)/xl(t) (146)
the input signal plus noise and its Hilbert transform may be written
xl(t ) = r(t) cos Ewlt + e(t)_ (147)
El(t ) = r(t) sin E_it + e(t)_ (148)
Substituting these expressions into Eq. (144) yields the desired
expression for the output of a product demodulator in terms of the
envelope and phase deviation which characterize the signal plus
noise waveform at its input:
i r(t) cos e(t) (149)
 L(t) =
It might be noted from Fig. 9 that xL(t ) is just the component of
the analytic signal representation of the input _l(t) in the direction
J_l t
of the carrier phasor e ; i.e., the component of _l(t) that is "in
phase" with the carrier.
The simplicity of this result underscores the advantage of defining
r(t) and 0 (t) in terms of the analytic signal _l(t) --i.e., by means of
Eqs. (145) and (146). At the same time, it should be recognized that, so
far as the input waveform Xl(t) is concerned, it could in principle
have been produced by simultaneously modulating the amplitude and phase
of a carrier cos wit using any combination of amplitude ratio rt(t) and
phase deviation et(t) for which
I09
There are, in fact, infinitely many such combinations ; for example,
either r'(t) or @'(t) may be chosen arbitrarily, and Eq. 4150) solved
w
for the other.
The significant point is that, given a particular input
waveform xi(t), the output of a product demodulator does not depend
on which equivalent combination of rt(t) and 8 '(t) was used to pro-
duce Xl(t) (or to represent it mathematically). Rather, as confirmed
in Eq. (149), it depends only on the characteristics of xi(t ) itself.
The advantage of defining the envelope r(t) and phase deviation @(t)
in terms of the analytic signal is that they then represent precisely
those characteristics of a narrow-band input signal in terms of which
the outputs of ideal product demodulators can be expressed completely
and compactly. Mathematically, this is a consequence of the fact
that, of all the combinations rt(t), 8'(t) which meet condition 4150),
r(t) and 8(t) represent the only pair which also meets the condition
(148) on which the simplicity of Eq. (149) depends.
Use of the analytic signal to define the envelope r(t) and phase
deviation 8(t) of the input waveform is thus the important qualifica-
tion to the assertion that the output of the various ideal demodulators
can be expressed simply in terms of r(t) and/or @(t). Indeed, this
property of the magnitude and argument of the analytic signal makes
the analytic signal representation as important to the theory of de-
modulation as it is coming to be recognized in the theory of modulation.
As a consequence, the terms "envelope" and "phase deviation" of a signal
w
However note that if 8'(t) causes cos [wT t + 8'(t)] to vanish at
a time when xl(t) _ 0, an infinite value of r'_t) will be required at
that instant.
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will henceforth be restricted here to the functions defined as in
Eqs. (145) and (146) by the analytic signal representation of the signal.
Returning now to the calculation of the signal-to-noise power
ratio at the output of a product demodulator, it is first necessary
to define what is meant by the signal and the noise components of
the output waveform xL(t). For this purpose, xL(t) is expressed in
terms of the amplitude ratios and phase deviations of the input signal
and noise by substituting Eq. (141) into Eq. (149):
i i
xL(t ) = _ a(t) cos _(t) + _ v(t) cos _(t) (151)
The first thing to note about this expression is that it divides
into two terms, one of which depends only on the input signal el(t),
and the other only on the input noise ul(t ). This illustrates
the fact that the product detector is linear in the sense that, with a
sum of signals at the input, the output is the sum of the outputs that
would be produced by each input alone. Regardless of the relative
magnitudes of the signal and noise inputs, the signal-dependent output
term remains separate from and hence undistorted by the noise-dependent
term.
The noise-dependent term is the response of the product de-
modulator to the normalized noise input ul(t) and will be denoted uL(t):
i i
uL(t ) = _ v(t) cos @(t) m _ p(t) (152)
The identification in terms of p(t), the in-phase component of Ul(t),
follows fr_n Eqo (129). The demodulator output corresponding to the
total input noise waveform Ul(t) = AlUl(t) is
iii
i
UL(t ) = AIUL(t) =_ p(t) AI (1537
Therefore the total output noise power is
_ I
NL U2(t) = _ p2(t) Slo
where
Slo = A_/2
is the average power of the unmodulated carrier at the demodulator
input. Equation (138) can then be used to obtain the desired expres-
sion for NL in terms of the total input noise power N R
i 41547
NL = _ Gl NR
where
2 2
GI _ Slo/SRo = AI/A R
is the overall power gain of the receiver between the receiver input
and the demodulator output.
The signal-dependent term is the response
I a(t) cos 9(t)e (t) =
(1557
of the product demodulator to the normalized signal input el(t). The
£
response to the total input signal El(t) = Alel(t) is then E_(t) = AleL(t),
but in interpreting these waveforms, the name "output signal" and the
unprimed notations eL(t) and EL(t) will be reserved for the portion of
the signal-dependent term that is directly proportional to the baseband
eB(t ). Whether there is such an output signal or not depends of course
on the nature of the modulation specified by act) and _(t).
*Note that, in termstof the modulation function m(t) = a(t) ej_(t)
introduced in Eq. (34), eL(t) = ½ Re m(t).
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Referring to Table i, it is clear that there will be an output
signal in the case of the linear modulation methods AM, DSB, and SSB.
For these methods, the values of a(t), q0(t) given in Table i, and the
resultant expressions for the signal-dependent term eL(t ) given by
Eq. (155) are as follows:
AM
DSB
SSB
a(t)
I + MeB(t)
MeB(t)
M_B2 _2(t) + eB(t)
0
0
-i eB(t)
COS
!
eL(t)
I El+2 MeB(t)_
i
MeB(t)
i
MeB(t)
Although with AM, the signal-dependent term includes a dc component,
the normalized output signal is given by the same expression for all
three types of modulation:
i
eL(t ) = EL(t)/A I = _ MeB(t) AM, DSB, SSB (156)
It is interesting to observe how this result comes about. Note
especially that, contrary to the impression given by some textbook
treatments, the signal-dependent output of a product demodulator is
not in general proportional to the instantaneous amplitude of the
modulated carrier alone. Instead, it is proportional to the product
of the instantaneous amplitude and the cosine of the phase deviation
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q0(t). With AMand DSBthe instantaneous amplitude is proportional to
the baseband, but since there is no phase deviation, cos q0(t) is unity,
and the output signal remains proportional to the baseband. With SSB,
on the other hand, the instantaneous amplitude of the carrier is not
proportional to the baseband, but rather to a mixture of the baseband
with its Hilbert transform. It is only the presence of the cos _0(t)
factor and its compensatorydependenceon both eB(t ) and _B(t) that
allows the product demodulator to render a faithful reproduction of
the baseband.
The average output signal powermay nowbe determined from
Eq. (156)
where
2 1 M2
SL - E2(t) = e2(t) AI = 2A_BSIO
AB = SB/S B = I/ e (t)
(157)
SL =
i
GI(S R - SRo) AM
i
GIS R DSB
i
_" GIS R SSB
\
(158)
is the ratio of peak to average power in the baseband signal.
When the output signal power is expressed in terms of the received
input signal power SR, however, the differences between the methods
begin to appear. Thus, using Table 3 to express M2/_ in terms of SR,
the following relations are obtained:
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where, as before, SRois the power of the unmodulated carrier at the
receiver input and GI is the overall power gain of the receiver between
its input and the demodulator input. The relation for AMshows that
the output signal power is proportional not to the total received signal
power, but rather to the amount by which it exceeds the unmodulated
carrier component, i.e., to the average power carried by the two sidebands.
In the case of DSBand SSB, SL is proportional to the total received
power SR which is all sideband power since there is no carrier. Thus,
for all of the linear modulation methods, the output signal power is
directly proportional to total sideband power_
Expressions for the signal-to-noise power ratio KL at the output
of a product demodulator maynow be obtained in terms of the signal-to-
noise ratio at the receiver input by combining Eqs. (154) and (158)
R-KRo)
SL
AM
DSB (159)
SSB
where
K R = SR/N R
is the ratio of total received signal power to total noise power re-
ferred to the receiver input and KRo is the corresponding ratio for
the unmodulated carrier.
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Useful alternatives to the AM relation in Eqo (159) may be obtained
by eliminating either KR or KRo. Thus, dividing the AM expression for
SR in Table 3 by NR, gives
KR (160)
= AM
KRo i + M2/_.B
and so, in terms of the total input signal-to-noise power ratio,
i
KL I + _B/M 2 2KR AM
(161)
or, in terms of the ratio of unmodulated carrier power-to-noise,
B
(162)
This last expression, evaluated for the special case of i00 percent
modulation (M = i) by a sinusoidal modulating signal _%B = 2) yields
the frequently stated but too often unqualified conclusion that the
output and input signal-to-noise ratios are equal in AM.
For comparing the efficiency with which different modulation
methods yield a prescribed output signal-to-noise quality, it is the
received signal power itself rather than the received signal-to-noise
power ratio that is of greater interest. Appropriate relations ex-
pressing the output SNR, KL, for product demodulated AM, DSB, and SSB
signals in terms of the average received power SR and peak received
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power SRmay be obtained from Eqs. (159), (161), and (162) by substi-
tuting the identities
A
SR SR
KR - _RNo - _BRN °
and then using the expressions for B R and _ given in Table 3.
The results are displayed in Table 5 where it will be noted that,
to keep all quantities dimensionless, SR and SR are divided by BBNo,
the input noise in the baseband bandwidth. Since for a given modu-
lating signal and for receivers of _pecified noise performance, this
normalizing factor is the same for all modulation methods, the tabu-
SR/BBN o _R/BBNo
lated ratios and are directly comparable measures of
the received power needed to produce a given output signal quality.
Comment on these results will be deferred until the other types
of demodulators have been discussed, but, before leaving the subject
of product demodulation, the effect of a constant phase error in the
local carrier will be considered. For this purpose, suppose that the
local carrier has an initial phase 01
cos (wlt + e l)
Then after low-pass filtering, the demodulator output is, by analogy
with Eq. (144)
XL(t ) = xl(t ) cos (wit + e 1) + _l(t) sin (wlt + e 1 )
Similarly, in terms of r(t) and 0(t)
1 [e(t) el]XL(t) = r(t) cos (163)
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Table 5
INPUT SNR AND INPUT POWER VERSUS OUTPUT SNR
Modulation
Method
AM
DSB
SSB
PM
FM
SSBFM
SNR at
Receiver Input
KR/K L
M
6(1 + D)D 2
6(1 + D)D 2
Average
RF Power
SR/BBNo
EL
I+--
M 2
3D 2
2_
9D 2
Peak
RF Power
A
SR/BBN o
EL
kl=
2_
1 sinusoid
1.33 gaussian
k2_
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and, in terms of a(t), q0(t), v(t), and @(t)
XL(t ) =_- a(t) cos [q_(t) - GI] + v(t) cos [_(t) -ei]
Comparing this expression with Eq. (151), it is seen that the effect
of the phase error is to shift the phase of both signal- and noise-
dependent components of the demodulator output by 0 I. The output noise
is now
1
UL(t) = g v(t) cos [,(t) - ei]
and, for the linear modulation methods, the signal-dependent term
_1 a(t) cos [_p(t) - 8iJ" takes on the following values:
i I MeB(t) AMcos eI + cos eI
i
cos e I _ MeB(t ) DSB
i i MeB(t) SSB+ sin 01 _ M_B(t ) + cos 01
where the upper sign in the SSB expression corresponds to use of the
upper sideband and the lower sign to the lower sideband. Thus, the
output signal--i.e., the part of this term that is proportional to
the baseband--is again the same for all three modulation methods
i
eL(t ) = EL(t)/A I = cos e I . _ MeB(t)
but is now reduced in amplitude by the factor cos el.
With AM, the signal-dependent term includes a dc term as before,
but both terms are reduced in magnitude by the factor cos 01 . With
SSB on the other hand, there is an entirely new term which varies with
time in proportion to the Hilbert transform of the baseband. For small
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phase error, the sin eI factor in this term makes it negligible compared
with eL(t ) , but for larger values of 91 it can have a magnitude equal
to or greatly exceeding eL(t ) . Moreover, the new term cannot be se-
parated from eL(t ) . Together, they produce a resultant that is the
sameas would be obtained by passing the baseband through a linear
filter which shifts the phase of all its Fourier componentsby eI radians.
The conclusion is that for AMand DSB, a phase error in the local
carrier merely reduces the magnitude of the output signal, whereas with
SSB, it produces a phase distortion. Since this type of distortion can
seriously deform pulse shapes and degrade video basebands, correct local
carrier phase is essential to the use of SSBfor transmitting such
signals. However, voice signals are relatively insensitive to phase
distortion and can tolerate not only phase errors in the local carrier
but also frequency errors of up to a few tens of cycles per second.
To determine the effect of a constant phase error eI on the output
signal-to-noise ratio KL in a product demodulator, it is only necessary
to note that, since _(t) is uniformly distributed, the output noise
power is unaffected
1 2 v2 = iNL = _L(t) = _ AI (t) cos2 [_(t) - el] _ GINR
2
whereas the signal power is reduced by the factor cos eI from the
values given in Eq. (158). Hence, all of the expressions for KL must
be reduced by this same factor. In particular, when the local carrier
phase error is an odd multiple of _/2 the output signal and the output
signal-to-noise ratio vanish regardless of the input signal strength.
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With SSB,however, a distorted version of the basebandremains and may
contain as muchpower as would the baseband itself in the absence of a
phase error.
Envelope Demodulator
An ideal envelope demodulator is one which, given the band-limited
input waveform of Eq. (139)
xi(t)= r(t)cos[wlt+ 6(t)]
yields an output proportional to the envelope r(t), providing that r(t)
and the phase deviation 8(t) are defined in terms of the analytic signal
representation _l(t) of xl(t) by Eqs. (145) and (146).
To verify this, consider one model of an ideal envelope detector--
a square-law full-wave rectifier followed by an ideal low-pass filter
and a circuit which takes the square root of the filter output. If
Xl(t ) is written in terms of its analytic signal representation as
shown in Eq. (142), the rectifier output is
i 2 * *
x_(t) =_l(t) + 2_l(t ) _l(t) + _I 2(t);
Let the frequency limits on the band occupied by Xl(t ) be fl and f2 = fl + BR"
Then, since the spectrum of a product of two time functions is the
convolution of their individual spectra, the spectrum of the first
term is confined to the range -2f 2 < f < 2fl, the second term to
Ill < f2 - fl' and the third to 2f < f < 2 f2" Hence the outputi
of an ideal low-pass filter with cutoff frequency B R is just the
second term
! __i(t)* 1 [22 -_i(t)---i [-_I(t)
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and the normalized demodulator output xL(t) is its square-root,
= 1 l_i(t)1. 1xL(t) _T _-T r(t) (1647
Other idealized models of an envelope detector yield the same
dependence on r(t) although with different constants of proportionality,
and, in some cases, additional restrictions on the form of the input
xl(t ). In practical envelope detectors, the output is an approximation
to r(t) which improves as Xl(t ) becomes more narrow-band, i.e., as
BR/f I decreases.
As with the product demodulator, the important point is that, even
though xl(t ) might have been produced by a combination of amplitude
ratio rt(t) and phase deviation et(t) different from the cambinatien
r(t), e(t) defined by the analytic signal, the output of the envelope
detector is r(t), and not Irt(t) l. This is the ultimate Justification
for restricting the term "envelope" to the modulus of the analytic
signal representation.
To identify the output signal and noise components in the output
xL(t), substitute Eq. (140) into Eq. (164) to obtain
xL(t ) "_'_ la(t)l p(t)
-,,,here
F__t_.72
p(t)-_l +2 _-_ cos [,(t)- _o(t)]+ La(t)]
Several things should be noted about this expression. First, unlike
the product demodulator output, the envelope demodulator output does
net contain a separate term whlch depends only o_ the modulatlon
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of the received signal as given by a(t) and _(t). Second, the instan-
taneous amplitude ratio a(t) appears in absolute value. Third, the
time-dependent factor p(t), which may be regarded as an additional
amplitude modulation due to noise, depends on the input signal as well
as the noise. Finally, the magnitude of p(t) approaches unity for
large values of the input signal-to-noise ratio, K R = a2(t)/v2(t).
The conclusion is that the envelope demodulator can yield a faithful
reproduction of the imposed amplitude ratio a(t) only under the conditions
Large input SNR KR>> i
Nonnegative amplitude ratio a(t) _ 0
When these conditions are met, the output XL(t) can be written
xL(t ) = eL(t ) + UL(t)
where a signal-dependent term
i
eL(t ) m -- a(t) a(t) _ 0 (165)
has arbitrarily been separated from a noise term
UL(t ) = ¢(t) e_(t) (166)
containing the time-dependent factor
_(t)- p(t) - I-- _ _a(t) cos ,(t) - _p(t) , KR> > i (167)
Substituting Eqs. (165) and (167) into Eq. (166) gives
uL(t)- _v(t) cos ,(t) - q0(t) (168)
For AM with modulation index M, the amplitude ratio and phase
deviation are respectively a(t) = I + MeB(t), and _(t) = 0. Again, the
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normalized output signal eL(t ) is identified with the term in the
I
signal-dependent component e L(t) that is proportional to the baseband
eB (t) .
i i
eL(t) = EL(t)/AI = eL(t) - vr2 - _2 MeB(t)' M _ I
Similarly, substituting for a(t) and (p(t) in Eq. (168), the normalized
output noise with AM is
=. i i AM with
Ue(t ) = UL(t )/A I --_ v(t) cos _(t) = _ p(t), K R > > I
Comparison with Eqs. (156) and (152) shows that for the assumed condi-
tions on input signal-to-noise ratio and modulation index, the signal
and noise outputs of an envelope detector differ from those of a product
detector only by a constant factor. Consequently the signal-to-nolse
relations shown for AM in Table 5 apply equally well to envelope
demodulation when K R > > i and M _ I.
For DSB and SSB, the amplitude ratio does not meet the condition
a(t) > O. With DSB, however, insertion of a properly phased local
carrier prior to demodulation effectively converts the DSB waveform
into the AM type just considered. Thus if the input signal-to-noise
ratio is high, and if the local carrier amplitude is no less than the
peak instantaneous amplitude of the DSB signal (to keep the effective
modulation index below i00 percent), an envelope demodulator will
yield virtually the same outputs as a product demodulator. An envelope
demodulator can be used in a similar fashion to demodulate a SSB wave-
form, but in addition to a high input signal-to-noise ratio and
accurate local carrier phase, the amplitude of the local carrier must
greatly exceed the peak input signal level if output signal distortion
is to be avoided.(10)
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Comparedwith product demodulation, these methods of using an
envelope detector with DSBand SSBmodulated carriers have found little
favor in practice. They require the generation of a local carrier no
less than does a product detector, offer no significant reduction in
circuit complexity, and yield a lower output signal quality when the
input signal level drops. Ingenious methods have been proposed to
avoid the need for synchronous carrier reinsertion in the envelope
detection of SSB signals,(16) but the cost in circuit complexity for
the necessary signal processing is often high.
It has been emphasized that for an envelope demodulator (but not
for a product demodulator) the expressions for output SNR given in
Table 5 are valid only when the input SNR K R is large compared with
unity. To be more explicit, i.e., to determine just how large K R must be,
would require an analysis of how the input and output SNRs are related
as K R decreases toward unity (equal signal and noise inputs). Such an
analysis is difficult, as may be appreciated from an inspection of
Eq. (166), the general expression for the noise-dependent component of
the demodulator output, and will not be given here. Suffice it to
say that with an envelope detector, there is a threshold value of input
SNR below which the output signal quality (to the extent that an output
"signal" is even identifiable) falls off more rapidly than in direct
proportion to the input SNR. This AM threshold is not sharply defined,
but since it occurs well below the values of K R necessary for commer-
cially acceptable output signal quality, its existence is of little
practical importance.
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Phase Demodulator
With a narrow-band input as in Eq. (139)
xI(t)= r(t)cos[ it+ e(t)]
an ideal phase demodulator yields an output proportional to the phase
deviation e(t), defined as before by
wit + e(t) ffiarg xl(t)
where _l(t) is the analytic signal representation of the input Xl(t ).
One prototype of such a detector consists of an ideal limiter followed
by a product d_dulater and a baseband filter. It operates as follows.
The limiter first converts xl(t ) into an infinitely clipped or
squared-off wave having the same zero crossings
( 1 x I > 0
sgn[xl(t )] = I 0 xI ffi0
-I xI < 0
and then passes it through a band-pass filter centered on wI to retain
the constant amplitude "fund_tal"
cos[mlt + B(t)] (169)
The effect of the limiter is thus to remove the time variation from
the envelope of the composite signal-plus-noise waveformxi(t) without
affecting its phase deviation.
The product demodulator, which differs from that used with the
linear modulation methods only in that its local carrier is in phase
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quadrature with the unmodulated carrier, operates on this waveform to
yield an output given by Eq. (163) with envelope r(t) = i and "phase
error" 01 = _/2:
_(t) = ½ sin 8(t)
Upper case symbols are used for this and subsequent output waveforms
because, due to the effect of the limiter, they represent the total
phase demodulator output regardless of whether the input is normalized
or not. If the peak value of the phase deviation is small compared
with a radian, as will henceforth be assumed, this output is to a very
good approximation just
_(t) _ ½ e (t) e (t)<<l (170)
This condition on e(t) is not as restrictive as it appears because, with
the aid of a "phase-lock loop" feedback circuit, (17'18) the net phase
deviation at the demodulator input can be kept small without similarly
restricting the phase deviation of the received signal.
In any case the output X t occupies a bandwidth BR/2 (for double-
' L
sidebanded carriers) or BR (for single-sidebanded carriers) as determined
by the output filter of the product demodulator, and it is then
applied to an ideal baseband filter, i.e., a rectangular low-pass
filter with cutoff frequency equal to the baseband bandwidth B B. To
determine the effect of this baseband filter, it is necessary to
separate _(t) into signal-dependent and noise-dependent components.
For this purpose, a more useful expression for 8(t) than Eq. (141)
is (see Fig. 9)
8(t) = _(t) + _(t) (171)
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where _(t) is the phase deviation of the input signal el(t) , and
_(t) = tan -I v(t) sin[_(t) - 10(t)] (172)
a(t) + v(t) cos[_(t) - _0(t)]
is the incremental phase deviation at the product demodulator output due
to the input noise Ul(t).
Substituting Eq. (171) into Eq. (170) yields the desired expression
_(t) = EL(t ) + U1_(t ) e(t) <<I (173)
where the purely signal-dependent term
El(t) %
has been separated from a noise-dependent term
(174)
U_(t)r__- ½ _(t) (175)
which, as in the case of the envelope detector, is a function of the
input signal modulation as well as the noise. However, when the input
signal-to-noise ratio KR = a2(t)/v2(t) is large, _(t) is small, and to
a good approximation
a(t) (176)
Moreover, so far as the effect of the baseband filter on noise power is
concerned, _(t) is relatively insensitive to the nature of the input sig-
nal modulation spec'ified by a(t) and _(t). In particular, an unmodulated
carrier, (a(t) = i, _(t) = 0), can be assumed and Eqs. (175) and (176)
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combined to yield for the noise-dependent component
UL(t ) = ½ _ (t) =" ½ v(t) sin _(t) - ½ q(t) KR>>I (177)
where q(t) is the quadrature component of the input noise waveform
defined in Eq. (129). Note the similarity of this result to the ex-
pression for the normalized noise output of a product demodulator
given in Eq. (152).
The output of the phase demodulator in this case is
EL(t ) -- EL(t ) + UL(t)
where _(t) and UL(t) are respectively the responses of the baseband
filter to the inputs E_(t) and U_(t) specified by Eqs. (174) and (175).
It is not necessary to have an explicit expression for the output noise
waveform UL(t); computation of the output noise power requires only a
knowledge of its power spectrum. Since the baseband filter is rectangular
and lossless, it follows that
WUL(f ) = W t (f) = _ Wq(f) = _I/8) No/SRo IfI_B B (178)
UL IEI_B B
where the last pair of equations follows from Eqs. (133) and (138). It
follews that the output noise power is
NL = f WUL(f)df = 1/4 NoBB/SRo
(179)
Recalling that NoB R -- N R this may also be written
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BB I (180)
where _o _ SRo/_ is the urm_dulated carrier-to-noise power ratio at
the receiver input. The fact that the noise power at the output of a
phase detector is inversely proportional both to the RF bandwidth and
the carrler-to-noise ratio is in marked contrast to the behavior of
the detectors appropriate to the linear modulatlonmethods.
Strictly speaking, a phase demodulator yields an output signal pro-
portienal to the baseband only when PM is used. In this case, as in
Table I, _(t) = _eB(t), where _ is the peak phase deviation. Hence the
signal component _(t) - ½_(t) = ½_eB(t) is passed without change by the
baseband filter,
!
_(t) - EL (t) " ½_eB(t) PM
SO the output signal power is
= eB(t) -- % 4
PM (181)
Note that the output signal power is independent of the input signal
power. Again this is in contrast to the linear modulation methods, but
is not unexpected since, as noted in Table 3, the input signal power
does not depend on whether the carrier is modulated or not, i.e.,
%" %0 PM
Cmnblning this fact with Eqs. (180) and (181) leads to the relation between
input and euCput signal-to-noise ratios fez PM:
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SL _2 BR
NL A B
PM
(182)
This expressien has been entered in Table 5 along with the values for
the other ratios which may be derived frem it with the aid of Table 3.
A phase demodulator can also be used to demodulate an FM or SSBFM
waveferm by merely adding an ideal differentiator just prior to the
baseband filter. For both types of modulation, the phase deviation is
q0(t) = Q _ eB(t) dt
w_ere Q is the peak frequency deviation. Thus, by Eq. (174), the signal
input to the differentiator is
E;(t) = ½ _ _ eB(t)dt
Its output is of course proportional to the baseband signal itself and
so is passed without change by the baseband filter to yield
EL(t ) = E_(t) = ½ _ eB(t)
Hence the _utput signal power is
A B
FM, SSBFM (183)
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In the case of the noise, the differentiator converts the product
detector output given by Eq. (177)
UL(t) = ½ q(t) (184)
into a waveform UL(t) whose power spectrum is simply related to that of
UL(t ). Thus, using Eqs. (62b), (184), and (178),
ni  (f): ®2wui (f): k ®2Wq(f): {(118)®2NolSRo
0
Ifl < B R
Ifl > B R
With this input, the average noise power at the output of the baseband
filter is thus
B B
B n 2 N B 4n2 BB3
SRo 4 3B R KRo
-BB 0
(185)
where as before, KRo is the unmodulated carrier-to-noise ratio at the
receiver input. Combining Eqs. (184) and (185) gives for the output
signal-to-noise ratio in FM and SSBFM,
SL 3D 2 BR FM, SSBFM
KL - NL - % BB KR°
KRo >> i
(186)
where
n
D = 2_B-- (187)
B
is the deviation ratio or FM modulation index. For FM, but not for SSBFM,
the unmodulated carrier power and the modulated carrier power are equal
and KRo can be replaced by K R. Not surprisingly, the results for FM
and SSBFM using a phase detector with differentiator are identical to
those for the frequency demodulator discussed on the next page.
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Just as with an envelope detec=or, the expressions for the SNR
at the output of a phase detector are valid only for input signal-to-
noiae ratios that exceed a certain threshold value. Below this value
of _, the statistical nature of the output noise changes and the
outpu_ _ deterle_ratesmore rapidly than in direct proportion to K .
R
In contrast to envelope detectien, hewever, the threshold phenemenon
with a phase detector is of considerable practical importance because
it can occur when the output SNR is quite high. Without the threshold
restriction, the SNR equations imply that a specified high output SNR
can be achieved with PM or FM using as little input signal power as
desired, merely by choosing a sufficiently large modulation index.
As it is, increasing the PM or FM modulation index permits the input
signal power to be reduced while maintaining the output SNR fixed,
but the increase in modulation index is accompanied by an increase
in the RF bandwidth and hence in the input noise. With the signal
decreasing and the noise increasing, the input SNR soon reaches its
threshold value; the corresponding modulation index is then the
optimum for the combination of baseband signal, output SNR, and
receiver noise performance in question.
Expressions for the threshold in the case of FM signals together
with a brief discussion of a feedback technique for threshold reduction
will be found in the following treatment of frequency demodulators.
Frequency Demodulator
An ideal frequency demodulator or "discriminator" converts a
narrow=band signal
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Xl(t) = r(t) cos[wlt + O(t)_
into an output whose ac component is proportional to the instantaneous
frequency 0(t), where wlt + e(t) is again the argument of the analytic
signal representation of xl(t). An idealized model of such a detector
consists of a limiter followed by a dlfferentlator, an envelope detector,
and a baseband filter. It operates as follows.
As in the phase demodulator, the llmiter removes the amplitude varia-
tions from Xl(t) to yield the output given by Eq. (169). This is then
converted by the differentiator into the signal
which is narrow band so long as the bandwidth of % (t) is small compared
with fl" Assuming this to be the case, the envelope detector output is
given by Eq. (164) with r(t)replaced by wI + O(t):
1 (t)]
As with the other detectors, the effect of the baseband filter on
this waveformmay be found by separating it into signal- and noise-
dependent components. For this purpose differentiate Eq. (171)to obtain
(t) = +
where _(t) is the time derivative of the phase deviation, or simply the
"phase rate," of the input signal el(t), and _(t) is the time derivative
(188)
(189)
The combination of differentiator, detector, and filter, or its
functional equivalent, is often called a "discriminator."
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of the incremental phase deviation due to noise given by Eq. (172).
For output noise calculations when the input SNRis high, however,
_(t) is well approximated by Eq. (177) , which makes
q(t) KR >> 1
Combining Eqs. (188), (189), and (190) yields the desired expression for
the input to the baseband filter
_(t) : E_Ct) + U_(t)
where, except for a dc term, the signal cemponent is
1
and the noise component is
i
g_(t) = _ q(t)
The output of the frequency demodulator may be written in the same
fashion
XL(t ) = EL(t) + UL(t)
where EL(t) and UL(t ) are the responses of the baseband filter to
EL(t ) and UL(t) , respectively.
To find the output noise power, note that below the cutoff
frequency of the baseband filter the power spectrum of UL(t ) is the
same as that of UL(t ). But, by virtue of Eq. (193) and Eq. (62a),
WUL(f ) is readily expressed in terms of Wq(f), the power spectrum of
the quadrature component of the input noise,
(190)
(191)
(192)
(193)
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WUL(f) = WUL(f) = ½W_(f)= ½W2Wq(f) Ifl _ BB
Substituting from Eq. (178), the output noise spectrum is thus
Ii i 4_2f2 if I _ BB(f) = 7 4_2f2 No/SRo= _ BRKR° 'WUL O, Ifl > BB
(194)
where KRo=SRo/NR = SRo/BN° is the unmodulated carrier-to-noise ratio.
Hencethe output noise power is
4_2BB3
NL = _ WUL(f) df = ½
-_ 3BRKRo
(195)
which differs only by a constant factor from Eq° (185) for the noise out-
put of a phase demodulator with an added differentiator.
The output signal EL(t) dependsof course on the modulation method;
in particular it depends on how the imposed phase deviation is related to
the baseband. For FMand SSBFM,_(t) = _ _ eB(t) dt so, by Eq. (192),
the signal input to the basebandfilter is proportional to the baseband
signal and is passed without change:
= I &(t) = 1
EL(t) = EL (t) /'2-- _--_Q eB(t)
Hence the output signal power is
SL = ½ f_2 e2 (t) = ½ f_2/_ (196)
and, combining this with Eq. (195), the eutput SNR is identical to
Eq. (186) for the phase detector with differentiator:
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SL 3D 2 B R
K L - NL - % BB KRo FM, SSBFM (197a)
KRo >> I
It hardly needs to be added that a frequency demodulator with an inte-
grator ahead of the baseband filter will recover the baseband from a
PM signal just as effectively as a phase demodulator. As before, the
SNRs are related as in Eq. (182).
An alternative and often quite useful version of Eq. (197a) may
be obtained by first noting that
D2 = D 2
AB ms
where D is the ms deviation ratio defined as the ratio of the rms
rms
value of the instantaneous frequency deviation to the highest baseband
frequency:
D
rms 2_f
m
Making this substitution, and using the identity
B R SRo
_BKRo - BB N o
Eq. (197a) may be written in the somewhat simpler forms
D 2 SRo D 2 SRo
KL = _ B B N - 3 _ FM, SSBFM
rms B B N > > B R No o SRo o
(197b)
Note that the SNR on the right-hand side of this equation is just the
ratio of average carrier power to the noise at the receiver input
contained in the baseband bandwidth B B.
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The most frequently cited version of Eq. (197a), however, is
actually the special case obtained by assuming that the modulating
baseband is a single sinusoid.
reduce s to
In this case, _ = 2 and Eq. (197_
SRo FM by a sinusoid
KL = 3D2 2B B N
o SRo > > B R N o
Here the SNR on the right side of the equation is the ratio of carrier
power to noise power in twice the baseband bandwidth.
The corresponding special case for I00 percent modulated AM may
be obtained by substituting M = i and _ = 2 in Eq. (162):
SRo
KL - 2BB No i00 percent AM by sinusoid
The fact that the output SNR is higher for FM by the factor 3D 2 is
usually expressed by saying that the FM "improvement factor" (relative
to AM) is 3D 2. Writing Eqs. (162) and (197a) in terms of SRo and BB,
it is seen that this statement is not restricted to sinusoidal modula-
tion but holds for all basebands with the following important restric-
tions:
i.
.
The AM modulation index M is equal to unity (I00 percent
modulation).
(197c)
The FM modulation index D is sufficiently small that the
SRo
input SNR, KRo _ exceeds its threshold value (see below)
B R N '
o
It is also important to recognize that this comparison of output
SNRs with AM and FM is based on the assumption of equal carrier powers
SRo in the absence of modulation, rather than on equal average modulated
carrier powers SR. Referring to Table 3 it is seen that with M = i,
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(i + _i) SR ° AM
S R =
SRo FM
Thus, on the basis of equal SR, the FM improvement factor is
1 + 3D 2
For a singie speech channel (/_B _ 60) or a multiplex of many speech
channels (A B _ 10) this represents only a slight added advantage for
FM, but with sine-wave modulation the improvement is 4.5 D 2 rather
than 3D 2 .
This completes the derivation of signal-to-noise relations for
the conventional frequency demodulator. It remains to elaborate
briefly on the range of input signal-to-noise ratios for which the
SNR expressions is valid, i.e., to specify the threshold value of K R.
Qualitatively, the threshold behavior of phase and frequency
demodulators can be understood with the aid of thevector diagram in
Fig. i0. This differs from Fig. 9 only in the relative magnitudes
of the signal and noise vectors, and it can be seen that Eq. (141)
for the phase deviation 8(t) of the signal-plus-noise input Xl(t )
still holds. But now, with the signal and noise vectors comparable
in magnitude on the average, there are frequent occasions when small
and slow changes in their respective phase deviations _(t) and _(t)
can cause large and rapid changes in 8(t). Since the output noise
U_(t) is proportional to _(t) _ 8(t) - _(t) for a phase detector, and
to _(t) for a frequency detector, it too will display sudden large
amplitude changes. The occurrence of these impulses is but one of a
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Unmodulatedcarrier waveform
Signal waveform
Noise waveform
Signal plus noise waveform
Re eJWlt
= cos wit
el(t ) = Reel(t ) = a(t) cos [wlt + q0(t)]
Ul(t ) = ReUl(t ) = v(t) cos [wit + _(t)]
xl(t ) = ReXl(t ) = r(t) cos [wit + @(t)]
Fig.lO--Rotating vector representation of normalized waveforms
at the demodulator input when the input SNR KR-_ I
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number of complex changes that affect the statistical characteristics
of the output noise as the input carrier-to-noise ratio decreases.
The overall result is that the power spectrum of the output noise
becomes more uniform; in particular, it no longer vanishes as f -" 0.
To show this behavior quantitatively, the output noise power
spectrum WUL(f ) of a frequency demodulator as calculated by Stumpers
is given for a number of different values of K R in Fig. lla. The
gradual change from the parabolic spectrum given by Eq. (194) and
characteristic of large values of K R to the more uniform spectra
appropriate to small values of K R is clearly evident.
Given these curves for the noise power spectra at the input to
the baseband filter, the output noise power is obtained for various
values of K R and B R by numerical evaluation of the integral
B B
NL = I WUL(f) df
-B B
When the values of noise power thus obtained are combined with values
of output signal power obtained from Eq. (19_, the signal-to-noise
curves of Fig. lib can be plotted. Here, the output SNR, KL, is shown
as a function of the carrier-to-noise ratio K R for various values of
the ratio of RF bandwidth to baseband bandwidth. It will be recalled
that this ratio can be expressed in terms of the FM modulation index
D, using Carson's rule, Eq. (125):
(17)
The corresponding curves for a phase detector are not shown _ince
they may readily be obtained from Fig. lla by dividing W_L(f ) by w at
each frequency f = w/2_.
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0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 f/B R
Fig.11a--Output noise power spectrum of frequency
demodulator for various values of
input SNR, KR
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Input SNR, 10 Ig K R (db)
Fig.lib--Output SNR versus input SNR for frequency
demodulator and various values of FM
modulation index D
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BR =.
B_ -- 2(D + i) (198)
The curves clearly display the behavior already described qualitatively:
for each value of BR/BB, there is a threshold value of K R above which
K L is directly proportional to KRo as in Eq. (197), whereas below the
threshold, K L falls off much more rapidly. The choice of an exact
value KRt for the threshold is somewhat arbitrary, but if it is
defined as the value of K R for which K L lies 0.5 db below that computed
from Eq. (197), the values corresponding to the dashed line in Fig. lib
are obtained. Note that when defined in this manner, the threshold
SNR increases with increasing deviation ratio in the manner shown in
Fig. llc. An algebraic approximation to this curve, valid within i db
over the range 2 _ BR/B B _ 200 (or 0 _ D _ 99), is given by
KRt = _ BR/B B -- _I0(D + i)
where the approximation in terms of D follows from Eq. (198). The
corresponding value of received RF signal is
(199a)
SRt = KRt B R No = 2V_(D +1) 3/2 B B No (199b)
For a given deviation ratio D, this is the minimum value of S R for
which the FM expressions from Table 5 such as
SR - B B N o K L
3D 2
are valid.
This is by no means a generally accepted criterion. Constant
values of I0 (10 db) and 16 (12 db) are also commonly cited for KRt.
(200)
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Bandwidth ratio, BR/BB
Fig.llc--Threshold SNR for frequency demodulator
without feedback
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To operate with this minimum received signal, the FM modulation
index D is merely chosen to make SR equal to SRt. Denoting this value
of modulation index by Dt, it follows from Eqs. (199b) and (200) that
D2t (D2t + 1)3/2- _ KL
6_-_
- 0.0527 _ KL (201a)
Thus, the deviation ratio for threshold operation depends only on the
desired output signal quality specified by KL and on the peak-to-average
power ratio, _, of the baseband signal. In most cases the product
of these quantities will be so large that Dt will be much greater
than unity, and Eq. (201a) can be replaced by
== _ KL 2/7 2/7
(201b)
Substituting this value into Eq. (200) yields an expression for
the threshold value of received carrier power directly in terms of
the SNR objective KL, the receiver noise density N and the basebando'
parameters BB and _:
3/7
SRt _ 5.38 BB NO (_ KL) _K L > > I (201c)
The threshold condition sets a limit on the extent to which carrier
power can be reduced in exchange for increased RF bandwidth using a
conventional FM demodulator. When operating at threshold, carrier
power is at a minimum SRt , and RF bandwidth BR is at a maximum. In
practice, there are at least two reasons why threshold operation might
not be used.
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The first occurs when the received signal power fluctuates or
fades due to varying path length, to varying absorption in the medium,
or to other causes. To avoid serious deterioration of the output
signal during such fades it is necessary to use a transmitter power
high enough so that the received carrier is above threshold most of
the time (99.9 percent of the time, for example). A second obvious
reason for not operating at threshold is that the corresponding RF
bandwidth may exceed that allocated for the circuit in question. If
this is the case, the maximum deviation ratio is by Eq° (198)
BRa
D _ _- i (201d)
a 2B B
where BRa is the RF bandwidth allocated to the link in question.
Feedback FM Receiver
The FM carrier-to-noise power ratio at threshold, and with it the
minimum carrier power required for a given output SNR, can be reduced
below the values just discussed for a conventional FM receiver by using
the technique of frequency feedback first described by Chaffee. (20)
As a prelude to describing this technique, it will be useful to recapitu-
late the operation of a conventional superheterodyne FM receiver.
Such a receiver consists of an IF section and a frequency demodu-
lator (limiter-discriminator) as shown in the block diagram of Fig. 12a.
It will be recalled that the IF section plays no direct role in signal
recovery. The frequency of the local oscillator is fixed and the mixer
serves only to translate the spectrum of the input signal-plus-noise
waveform from the vicinity of the carrier angular frequency w to the
o
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a. Conventional FM receiver
Demodulator
I Output
Discriminator
Slope factor
_J
XR(t ) = r(t) cos [Wot + O(t)]
xl(t ) = r(t) cos [wlt + O(t)]
XL(t ) = 6 O(t) _ 6[_(t) + q(t)]
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XR(t)
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b. Feedback FM receiver
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c. Baseband analog of feedback FM receiver
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Low Pass Filter
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Fig.12--F/Vl receiver block diagrams
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vicinity of the IF angular frequency w I. The essentially rectangular
band-pass filters of the IF amplifier have a bandwidth B I equal to the
bandwidth B R of the modulated RF carrier, and serve only to select
from the mixer output the spectral band about w I which contains the
translated spectrum of the modulated carrier. One consequence of this
is that the normalized signal-plus-noise waveform at the output of
the IF section
xl(t ) = ei(t ) + ul(t ) = r(t) cos [wit + e(t)]
differs from its counterpart xR(t ) at the receiver input only in the
replacement of w by w I. Another consequence is that the SNR, KI, ato
the demodulator input is the same as KR, the SNR at the receiver
input. From the waveform Xl(t ) at its input, the frequency demodulator
then extracts an output XL(t ) which is proportional to the instantaneous
frequency deviation e(t). As long as the input carrier-to-noise ratio
K R exceeds the threshold value KRt , Eqs. (189) and (190) show that
8(t) is given by
8(t) _ _(t) + q(t) (202)
where _(t) is the angular frequency deviation imposed at the transmitter
and q(t) is the quadrature component of the normalized input noise wave-
form introduced in Eq. (129). The output SNR, K L = _2(t)/q2(t), is
then given in terms of the input power, the receiver noise density,
and the parameters of the baseband and modulator by Eq. (197b).
In comparison with a conventional receiver, the feedback FM
receiver depicted in Fig. 12b includes a feedback amplifier which uses
The terms "frequency feedback demodulator" or "frequency
compression demodulator" are also used°
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the discriminator output to frequency modulate the local oscillator,
which is now a VCO(voltage controlled oscillator). The polarity
of the control voltage from the feedback amplifier is arranged so
as to reduce the frequency deviation of the IF signal, i.e., the
feedback is negative. In particular, the peak frequency deviation
and hence the deviation ratio and bandwidth of the IF waveform can
be mademuchsmaller than those of the modulated RF carrier. This
permits the IF amplifier bandwidth to be madesignificantly narrower
than the RF signal bandwidth BR, although in order for the feedback
to be stable the IF band pass can no longer be maderectangular.
A quantitative description of the operation of a feedback FM
receiver is probably most easily given in terms of the baseband
analog circuit shownin Fig. 12c. Here, the mixer is replaced by
a subtractor, the IF amplifier by its low-pass equivalent filter,
the discriminator by an ideal differentiator, and the VCOby an ideal
integrator. The utility of this representation stems from the fact
that when the peak phase deviation at IF is small (as when the signal
is narrow-band, or when the phase rate is small and the signal is
quasi-stationary) the output _(t) of the actual receiver is
closely approximated by the response of the baseband analog circuit
to the instantaneous phase deviation @(t) of the RF input signal-plus-
noise waveform XR(t).
The feedback FM receiver is characterized by the closed-loop
transfer function
A VCO is an oscillator whose frequency is proportional to the
control voltage.
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Hc(f ) = ®v(f)/®(f) (203)
which relates the spectrum of the VCOoutput phase deviation ev(t )
to that of the phase deviation e(t) of the RF input xR(t ). To
express H (f) in terms of the receiver parameters, the mixer outputc
spectrum®(f) - _ (f) in Fig. 12c is traced around the feedback
V _
loop to the integrator output yielding the relation
®v(f) = y6 HF(f ) Hie(f ) [®(f) - ®v(f)]
whe re
y = modulation factor of VCO
6 = deviation sensitivity of discriminator
HF(f ) = transfer function of feedback amplifier
HIL(f ) = transfer function of low-pass equivalent of IF amplifier
When combined with the definition of H (f) the result is
c
V6 HF(f) Hie(f)
Hc(f ) = (204)
i + V6 HF(f) NIL(f)
The closed-loop transfer function is seen to be closely related to
the open-loop transfer function
H (f) = _6 HF(f ) Hie(f) (205)
o
defined by the ratio ® (f)/®(f) when the feedback loop is opened at
v
the oscillator input to the mixer.
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Both of these transfer functions and the noise bandwidths BNc
and BNoassociated with them are important in describing the properties
of a feedback FMreceiver. From an operational standpoint, however,
the most important parameter is the feedback factor F defined as the
ratio of the instantaneous frequency deviation at RF to that at IF.
Since the frequency deviation is proportional to the derivative of
the phase deviation, the feedback factor mayalso be defined as
i (206)F = 8(t) =
@(t) - @v(t) i- @v(t)/@(t)
To interpret F in terms of circuit parameters, observe that
when @(t) is sinusoidal with frequency f, Eqs. (203) to (205) combine
with Eq. (206) to give
I
F- I - Hc.f._J - I + Ho (f)
= i + V6 HF(f ) HIL(f )
In a well-designed feedback FM receiver, the transfer function product
HF(f) HIL(f ) is chosen so as to make the feedback factor, F, virtually
constant over the entire range of baseband frequencies. In numerical
calculations, F will usually be expressed in db
Fdb = 20 log F = 20 log Ii + y6 HF(f ) HIL(f) I
*The noise bandwidth B.I of a symmetrical filter with transfe[ _ .
function H(f) is the bandwidth of the rectangular filter with ampliEuae
response IH(0) I that passes the same white noise power. In general,
IH(O) 12 B N = ; IH(f) l2 dt.
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because from a feedback amplifier point of view it represents the
signal gain of the feedback loop.
In considering the use of feedback reception on an FMlink, it
is quite important to recognize that the performance of a feedback FM
receiver above threshold is described by exactly the samerelation,
Eq. (197b), that applies to a conventional FM receiver. Put another
way, for a given basebandand receiver sensitivity, the output SNR,
KL, dependsonly on the deviation ratio, D, and received power, SR,
of the modulated carrier and not on the feedback factor, F, of the
receiver. The reason maybe seen from Eqs. (202) and (206) which show
that feedback reduces the frequency deviation of both the signal and
noise componentsat the discriminator input by the same factor. Thus
while both the signal and noise power at the discriminator output are
reduced, the SNRremains unchanged from the value given by Eq. (197b).
Another quantity that is not changedby moderate amounts of
feedback is the threshold value Kit of carrier-to-noise ratio measured
at the input to the frequency demodulator. As with the frequency
demodulator of a conventional receiver, threshold effects begin to
appear when the IF signal-to-noise ratio approaches
Kit -----_5BI/BB (207)
where BI is the noise bandwidth of the IF amplifier.
With the conventional receiver, however, the SNRand bandwidth
at IF are equal to those at RF, and this threshold condition yields
the previously stated result
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KRt =
SRt
N BRo
--_5 BR/B B ='_i0 (D + I) (199a)
in which Carson' s rule
BR=- 2 BB (D + i) (198)
is used to express the RF bandwidth in terms of the modulation index
D of the modulated carrier.
In the case of a feedback FM receiver with feedback factor, F,
the deviation ratio at IF is reduced to D/F and the noise bandwidth
of the IF amplifier can be reduced to the value given by Carson's
rule (21)
BI =. 2 BB (D+ I)
Substituting this into Eq. (207), and assuming that the input noise
density N is unchanged by feedback, the threshold carrier-to-noise
o
ratio at the input of a feedback FM receiver becomes
SRt B I
KRt -=N B R BR Ko It
(208a)
Note that in the absence of feedback (F = I) this equation reduces to
Eq. (199a) as it should. The RF signal power at threshold is also of
interest and may be obtained by combining Eqs. (198) and (208a)
SRt = 2 vqqY (F+ 1)3/2 (208b)
It will be observed that this reduces to Eq. (199b) when F = i.
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Equations (208a) and (208b) respectively give the values of KRt and
SRt corresponding to threshold operation with a specified modulation
index D and feedback factor F. To find the modulation index, D
t _
corresponding to threshold operation at a given output SNR, KL, either
equation may be combined with Eq. (197b) to yield the feedback counter-
part of Eq. (201a):
2 # )3/2 _ K L (209)
D t + I = 6_rl-0
Note that for a given baseband peak-to-average ratio, _, and output
SNR, KL, the threshold modulation index, Dt, increases with increasing
feedback factor, F. In this way feedback extends the range over which
RF bandwidth can be traded for RF power in accordance with Eq. (197b).
Unfortunately there is a limit to the amount of feedback that
can be used. As determined experimentally and explained theoretically
by Enloe, (22) there is a second threshold, in addition to that given
by Eq. (207), which occurs when the ms phase deviation of the VCO
output caused by noise increases to about one-third of a radian.
Expressed in terms of the carrier-to-noise ratio in the closed-loop
noise bandwidth BNc , this "feedback threshold" condition becomes (22)
Sit
N o BNc
(210)
In the development of this expression it is assumed that the conventional
threshold condition of Eq. (207) is already met. This simply means
that the IF carrier power SI must exceed the larger of the two values
Slt given by Eqs. (207) and (210). The maximum feedback factor, Fm,
is that for which these two threshold values are equal.
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In order to determine this maximum feedback factor it is first
necessary to express the closed-loop noise bandwidth in terms of the
baseband bandwidth and the feedback factor. Plots of BNc/B B versus
phase margin are given in Fig. 8 of Ref. 22 for various values of F,
assuming a Bode-type open=loop transfer function obtained with single-
pole filters in both the feedback and IF amplifiers. For F<30 db,
the values corresponding to a phase margin of about 50 ° are well
represented by the equation
BNc = 3.1 BB F0"59
Substituting this expression for BNc into Eq. (210), and solving the
result simultaneously with Eq. (208a) to eliminate Sit , yields the
desired expression for F
m
F [1.77 m .39m F F 1 = Dm
m
A plot of F versus D based on this equation is given in Fig. 13.
m
Using the values of F given by Fig. 13 in conjunction with the
m
feedback threshold conditions previously derived, the complete power-
(211)
bandwidth tradeoffs for FM can be summarized. This is done in Fig. 14a
which is basically a plot of Eq. (197b). The solid straight lines
show the combinations of received carrier power SR and RF bandwidth
BR required for an output SNR, KL, when FM is used to transmit a base-
band of bandwidth BB and peak-to-average power ratio _ to a receiver
whose input noise power density is No . An auxiliary scale shows the
modulation index D required in each case. The dashed lines then show
the combinations of power SRt and modulation index D t corresponding
to threshold operation with various amounts of feedback F as given
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by Eqs. (208b) and (209). In particular, the curve labeled F = 0 db
shows the threshold without feedback. Finally, the dotted line which
terminates the solid lines corresponds to threshold operation with the
maximum amount of feedback as described by Eq. (211) and Fig. 13.
To illustrate these relationships, suppose that a baseband which
occupies a bandwidth of 15 kc and has a peak-to-average power ratio
of i0 is to be recovered with an output SNR of 40 db over an FM link
-18 *
with an input noise power density of 4 x I0 W/kc. Referring to
Fig. 14, the combinations of received carrier power and RF bandwidth
that may be used are indicated by the solid line labeled _B B = 50 db.
For example, with a modulation index of 3, the required carrier-
to-noise ratio in the baseband bandwidth is 35.7 db and the ratio of
RF to baseband bandwidth is 8. Thus, the RF bandwidth is 120 kc, and,
10 -17since N B = 6 x W (-162.2 dbw), the carrier power at the
oB
receiver input must be -162.2 + 35.7 -- -126.5 dbw.
Alternatively, if the RF spectrum is available, the FM modulation
index may be increased to any value up to ii (which corresponds to
the threshold of a conventional FM receiver (F = 0 db)). With this
index the RF bandwidth is 24 x 15 = 360 kc and the input carrier
power is -162.2 + 24.3 = -137.9 dbw. Compared with operation at a
modulation index of 3, RF power has been reduced by 11.4 db at the cost
of a three-fold increase in bandwidth.
Finally, if a feedback FM receiver is used, it is seen from Fig. 14
that feedback up to a maximum slightly in excess of 20 db may be used.
*This corresponds to a system noise temperature of 290°K --
see Eq. (134).
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With this amount of feedback, the RF bandwidth is 58 x 15 = 870 kc
but the input carrier power is reduced to only -162.2 + 16.3 = -145.9 dbw,
representing an 8 db reduction over threshold operation without feed-
back. For comparison, operating the link with a SSB transmitter and
receiver would require an RF bandwidth of only 15 kc but the average
carrier power would be -162.2 + 40 = -122.2 dbw, as may be seen
with the aid of the SSB relations in Tables 3 and 5. Moreover, the
SSB transmitter would have to have a peak power capability i0 to 12 db
higher than this, depending on the baseband statistics.
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III, FREQUENCY- DIVISION MULTIPLEXING
INTRODUCTION
As previously noted, the term multiplexing refers to the process
of combining a number of independent signals to form a single composite
signal called a baseband. In baseband form, the multiple signals
can be sent by a single transmitter to a single receiver, at whose
output the individual signals are recovered by subjecting the base-
band to the inverse process of demultiplexing. The locations of the
multiplexer and demultiplexer in the communications link were shown in
Fig. !.
In this section the principal analog-multiplexing technique will
be discussed with particular attention to the amplitude characteristics
of the basebands that result when input signals are not processed prior
to multiplexing. The effects of signal processing on the baseband will
then be discussed in the next section.
Multiplexing techniques can be categorized according to whether
the individual signals are separated in frequency or in time. In fre-
quency-division multiplexing (FDM), each channel is assigned a separate
band of frequencies, and the baseband spectrum consists of the totality
of the single channel bands. Each input signal is placed in its assigned
frequency "slot" in the baseband spectrum by using it to modulate a sin-
usoid of appropriate frequency called a subcarrier (to distinguish it
from the single RF carrier which the baseband itself modulates). Demulti-
plexing then consists of filtering the single channel slots from the
baseband spectrum at the receiver output and individually demodulating
the subcarriers.
*Time-division multiplexing is covered in a companion Memorandum. (2)
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The characteristics of the FDM baseband signal, in both amplitude
and frequency, depend of course not only on the type of signals being
multiplexed but on the type of subcarrier modulation used. With analog
input signals, single-sideband suppressed carrier modulation (SSB) is
used almost universally. Its principal advantages are that (I) when a
given channel is not in use, it makes no contribution to the baseband,
and (2) the bandwidth B C of the channel need be little greater than the
bandwidth B s of the single channel signal input that it carries. The
bandwidth B B of the FDM baseband is equal to the total number Q of
channels it comprises times the channel bandwidth; i.e.,
B B = QB C
In the case of voice signals, for example, the standard values are
B S = 3.1 kc, BC = 4 kc.
Frequency modulation (FM) has also been used to place single channel
analog signals on FDM subcarriers, but the greater bandwidths required
and the care which must be exercised in selecting subcarrier frequencies
to minimize crosstalk between subcarriers have inhibited its popularity
for telephone use.
With narrow-band digital input signals such as teletype, a digital-
modulation technique such as frequency shift keying or on-off keying
of appropriately spaced audio-frequency subcarriers is normally used
to place the input signals in their proper frequency slot's in an FDM
baseband having the bandwidth of a single voice channel. In this form,
the multiplexed teletype signals may be treated as any other voice
channel; in particular it may be frequency-division multiplexed with
other voice channels using SSB subcarrier modulation.
Note that with FM, all of the subcarriers are present even at
times when some _hannels are carrying no signal.
See Ref. 2 for a discussion of these techniques.
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SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIOS
When the modulating signal or baseband is a multiplex of two or
more channels, the signal-to-noise ratio KL at the receiver output is
no longer of direct interest. What is of interest is the quality of
the individual signals at the single channel outputs of the demulti-
plexer. This quality is measured by the single channel output signal-
to-noise ratios KCi, where the subscript i = 1,2,..., Q distinguishes the
different channels which make up a Q channel baseband. Of course, the KCi
and _ are closely related; and it is through KL that KCi can be ex-
pressed in terms of KR, the RF signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver
input.
Such expressions are easy to obtain for FDM basebands with the aid
of the signal-to-noise expressions developed for different modulation
methods in the preceding section and tabulated in Table 5. Assuming
that the subcarriers are SSB modulated, the demultiplexer will consist
of Q product demodulators, each furnished with a locally generated sub-
carrier havi,_g the proper frequency and phase. If f. is the
1
subcarrier frequency for the ith channel, and if upper sidebands are
used, the input XLi(t) to the ith channel demodulator is obtained by
filtering the band f'1 < f < f'1+ BCi from the receiver output XL(t ).
Since the input and output signal-to-noise ratios are equal for product
demodulation of SSB, it follows that
KCi = KLi (212)
where
SLi/S L
KLi _ SLi/NLi m NLi/NL EL
(213)
th
is the ratio of signal-to-noise power in the i demodulator input XLi(t),
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and KL m SL/NL is the corresponding ratio for the receiver output
XL(t ). Thus, to express KCi in terms of KL it is only necessary to
evaluate the ratios SLi/SL and NLi/NL which appear in Eq. (213).
The first of these ratios does not depend on the type of modulation
used to transmit the baseband. The receiver output signal EL(t ) is pro-
portional to the baseband signal EB(t) for all modulation methods and
thhence the ratio of the signal power in the i channel to the total
signal power is the sameat the receiver output as at the transmitter
input-- i. e.,
SLi/SL = SBi/SB = I/F i (214)
The ratio F. of the average power in the baseband to that contained
i
.th
in the i channel is called the baseband load factor (relative to the
.th
l channel).
The noise ratio NLi/N L does depend on modulation method, however,
because WUL(f), the noise power spectrum at the receiver output, can
be frequency dependent. In general,
f.+B Cl
NLi/NL =
f.
I
__ BB
WUL (f) df WUL (f) df/°
(215)
Expressions for WUL(f), derived for different demodulators in the pre-
ceding section, and the resultant values of NLi/N L and Kci/KL, obtained
with the aid of Eqs. (212) and (215), are summarized in Table 6.
The last-named ratios may then be combined with those in Table 5
to yield expressions which give directly the RF signal-to-noise ratio
A
KR, and the RF signal powers SR and SR required to produce a specified
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Table 6
BASEBANDOUTPUTNOISEPOWERSPECTRA,SINGLECHANNEL
OUTPUTNOISEPOWER,ANDSINGLECHANNELOUTPUTSNR
Modulation
Method
AM
DSB
SSB
PM
FM
SSBFM
Output Noise
Power Spectrum
WUL(f)
i GINo4
! No/8 SRo
w 2 No/SRo8
l w2 No/SRo
12
Single Channel
Noise Power
NLi/N L
BCi
BB
Single Channel
Output SNR
Kci/K L
BB
F iBci
~  kTT.I
3. PiBci
Fi = SB/SBi = baseband load factor
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value of single channel SNRKCi. The results of this operation are
displayed for each of the analog modulation methods in Table 7. Note
that the entries for FMand SSBFMin both Tables 6 and 7 are approxima-
tions for the commonlyoccurring special case where the bandwidth BCi
of the i th channel is small comparedwith the i th subcarrier frequency f.i I"
BB3 BB3
The general result may be obtained by replacing 2 by
f (fi+Bci) 3 f 3i BCi i
SPEECH BASEBANDS
One of the principal reasons for the use of multiplexing on radio
circuits has already been mentioned--that is, it permits the use of
only a single RF transmitter and receiver. This is an advantage despite
the fact that at terminals (as opposed to relay stations) almost as much
equipment is required to multiplex and demultiplex the baseband as would
be required for independent RF transmission and reception of the individual
channels. Thus, for each channel in an FDM baseband, there is a small
transmitter (modulator) in the multiplexer and a small receiver (demodu-
lator) in the demultiplexer. The advantages of multiplexing stem from
the fact that it can be done at comparatively low frequencies and powers
and, at relay stations, there is no need for multiplexing equipment at
all unless channels are to be removed from or added to the baseband.
Another basic reason for the use of multiplexing techniques is to
improve the efficiency of transmission for human speech. This improve-
ment is made possible by: (i) the unique amplitude distribution of speech,
(2) the fact that not all channels on a multichannel telephone circuit
are busy simultaneously, and (3) the fact that even when a telephone
channel is busy, it does not carry speech continuously. The result
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is that when Q speech channels are combined into an FDM baseband using
SSB subcarrier modulation, the transmitter power required is consider-
ably less than Q times the transmitter power that would be required
to transmit one of the channels using the same RF modulation method
and modulation index. With the angle modulation methods, it is also
possible to trade some of this power saving for a reduction in the RF
bandwidth required to transmit the Q speech channels.
The balance of this section is devoted to an examination of this
type of frequency-division multiplexed speech baseband, with the object
of determining the magnitude of the power and/or bandwidth savings that
multiplexing makes possible.
Single Channel Inputs
The dynamic characteristics of any baseband formed by multiplexing
a number of speech channels are obviously dependent on the characteristics
of the component single speech channels. For this purpose such channels
can be described by two probability distributions.
2
The first (Fig. 15) shows how the instantaneous speech power ESi (t)
in a particular channel is distributed about its average value SSi at a
time when the channel is "active", i.e., during an interval when the channel
is carrying ordinary connected speech, including the short pauses
between syllables and words. During a telephone conversation, two chan-
nels--one in each direction--are "busy" (unavailable for use by other
subscribers), but neither channel is active more fhan a fraction of
The approach followed here is similar to that of Holbrook and
Dixon. (23) An alternative approach using Monte Carlo methods was
recently put forth by Cyr and Thuswaldner.(24)
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this time. In particular, a busy channel is not active for a good por-
tion of the period when a telephone connection is being established,
nor during pauses in the conversation and when one party is listening
to the other. This is important because with SSB modulation used to
form the FDM baseband, a channel contributes to the baseband signal
only when it is active.
Experimental measurements reported by Holbrook and Dixon (23) and
others (25-27) show that the distribution given in Fig. 15 adequately
represents the variations of instantaneous speech power in an active
channel for the majority of talkers and for most types of telephone
instruments. Equally important, the same distribution relative to
the average speech power applies regardless of the value of this average,
so long as it is not so high that the telephone instrument overloads
on the peak speech voltages.
Of course, the average speech power carried by an active channel
will itself vary from one active channel to another at a particular
time, and from time to time on a given channel as it is used by differ-
ent speakers. These variations in average speech power stem in part
from individual differences in the loudness with which people speak,
and in part from differences in the telephone instruments and lines
connected to the channel inputs. The average speech power in a
telephone channel is usually measured and expressed in terms of a
quantity called volume, defined as the ratio in db of SSi to a fixed
reference power level S
ref:
VSi = i0 log (Ssi/Sref) (216)
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The second probability distribution (Fig. 16) describes how the
single channel volumes VSi differ from the volume of the average
speaker, i.e., from the volume VS corresponding to the meanspeech
power SS of the distribution of SSi. The distribution of the volume
differences
Vsi - VS = i0 log (Ssi/Ss) (217)
-- 2
VSi - Vs = - 0.115 OV (218)
between these two volumes is given by
rather than the volumes VSi is given because different investigators
have used different values for Sref in Eq. (216). Moreover, measure-
ments of single channel volumes at the toll test boards of commercial
(28,29)telephone systems, at different times and in different countries,
have led to a numberof different values of SS, not only because
speakers have tended to speak more softly as the noise performance of
telephone equipment has been improved, but also because the instruments
used for measuring volume are themselves not especially well suited to
(30)
the unambiguous determination of average speech power. The impor-
tant fact about these measurements of single channel speech volume,
however, is that they all lead to distributions which conform rather
closely to the normal distribution shown in Fig. 16.
In view of the relation between volume and average speech power,
it follows that the single channel speech powers SSi obey a log-normal
distribution. Note however that the mean _Si of the volume distribu-
tion does not equal the volume V S corresponding to the mean S S of the
distribution of average speech power. In general, the difference
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where _V is the standard derivation in db of the volume distribution.
In the case of Fig. 16, OV = 5.8 db and VSi - V S = -3.8 db.
Definition of Peak Baseband Load
The quantity of chief interest in connection with the multichannel
speech baseband is the peak power or load it imposes on the system.
Since the baseband signal, like the speech signals from which it is
formed, can only be described statistically, the peak load is not the
absolute maximum instantaneous power reached by the baseband. Rather,
it is the power level which the baseband exceeds only for a specified
small fraction of the time. This fraction will be called the overload
probability because it is the probability that the instantaneous
baseband power overloads the system, i.e., exceeds the peak baseband
load. The criterion for specifying the overload probability is that,
with amplifiers just capable of handling the peak load without exces-
sive distortion, the effects of the overloads that do occur should
not be unacceptable to system users. Experiments with a number of
baseband amplifiers in commercial telephone systems suggest that an
overload probability of 0.i percent is acceptable.
This would be a sufficient definition of peak baseband load if
the speech volume in each of the individual channels were regulated
to the same level and if the number of simultaneously active channels
remained constant. In this case the distribution of the instantaneous
baseband power would be stationary. It would be the same regardless
Called "load capacity requirement" in Ref. 23.
The term "overload expectation" sometimes used for this quantity
is misleading since it is not an expectation in the statistical sense of
the term.
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of the time at which it was measured, and there would be no ambiguity
about the level which the basebandexceeded0.i percent of the time.
It would only be necessary to design the amplifier so that its overload
threshold was equal to this level, and overloading would never be ob-
jectionable.
In practice, however, the numberof simultaneously active channels
changes continuously as speakers start and stop talking in the various
channels of the system. At any instant, the numberof active channels
may range from 0 to Qwhere Q is the total numberof channels in the
circuit. In addition, the channel volumes are distributed over a
wide range as indicated in Fig. 16. As a result, the actual baseband
signal cannot be characterized by a stationary amplitude distribution.
In the face of these facts, a morecomprehensive criterion of
overload is required. Toward this end, note first that the changes
in the numberof active channels and in the volume in a given channel
are muchslower than the variations in the instantaneous baseband
signal resulting from the rapid variations of the single channel
speech waveforms. Thus a long sampleof the baseband signal maybe
divided into a sequenceof short intervals, defined by the condition
that during each interval, both the numberof active channels and the
volumes in each of these channels are constant. Over each such
interval, the distribution of instantaneous basebandpower is well
defined. By comparing the 0.I percent level of this distribution
with the amplifier overload threshold, it is possible to determine
whether or not the amplifier was overloaded during that interval.
In these terms, the generally accepted criterion for permissible
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overloading on a commercial telephone system maybe stated as follows:
During the busiest traffic hour, the combined duration of all such
intervals of overload shall not exceed i percent of the hour, or
36 sec.
In the case of an FDMspeech baseband, then, the "peak baseband
load," is defined as the power level which the instantaneous baseband
signal exceeds more than 0.i percent of the time, only during short
intervals that total no more than i percent of the busiest hour. If
an amplifier has the capacity to handle this power level without
overloading, it should provide satisfactory performance during the
busiest traffic hour.
Calculation of Peak Baseband Load
In order to compute the peak baseband load just defined, it is
necessary to know, in addition to the single channel statistics of
Figs. 15 and 16, the probability Pr(q) that during the busiest hour,
exactly q out of a total of Q channels will simultaneously be active.
Since the channels are independent, this probability is given by the
binomial distribution
- q! _q(l-T) Q-q (219)
Pr(q) - qt. (Q_q) ,.
where T is the probability that a given channel is active during the
busiest hour. The parameter T is called the "activity coefficient,"
and is generally assigned the value 0.25, thus suggesting that on the
average a channel is active for a total of only 15 minutes even during
the busiest hour of the day.
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From its definition it is clear that the peak baseband load can
be written as the product
A
SB(Q ) = SI(Q)_(Q )
where SI(Q) is the power level exceeded by the average baseband power
during one percent of the intervals of constant channel activity into
which the busiest hour can be divided, and %(Q) is the 0.I percent
peak-to-average power ratio when the average baseband power has the
value SI(Q) .
To calculate SI(Q) , consider the subset of constant-activity,
constant-volume intervals of the busiest hour during which the number
of active channels has a particular value q. The distribution of
average baseband powers that occurs during such an interval is
conveniently expressed in terms of a quality called "equivalent
volume" which is defined by analogy to the volume of a single channel
as
-_ SSi-
=
where the summation includes only the q channels that are active.
Assuming that the single channel volumes are normally distributed as
shown in Fig. 16, Holbrook and Dixon (23) used numerical integration
to compute the conditional probability PVB(VIq ) that, for the subset
of intervals during which q channels are active, the baseband equiva-
lent volume VB(q) would exceed V. Their results are shown in Fig. 17
for q = i, 4, 16, and 64 where, as in Fig. 16, volume is expressed
relative to the volume V S of the average speaker. These curves
(220)
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illustrate quantitatively how, as the number of active channels
increases, the fluctuations in equivalent volume due to differences
in the volumes of the individual channels are reduced.
The distribution of baseband equivalent volume over all of the
intervals that comprise the busiest hour--namely the total probability
PV (V) that the Q-channel baseband equivalent volume exceeds V--may
then be calculated from the summation:
Q
(V) = E Pr(q) lq) (221)
PVB q=l PVB(V
where PVB(VIq ) is the probability given in Fig. 17 that, with q channels
active, the equivalent volume exceeds V, and Pr(q) is the probability
given in Eq. (219) that exactly q channels will be active. Assuming
T = 0.25 in Eq. (219), the cumulative distributions for the equivalent
volume of the Q-channel baseband are shown in Fig. 18 for Q = 3, 12,
and 240.
If the equivalent volumes VI(Q ) - V S = i0 log [SI(Q)/S S] exceeded
I percent of the busiest hour are read from these curves and plotted
as a function of Q, the curve shown in Fig. 19 is obtained. The
desired values of the corresponding baseband power level SI(Q) may then
be read directly from this graph once a value is assigned to S S. Note
however that the ratio SI(Q)/S S affords a conservative design value
for the baseband load factor F. defined in Eq. (214) and appearing
1
repeatedly in the SNR expressions of Table 7. It is the value of
i
that is exceeded only I percent of the busiest traffic hour.
To obtain a conservative approximation of the peak-to-average
power ratio A(Q) exceeded 0.i percent of the time by the Q-channel
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baseband when its average power is SI(Q) , consider the simple but un-
realistic case of a baseband formed from q i00 percent active channels
where the volume in each channel is regulated to the same constant
level. If this level is set equal to VS, corresponding to the average
talker, then the average power of the baseband is _ SSi = q SS, and
the equivalent volume is VB(q) = V S + i0 log q. The distributions of the
instantaneous baseband power about this average as determined experi-
mentally by Holbrook and Dixon (23) for q = 4, 16, and 64, are given
in Fig. 20.
For comparison, Fig. 20 also includes the distribution for a
single voice channel, for a gaussian-distributed signal, and for a
pure sinusoid. It will be noted that, as the number of active channels
increases, the baseband amplitude distribution rapidly approaches the
gaussian. Indeed, when the number of channels is 64 or greater the
amplitude distribution of an FDM speech baseband is similar to and
quite well represented by band-limited white noise. This fact forms
(31,32,33)
the basis for various practical baseband loading tests.
From the curves of Fig. 20, the peak-to-average ratios may be de-
termined as a function of q, not only for the ratio exceeded 0.i per-
cent of the time but for other overload probabilities as well. The
result is plotted in Fig. 21, which includes, in addition to the peak-
to-average power ratios exceeded 0.i, i, and I0 percent of the time,
a dashed curve representing what Holbrook and Dixon called the
In these experiments, the individual channels were simply added
together in the same audio frequency band rather than being frequency-
division multiplexed. Holbrook and Dixon assert that any errors in
the resultant amplitude distributions disappear as soon as the number
of channels exceeds a few.
181
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-20 -15 -10 -5 0 +5 +10 +15
Instantaneous power of q-channel baseband, db above average baseband power
Fig. 20-- Distribution of instantaneous power for basebands composed
of q lO0%-active voice channels with equal and constant volumes
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"multi-channel peak factor." This quantity is just the peak-to-average
ratio for an unspecified overload probability of something less than
0.I percent of the time and is therefore an even more stringent
criterion of what constitutes an overload than has been adopted here.
In any case it is obvious that the peak-to-average ratio decreases as
the number of channels increases. It is also obvious that in the
general case, where neither the number of active channels nor the
channel volumes are controlled, the number of channels that are active
when the baseband equivalent volume approaches its I percent level
will nearly always be greater than the average number TQ of active
channels. Therefore the 0.i percent peak-to-average ratio correspond-
ing to q = TQ channels in Fig. 21 may be adopted as the desired
approximation for _(Q).
When values of SI(Q)/S S obtained from Fig. 19 and estimates of
_(Q) based on Fig. 21 are substituted into Eq. (220), the values of
peak baseband load plotted versus Q in Fig. 22 are obtained. Again
the ordinate is actually the corresponding equivalent volume relative
to the volume of a single speaker
VB(Q ) - VS = i0 log [SB(Q)/Ss]
which tells the number of decibels by which the peak baseband power
exceeds the average speech power of the average talker.
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IV. SIGNAL PROCESSING
INTRODUCTION
The general signal-to-noise expressions developed for several
analog modulation methods in the preceding two sections can be used
for comparing the "cost-effectiveness" of these methods in multi-
channel radio link applications. In this context, "effectiveness"
is measured by the signal-to-noise ratios at the single channel out-
puts of the link and "cost" by the RF bandwidth and the peak or average
power of the modulated carrier at the receiver input. For illustrative
purposes, several types of signal inputs have been considered, including
sinusoidal test tones, speech inputs, and random signals specified only
by their amplitude distributions and power spectra. But in each case,
no modification of signal characteristics was allowed except for those
inherent to the modulation and multiplexing processes being compared.
For example, the single channel inputs at the transmitting terminal
were fed directly into the multiplexer, and its output, the baseband,
was applied directly to the modulator. Similarly, at the receiver the
demodulator output was fed directly to the demultiplexer whose signal
outputs were just the desired replicas of the original input messages.
In the present section the constraint of no signal modification
will be dropped, and new expressions will be developed to show how
the cost effectiveness of various analog modulation methods can be
improved by appropriate processing of the individual single channel
inputs, the FDM baseband formed from them, or both.
As with modulation and multiplexing, the term "signal processing
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technique" will normally denote a pair of complementary operations,
in this case the input signal transformation applied prior to modula-
tion at the transmitter and the inverse transformation following de-
modulation at the receiver. In normal practice, the latter operation
undoes the effects on the signal of the former operation.
In most cases, the possibility of improving the cost-effectiveness
of a modulation method by such techniques arises from the fact that
the processing at the receiver is applied to both the signal and the
noise, whereas the processing at the transmitter affects only the
signal. Thus while the receiver processing merely restores the output
signal to the form it would have had in an unprocessed system, it
changes the properties of the output noise significantly. Indeed,
if done properly, the processing at the receiver will discriminate
against the noise, and for a given input signal power, will enhance
the output signal-to-noise ratio.
Because the processing at the receiver is usually just the
inverse of that at the transmitter, a signal processing technique can
be identified by describing only the latter transformation; for this
purpose it is sufficient to tell which signals are transformed and
in what way the transformation changes them. In these terms, the
techniques to be described in this section are:
Preemphasis. The signal is the baseband and the processing
consists of modifying its spectrum in a specified way. The
inverse transformation is called "deemphasis."
Compression. The signals are the single channel message inputs,
and processing consists of reducing their dynamic range by
187
passing them through variable gain amplifiers. The inverse
transformation is called "expansion." Taken together, the
pair of transformations is called "companding."
TASI (Time Assignment Speech Interpolation). The signals are
those contained in a large number of telephone channels, and
processing consists of selecting and multiplexing only the
channels that are active. Since speech channels are active
only a fraction of the time, the number of signals comprising
the baseband is smaller than the number of channels from
which they are selected; hence the baseband bandwidth is
correspondingly reduced. It should be noted that TASI is not
a signal processing technique in the same sense as preemphasis
and companding since the signals involved are not intentionally
modified. It might better be described as a signal switching
technique for increasing the activity factor of the channels
which comprise the baseband.
PREEMPHASIS
As just noted, the term preemphasis can be applied to any tech-
nique which modifies the power spectrum of the baseband signal.
Normally this modification is produced by passing the baseband
through a linear filter with an amplitude response that increases
As explained later, the amplifiers in question are instantaneously
linear with gains controlled by the input power averaged over a
fraction of a syllable. Such "syllabic compression" is to be dis-
tinguished from the nonlinear "instantaneous compression" discussed
in Ref. 2.
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with increasing frequency. However, as will shortly be demonstrated,
best results (i.e., greatest reduction in RF power or bandwidth) are
obtained when the filter response is tailored in a fashion which
depends on the shape of both the baseband power spectrum and the
noise power spectrum at the demodulator output.
To determine the effect of arbitrary preemphasis, and, from
it, the optimum filter response, recall from Table 5 that, for all
modulation methods, SR, the average power of the modulated carrier
at the receiver input is related to KL, the SNI_ at the demodulator
output, by an expression of the form
SR = _L
where the factor of proportionality C depends on the modulation/demodu-
lation method and, for some methods, on the baseband peak-to-average
power ratio as well. Specifically, C is given by:
(224)
_
NoB B
AM DSB SSB PM FM SSBFM
1 + _'AB 1 1 _i_2 _I3D 2 _2_19D 2
(225)
where M e _, and D are respectively the modulation indices for AM, PM,
and FM.
The same relation between the received signal power and the
demodulator output SNR holds in a system where the baseband has been
preomphasized. When applied to a preemphasized system, however, a super-
script P is appended to each symbol to allow for the different value of
KL that will result frEnn either a change in S or from a change in CR
189
caused by the use of a different modulation index or by the effects
of preemphasis on _. Thus,
P = CP
SR _ (226)
Single Channel Links
Equations (224) and (226) are perfectly general relations applicable
equally to a single channel or to a multichannel baseband. The appli-
cation to a single channel will be considered first--both because of
its intrinsic practical importance (e.g., preemphasis is used routinely
on commercial FM broadcasts) and its greater simplicity. Using Eq. (224)
for a single channel link without preemphasis and Eq. (226) for the
same link with preemphasis (same baseband, same receiver noise density,
same propagation path, same modulation method, but possibly a different
modulation index and transmitter power-antenna gain product), the problem
is to determine, for the same output SNR, the ratio S_/S R of the received
power required with preemphasis to that without. If this ratio is
less than unity, then preemphasis has improved the cost-effectiveness
of the link: it has reduced the power that must be received for a
given link effectiveness. Figure 23 provides a functional block
diagram of the two links being compared and illustrates the notation.
For the conventional link, the quality of the output signal is
given directly by K L in Eq. (224). For the preemphasized link on the
other hand, output signal quality is given not by the demodulator
output SNR, _ in Eq. (226), but rather by _D, the SNR
at the output
of the deemphasis network that follows the demodulator. If the ratio
of these two SNRs is p--i.e., if
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p ___ /_D (227)
then the ratio of the received power required to produce the SNR _D
with preemphasis to that which produces the SNR KL without preemphasis
is
P cp PDsR EL
(228)
(229)
are
Here, the factor _ describes the net effect of the deemphasis network
on the output SNR, and the ratio cP/c, evaluated for the modulation
method in question, takes into account the choice of modulation index
and the effect of preemphasis on the baseband peak-to-average ratio.
Expressions for CP and C may be read from Eq. (225); it remains
to determine how p depends on the characteristics of the output signal
and noise and on the choice of preemphasis and deemphasis networks.
Suppose that on the conventional link, the power spectra of the signal
and noise at the demodulator output are respectively WEL(f ) = CIWEB(f )
and WUL(f), where C I is a proportionality constant whose value depends
on the modulation method and WEB(f ) is of course the baseband power
spectrum. Then, in the preemphasized link, the corresponding spectra
W p(f) = C2 l_(f)! 2
EL
W p(f) = C3 (f)
UL WUL
WEB (f)
(23o)
P CP
The desired figure of merit for preemphasis is then just the value Ip of
this ratio that makes _D/K L = I
192
where C2 and C3 are additional constants of proportionality, and Hp(f)
is the transfer function of the preemphasis network. Hence the SNRat
the demodulator output of the preemphasized link is
P 7 Wp df C2_ iHpl2 WEBd f
SL B EL _
---_-=NL _B w e df C3 _B WULdf
UL
(231)
where, for notational simplicity, the frequency dependence of the
integrands is not explicitly indicated and the subscript on the inte-
gral sign means that the integration need cover only the baseband,
Ifl K BB, since the integrands vanish outside this f_equency range.
In a similar way, if HD(f ) = i/Hp(f) is the transfer function of the
deemphasis net, then the SNR at its output is
IHD 12 WELP df C2 B_ WEB df
_D _- B = (232)
7B IHDI2 W PUL df C3 B_ IHD 12 WUL df
where the second equality follows from Eq. _3_ and the fact that
IHDI2,1HpI 2 = i. The ratio of Eq. _31) to Eq. _32) then yields the
desired general expression for p:
IHp12 df 7 2wWEB B UL
B WEB B WUL
df
(233)
The appearance of this expression can be simplified by changing the
variable of integration from f to _ = f/B B, introducing the normalized
power spectra
193
__! WEB(vBB)wS = Ws(V) = WEB(_BB) dv (234a)
wN = WN(V ) -- WUL(_BB) _ WUL(VBB) dv (234b)
/ -i
and writing for the "power spectral response" of the preemphasis
network
= 12 IHD(VBB)l"2gp ge(V) = IHp(_BB) = (234c)
With these notational abbreviations, Eq. (233) becomes
1 i
-i
p = _ gp Ws d_ • _ gp WN d_ (235)
-i -I
This is the factor by which the deemphasis network changes the
RF power required to produce a prescribed output SNR on a preemphasized
single channel link. It is obvious that the value of P depends not only
on the preemphasis characteristic specified by gp, but also on the spec-
tral characteristics of the baseband signal and the output noise given
by w S and wN. For a particular w S and WN, the optimum preemphasis net
is the one whose gp makes p as small as possible.
As it happens, it is easy to express the minimum value of p in
terms of Ws(_ ) and wN(_ ) and to find the function gp(V) which leads
to this minimum; that is, to find the optimum preemphasis characteristic
for the given signal and noise spectra. It is only necessary to note
that if f(v) and g(_) are arbitrary real functions, integrable-square
over the range (a,b), then Schwartz' inequality shows that
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f2(v) d_ _ g2(_) dv > f(_) g(_) d
a a
In particular, if a = -i, b = i, and
(236)
f2(v) = Ws(V ) gp(V)
-i
g2(_) = WN(_ ) ge (v)
!
Schwartz inequality becomes
whe re (! )2p%-- _Ws(_ ) WN(V ) d (237)
is the minimum value of p. By inspection of Eq. (235), the optimum
preemphasis characteristic (the function gp(V) which makes p = p%)
is
I
gp(V) = \/
WN(1)) Optimum
preemphasis (238a)
Ws(V) characteristicV
or, in terms of the preemphasis transfer function Hp(f) and the power
spectra themselves
WUL (238b)
With the aid of these expressions it is possible to draw some
quite general conclusions about the efficacy of preemphasis as a sig-
nal processing technique under various circumstances. There are two
cases of special interest.
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Case i: The output noise power spectrum is flat: WUL(f ) =
i
constant, or WN(_ ) = _. This is the situation for the linear modu-
lation methods AM, DSB, and SSB, and also for PM. Hence, by Eq. (238b),
the optimum preemphasis network for these methods has a transfer
function whose magnitude is proportional to the inverse fourth root
of the normalized baseband power spectrum
-If4-- ]-1/4 [2B W ( (f)IHpl [2Ws(_) L B EB WE B (239)
With such optimum preemphasis, p takes on the minimum value given by
Eq. (237)
i
i d u_2
-i 2B B B_ WEB(f) df
( 240
This is the smallest value that p can have for the baseband des-
cribed by Ws(_ ). For some basebands, optimum preemphasis will yield
a greater improvement (a lower value of pL) than for others. But, it
is easy to show that, regardless of the nature of the baseband, p_
will never be greater than unity; at worst, optimum preemphasis
will leave the signal-to-noise ratio unchanged. Thus, applying
Schwartz' inequality, Eq. (236), with a = -i, b = i,
f(_) = _Ws(_)/2 , g(_) = I, it follows that
i
p_ _ _ Ws(U ) d_ _ I
-i
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A quantitative feel for how PL depends on the shape of the base-
band spectrummay be obtained from the examples shownin Table 8. It
is seen that whenthe baseband spectrum matches the noise--i.e., when
the basebandis flat--there is no improvement, and no reason to use pre-
emphasis. Hewever, the spectra of most single channel basebandsare not
flat but fall off at high frequencies. Thus optimum preemphasis usually
does lead to a value of p less than rather than equal to unity.
The net preemphasis improvement, the fractional reduction in the
required RF power, is then given by Eq. (229) with p = p_
CP
Ip_- C P_
Here, cP/c is given by Eq. (225), and p£ by Eq. (240). For DSB and
SSB, cP/c = i, and the improvement is equal to p_
Ip£ = p£ DSB, SSB
For I00 percent modulated AM, cP/c = (I + _)/(i + AB), and the net
improvement factor is
Ip% - i + _ 0£ AM
This will be smaller than 0% if optimum preemphasis reduces the peak-
to-average power ratio of the baseband.
where
- P£
Ip_ AB
The same will be true for PM
PM
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Table 8
IMPROVEMENTDUETOOPTIMUMPREEMPHASISONSINGLECHANNELLINKS
Normalized
basebandpower
spectrum
ws(_)
Ws = 3 _2
I l
ws = ½
(Flat)
i
2 I
ws - I +
1
Ws(V) =1024V2e-16_
(Speech)
,
i
Reduction in required RF power due to
optimum preemphasis of baseband Ws(9 )
Case i
Flat output noise
power spectrum
WN(_) = ½
p£ = 0.75
(-1.25 db)
p_ = i
(0 db)
p_ = .987
(-0. i db)
p% = .497
(-3 db)
Case 2
Parabolic output
noise power
spectrum 3 2
WN( )=
p_, i
(0 db)
p_, = 0.75
(-1.25 db)
p_ = 0.655
(-I. 85 db)
p_ = 0.091
(-10.4 db)
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If threshold considerations permit, it maybe possible to reduce Ipz
still further by increasing the modulation index (the peak phase
deviation _P) of the preemphasized system.
Case 2. The output noise power spectrum is parabolic:
L (f) f2 3 2W U _ , or WN(_ ) = _ • This is the situation for the frequency
modulation methods FM and SSBFM. Hence, by Eq. (238b), the optimum
preemphasis for these methods has a transfer function
1/2
IHpl: l I) ]-1/4 _BfB[2Ws(_) = 1.316
Comparing this with Eq. (239) it is seen that, for a given baseband,
the magnitude of the transfer function for optimum preemphasis with
FM differs from that for AM only by the factor 1.316_/B B. With
optimum preemphasis in this case, Eq. (237) gives
3 B (241)
_ (f) df
Again Schwartz' inequality can be applied to show that, with
optimum preemphasis,
As in Case i, the magnitude of p£ will be different for different
baseband power spectra. Examples are given in Table 8, using the
same normalized baseband spectra considered in connection with Case i.
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Here it should be noted that for a particular baseband spectrum, opti-
mumpreemphasis usually yields a greater improvement (lower value of
p%) than in Case i. Also note that, as in Case i, the baseband for
which there is no improvement (p%= I) is the one whose spectrum has
the sameshape as the noise.
This is no accident; it is another exampleof a general result
that can be deduced directly from the definition of p%. Thus, when-
ever the baseband spectrum has the sameshape as the output noise
spectrum, whenWs(_) = WN(_), it follows from Eq. (237) that
P%= Ws(_ ) wN(_ ) d = Ws(_ = i
m
Equation (229) for the overall improvement due to optimum pre-
emphasis also applies to Case 2, but now p_ is given by Eq. (241),
and the values of cP/c appropriate to modulation methods that yield
parabolic noise spectra must be used. In particular, for FM, Eq. (225)
gives
FM (242)
Thus the factor by which optimum preemphasis reduces the RF power re-
quired for a given output SNR depends not only on the baseband
spectrum (which determines p_), but also on the effect of preemphasis
on the baseband probability density function (which determines _/_),
and finally on the modulation indices (D and D P) used in the two cases.
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The dependence of p£ on the baseband spectrum has been discussed
at some length, but not much in a general way can be said about the
effect of preemphasis on the probability density function of an arbi-
trary baseband since the power spectrum and amplitude distribution
are usually independent of one another. So far as the choice of the
modulation indices D and D P is concerned, there are two limitations
to be considered. In each case the index must not exceed the smaller
of two limiting values. One D is determined by the RF bandwidth
' a'
BRa allocated to the link; the other, Dt, corresponds to threshold
operation. For the link without preemphasis, these two values were
given respectively by Eqs. (201d) and (201a):
Da + 1 -- BRa/2B B (243)
D 2 1) 312t (Dt + = AB KLI(6 _i'_) (244)
For an optimally preemphasized link, the corresponding maximum indices
are given by
DPa + i = BRa/2B B (245)
(DPt)2 (D P + 1) 3/2 = A_ K_/(6_i_= A_ 0 £ K_D/(6 _'_) (246)
where, in the last equality, Eq. (227) was used to introduce I_ D, the
output SNR after deemphasis• Note from Eqs. (243) and (245) that
D P = D
a a
Now, if RF bandwidth is the governing constraint both with and
without preemphasis--if D -- D < D and DP = DP < D P --then
a t a t
D = D P and Eq. (242) reduces to
201
P
AB
Ip% = p_
FM (Bandwidth-limited
modulation indices)
(247)
On the other hand, if RF bandwidth is not limited by allocation in
either case and if both links are operated at threshold (D = Dt,
DP = D_), then D and DP may be determined in terms of AB, APB, and 0%
from Eqs. (244) and (246) with _ and _D set equal to the desired
output SNR. If in addition, D t and DP
' t are considerably greater than
unity, Eqs. (244) and (246) yield the approximation
I I'7Dt --_ --_"p Dt DP 1
whence the improvement with optimum preemphasis is given by Eq. (242) as
3/7
FM (Thre sho id- i imit ed
modulation indices
Dt , DPt >> l)
(248)
Since the bracketed quantity is normally less than unity, comparison
of Eq. (247) with Eq. (248) shows that the preemphasis improvement
will not be as large when modulation indices are threshold-limited as
it is when they are bandwidth-limited. In this connection, however,
it should be remembered that the RF power requirements for threshold
operation are less to begin with than is the case for bandwidth-
limited links.
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Multichannel Links
In the case of a single channel, the baseband power spectrum and
a desired output SNR were the given quantities. The question then was:
What reshaping (preemphasis) of the baseband power spectrum will yield
the greatest reduction in the RF power required to achieve the desired SNR?
The answer was found to depend not only on the given baseban_ spectrum
but also on the spectrum of the output noise, as determined by the modu-
lation method used _or transmission.
The corresponding problem for a muitichannel circult is the
following: given the power spectra of a number of single channel
message inputs combined by _ into a baseband, and given the output
SNRs desired for each, what modification of message spectra will produce
the greatest reduction in the total RF power required to achieve the
desired SNRs? It should be noted that neither the individual channel
spectra, their bandwidths, nor the desired SNRs need have the same values
for all channels, although in practice they usually do.
The first thing to be noted in approaching this problem is that,
in contrast to the situation with a single channel baseband, it is not
generally possible on an unpreemphasized link to exactly meet all of
the SNR objectives for an arbitrary multichannel baseband. There is
usually a '_orst" channel, in the sense that if RF power is adjusted
to make the output SNR in this channel just equal to the required value,
the SNRs in the other channels will be at least equal to, and in many
cases higher than, the specified values.
A simple and important practical example of this is a multichannel
telephone link using FM. Here each of the single channel messages has
203
essentially the same bandwidth, spectrum, and SNR objective, but tl_e
parabolic character of the output noise power spectrum nmkes the
single channel output SNRs grow progressively worse toward the high
frequency end of the baseband (see Table 6).
With preemphasis, on the other hand, each channel's share of the
baseband power can be adjusted so that at the demultiplexer output
the SNR in each channel will have the desired value. By eliminating
the RF power wasted in producing unnecessarily high SNRs in the "better"
channels, preemphasis reduces the RF power required to meet the speci-
fied SNR objectives.
Preemphasis in the multichannel case is commonly performed in the
same way as with a single channel, that is, by passing the entire base-
band through a preemphasis filter. However, it is also practical to
preemphasize each individual channel prior to multiplexing. This can
range fr_n a simple level adjustment, in which the gains of the individ-
ual channel amplifiers in the multiplexer are adjusted to make the
relative contribution of the different channels conform to a desired
pattern, to a reshaping of each single channel spectrum by passing
it through its own preemphasis filter. For purposes of analysis, however,
the effects of both kinds of preemphasis will be represented by a single
filter transfer function Hp(f) operating only on the baseband waveform.
As in the single channel case, the magnitude of the preemphasis
improvement will be measured by the ratio of the RF power with pro-
emphasis to that without. A schematic block diagram of the two links
to be compared is given in Fig. 24. For the link without preemphasis,
the ILF power that must be received in order to produce a SNR KCi at
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th
the output of the i channel is
S R = C_iKci (249)
where C is again given by Eq. (225), and from Table 7 the other factor
of proportionality Yi is given by
B B
_°
B . l
C].
F.
i
AM, DSB, SSB, PM
3 F. FM, SSBFM BCi << fl i
(250)
th
Here, Fi = SB/SBi is the baseband load factor relative to the i
channel, and f. is the frequency of the i th subcarrier.
i
O
If the specified output SNRs are Ki, i=l, 2, ..., Q, the power S R
required for the unpreemphasized Q-channel link is
S R = max , ..., (251)
i.e., S R is the maximum of the set of powers calculated from Eq. (249)
for i=l, ..., Q. If w (for 'Worst") is the number of the channel which
requires this power to meet its SNR objective, then
S R = CYwK°w (252)
In the multichannel link with preemphasis, it is possible to
choose the preemphasis transfer function Hp(f) so that the channel
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PD (see Fig. 24b) exactly match the prescribed SNR objectives K?.
SNRs, KCi , l
To see what condition this imposes on Hp(f) requires an expression
PD
similar to Eq. (249) relating KCi to the received signal power SR.
The needed relation can be obtained from Eq. (226) by expressing K[,
PD
the SNRat the receiver output, in terms of the Kci. For this purpose,
recall that for each of the SSB channel demodulators in the demulti-
plexer, the output SNR is equal to the input SNR. Expressing the
latter in terms of the signal and noise power spectra at the receiver
th
output, the output SNR for the i channel is
PD 12 f/.I 2
i EL /i UL
where the subscript i on the integral signs indicate that the inte-
th
gration covers only the i channel, and dependence of the integrands
on f has been omitted for notational simplicity. The receiver output
SNR can be expressed in a similar way
 wpdf wpELuLdf
Combining these two equations and using Eq. (230) to express the
power spectra in terms of the signal and noise spectra without pre-
PD isemphasis, the relation between and KCi
P PD
= Vi KCi (253)
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where
_WEB 2 WEBi dfi I df
(254)
P
The preemphasis-dependent factor Yi may be written more compactly in
terms of the normalized signal and noise spectra introduced in
Eqs. (234a) - (234c)
I
P -I
_i = _ gP WNdV" _ gP Wsd_/_Wsd_A
i -I [ i
(255)
Finally, substituting Eq. (253) into Eq. (226), the desired relation
PD is obtainedbetween SR and KCi
P = CP P PD (256)SR _i KCi
This is a perfectly general relation in which the factor CP de-
pends on the modulation method, modulation index, and peak-to-average
power ratio of the preemphasized baseband as shown in Eq. (225), and
the factor _P depends on the power spectra of the signal and output
noise, and on the preemphasis filter transfer function _(f) as shown in
Eq. (254). In order for a single value of RF power to yield the desired
SNRs K°1 for all channels, Hp(f) must be chosen so that the _P satisfy
the condition
Po Po Po= P / CP
YiKl = _2K2 = o...... z yQKQ SR (257)
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Using Eq. (255), and noting that
_wsd_ = SBi / SB = F -Ii
i
may be expressed explicitly in terms of -rg°= ..IHpl2"this condition
o o_ -iFIKI _ gplwNd_ = F2K 2 gp WNd_ = ....
I
.... = rQKQ g WNd, =
P
SR
(258)
(259)
Given a preemphasis transfer function which meets this condition,
P
SR can be determined from any of the equations in Eq. (257) or (259).
In particular for channel w
SP P P o
R = C y_K_ (260)
Combining this with Eq. (252), the preemphasis improvement factor may
be expressed in a form similar to Eq. (229) for single channel basebands
SPR CP
Ip =_R = _w_- Multichannelbaseband (261)
where
P
Pw = Yw / Yw (262)
P
and _w and Yw are given respectively by Eqs. (250) and (255).
Again there are two cases of practical importance distinguished
by whether the output noise power spectrum is flat (wN = ½), or pard-
3 2 in these two cases arebolic (wN = _ ). The expressions for Pw
BB I
Pw = ½ B-Cw _ g;Id_" _gP wsd_' AM,DSB,SSB, PM (263)
w -I
i
P
w
= ½ B-Cw w w -igpWs
FM, SSBFM (264)
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No systematic method has been developed for finding preemphasis
transfer functions Hp(f) which meet the general condition given by
Eq. (259) in an optimum manner so that Pw will have its minimum
value. However, in the commonly occurring special case of identical
channels
ri = F, BCi = BC = BB / Q (265)
and identical SNR objectives
K° = K°
1
(266)
it is easy to find a transfer function which satisfies condition
(259) and can yield a significant reduction in Pw" Thus, substi-
tuting Eqs. (265) and (266) into Eq. (259) the condition on gp is
P
f gp1
w Ni cPK°F gpwsd_
-1
(267)
Since the right side of this equation is independent of i, gp must be
such that the integral on the left side has the same value for all
channels. One obvious way of meeting this requirement is to choose
½
gp(9) = WN(9 ) =
3_2
2
With this choice, Eqs. (263) and (264) yield
1 2
Pw _ _ Ws(_)dg'
-i
AM,DSB,SSB,PM
FM, SSBFM
AM,DSB,SSB,PM
FM, SSBFM
(268)
(269)
where, in obtaining the second equality, it was noted that for FM, the
worst channel is the one with the highest subcarrier frequency: fw = BB"
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Thuswith the simple preemphasis characteristic given by Eq. (268),
there is no improvement in the case of the modulation methodswhich have
a flat output noise power spectrum, whereas with the methods that
have a parabolic output noise spectrum, there is an improvementwhose
magnitude dependson the baseband power spectrum Ws(U). In particular
i
for flat basebands (Ws(_) = ½), Eq. (269) shows that Pw = _' corres-
ponding to a 5 db reduction in SR due to the effects of the deemphasis
netalone. The net preemphasis improvement Ip is of course given by
Eq. (261). Substituting the expressions for CP and C from Eq. (225),
the improvement with the preemphasis filter given by Eq. (268) is
P 2
AM, DSB, SSB, PM
FM, SSBFM
(270)
No improvement was to be expected with the modulation methods
having a flat output noise power spectrum, since there was in fact no
preemphasis. With FM and SSBFM, however, it is seen that the net im-
provement depends in part on the effect of preemphasis on the base-
P Since the preemphasisband peak-to-average power ratio given by A B.
specified by Eq. (268) accentuates the channels near the high frequency
end of the baseband, it can be expected that the baseband peak-to-average
ratio for a given number of channels will in general have a value cor-
P
responding to some smaller number of channels. At the same time, A B
and A B must have nearly the same value for a single channel baseband
(Q - I). In addition, they should approach the same asymptote for
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large Q since the amplitude distribution of both the preemphasized
and the unprocessed basebandmust becomemore nearly gaussian as Q
P
increases. Based on these arguments, the estimated dependenceof AB
on Q is shownfor speech basebands in Fig. 25.
The other factor to be considered whenusing Eq. (270) to ¢_mpute
the preemphasis improvementdependson the choice of modulation indices
D and DP for the two links being compared. As in the single channel
case, these indices will be constrained by the threshold conditions
given by Eqs. (244) and (246), and they may be restricted by bandwidth
allocations as indicated in Eqs. (243) and (245).
The type of preemphasis described by Eq. (268) for multichannel
FM links--namely
]Hp(f) I = f
is the only type normally employed on comm_ercial telephone circuits.
On microwave relay circuits, for example, the preemphasis characteristic
is approximated by an RC filter whose amplitude response is nearly flat
at the low frequency end of the baseband, and is so shaped that the
bandwidth occupied by the modulated carrier is the same with preemphasis
as without. It should be pointed out that this type of preemphasis
amounts to little more than an adjustment of the relative levels of
the individual channels that comprise the baseband. Moreover, the
actual link improvement--when measured in terms of reduced RF power
for a given minimum output SNR--amounts to only about 2 db.
It would appear that an additional improvement of 3 db or more
could be obtained with all types of modulation by superimposing on
the simple preemphasis characteristic of Eq. (268) a fine structure
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that would correspond to preemphasizing each channel individually
with the optimum preemphasis for SSB modulated single voice channels.
The transfer functions of the required single channel filters would
then depend on the single channel speech power spectrum as shown in
Eq. (239). The estimate of a 3 db saving is based on the last entry
of Table 8, which employs a simple analytical approximation to the
normalized speech power spectrum. That this kind of preemphasis
does not violate the general condition of Eq. (267) follows from
the fact that it reduces each of the single channel integrals on
the left side of this equation by the same factor.
COMPAND ING
As previously noted, "companding" is a contraction of "c__.___pressing"
and "expanding," a pair of complementary signal processing operations.
Application of the former to the single channel input signals to the
multiplexer and of the latter to the single channel outputs from the
demultiplexer (see Fig. I) can lead to significant improvements in
the cost effectiveness of a multichannel link. (34'35)
To carry out these operations, each channel is equipped with a
"compandor," consisting of a "compressor" at the channel input, and
an "expandor" at the channel output. The compressor may be viewed as
a variable-gain, instantaneously linear amplifier whose gain is con-
trolled by the short-term average power at its input in such a way
that strong signals are amplified less than weak ones, and very strong
signals are attenuated. The expandor applies the inverse operation
to the channel output signal. It may be viewed as a variable-loss
attenuator whose loss is controlled by the short-term average power
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at its input in such a way that strong signals are attenuated less
than weak ones, and very strong signals are amplified. Extremely
weak signals, such as noise in the absence of signal, are attenuated
most of all.
Thus, the compressors reduce the dynamic range of the single
channel inputs which form the baseband and the expandors restore
their dynamic range after demultiplexing. The principal effects are
first, to reduce the dynamic range of the baseband to permit more
efficient transmission, and second, to modify the channel output signal
and noise levels to yield higher output signal-to-noise ratios. To
determine the magnitude of these effects, it is necessary to examine
the operation of the compressor and expandor in greater detail. This
will be done for each device in turn.
Compressor
The variable-gain amplifiers used to compress individual speech
inputs that are to be frequency-division multiplexed are called
syllabic compressors. This reflects the fact that the averaging time
constant of their gain-controlling circuits is short (on the order
of 3 msec) compared with the average length (250 msec) and build-up
time (50 msec) of a typical syllable. Thus the compressor gain
variations will follow the envelopes of individual syllables. For
example, accented syllables will be compressed more (i.e., the compressor
gain will be lower) than unaccented or soft-spoken syllables.
*Actually, two time constants are involved. (34'36) The "attack
time" is the time required for the compressor output signal envelope
to reach a value 1.5 times its steady-state value following a sudden
12 db rise in input level. "Recovery time" is the time required for
the output to reach .75 times its steady_state value following a sudden
12 db drop in input level. Nominal values are 3 msec for attack and
13.5 msec for recovery.
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The manner in which compressor gain depends on input signal power
is normally described in terms of the compressor's response to steady
sinusoidal test tones. This response maybe presented graphically in
several equivalent ways, two of which are shownin Fig. 26. In both
cases, the solid lines showhow the long-term average output power
depends on the long-term average input power for a steady I000 cps
(36)tone. This dependenceis characterized by three parameters:
Crossover level or unaffected level. The average test
tone input power for which the compressor gain is zero.
Typical values in current use are 0 dbm0 (as shows in Fig. 26)
and 5 dbm0.
Compression ratio. The ratio of an input level in dbm0 to
the difference between the corresponding output level and
that corresponding to an input of 0 dbm 0. It is also
the reciprocal of the slope of the curve shown in Fig. 26b.
A compression ratio of 2 is used almost universally.
Range of level. The range of input powers in dbmO over
which the compression ratio has its prescribed value. A
typical range of levels is from -45 dbm0 to +5 dbm0.
Unfortunately, this description of a compressor in terms of its
steady-state response to sine waves is not sufficient to determine
the effect of the compressor on a speech waveform. For this purpose,
and also for describing the characteristics of an FDM baseband formed
from compressed speech channels, it is convenient to separate the effect
The unit "dbm0" implies that power is expressed in db relative
to i milliwatt at a so-called point of "zero relative level"--i.e.,
the single channel input terminals or any other point at which the
same signal levels are developed.
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Fig.26--Characteristics of a typical compressor
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of a compressor on average speech power from its effect on instantaneous
peaks in the speech waveform. As in Section III, the goal will be to
describe the peak baseband load, which was there defined as the
product of the average baseband power that is exceeded only one per-
cent of the busiest hour and the peak-to-average power ratio when the
average baseband power is at this level.
Consider average power first, and note that the average power at
the compressor output depends not only on the average input power, but
also on the nature of the input waveform. With a steady i000 cps sine-
wave input, the 3 millisecond average input power, and hence the com-
pressor gain, is constant. With a speech waveform, however, the compressor
gain changes continually in the fashion described earlier. In particular,
experiments show that for the same long-term average input power, the
average output power for both speech and noise-like waveforms is about
3 db lower than for a I000 cps test tone. This result is plotted in
Figs. 26a and 26b using dashed lines.
These curves show the effect of a compressor with a zero dbm0
crossover level on the average speech power in a single channel. In
order to assess the effect of compression on the average power of a
Q-channel FDM baseband, it is first necessary to determine its effect
on the distribution of single channel speech powers at the multiplexer
input. For this purpose, recall from Section III that the average
speech power SSi in an active channel may be expressed in terms of the
volume difference
Vsi - VS = i0 log(Ssi/Ss)
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defined in Eq. (217). Also recall that the volumes in the active chan-
nels follow the gaussian distribution shown in Fig. 16. With this vol-
ume distribution at the compressor inputs of a companded multichannel
link, the volume distribution at the compressor outputs is easily found
by increasing each volume in Fig. 16 by the gain indicated by the dashed
line in Fig. 26a. With S S = -9.9 dbm0, the result of doing this for
compressors with crossover ratios of 0 dbmO and 5 dbmO is shown by the
solid curves in Fig. 27. Observe that in both cases the volume distribu-
tion is still gaussian, but compared with the uncompressed volume distribu-
tion shown in Fig. 16, the standard deviation is cut in half.
Given these distributions of the volume of the compressed single
channel speech inputs to the multiplexer, the level S_(Q) exceeded
during i percent of the busiest hour by the average power of the compressed
Q-channel baseband may be calculated by exactly the same procedure that was
outlined in Section III for unprocessed speech channels. Rizzoni (35) has
made these calculations for compressors with 0 dbmO crossover levels.
The equivalent volume distributions shown in Figs. 7 and 8 of his
paper correspond respectively to the distributions of noncompressed
baseband volume shown in Figs. 17 and 18 of this Memorandum. The
resultant values of S_(Q) and the corresponding equivalent volume V_(Q)
are plotted versus Q in Fig. 28 which is based on Rizzoni's Fig. 9. Note
that compressor crossover levels of both 0 dbm0 and 5 dbm0 are shown.
In using these curves to compare baseband load factors with those
shown in Fig. 19 for unprocessed basebands, it is important to use the
special scales in Fig. 28; these scales express the baseband equivalent
volume relative to the volume of the average talker after compression by
219
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a compressor with the same crossover level as those used on the inputs
to the baseband.
To find the peak baseband load, it remains to determine the effect
of compression on the individual speech inputs and hence on the peak-to-
average power ratio A_(Q) corresponding to the average baseband power
S_(Q). While it can be argued on a qualitative basis that the majority
of the instantaneous variations in the single channel inputs to the
multiplexer will be compressed, and hence the baseband peaks reduced,
this effect of compression is best determined experimentally. The results
measurement s (35)
are shown in Fig. 29, where _(Q) is plottedof such
versus Q. Although the data were obtained for compressors with 0 dbmO
crossover level, they apply equally well to 5 dbmO crossover level
compressors. Just as with uncompanded channels, the distribution
of instantaneous to average signal power is independent of the value
of mean power or volume, which is the only baseband quantity that depends
on the crossover level.
Finally, the values of S_(Q) from Fig. 28 are combined with the
A_(Q) from Fig. 29 to obtain the peak power for the compressedvalues of
baseband
^c sC< >SB(Q) =
^C
A plot of SB versus Q is given in Fig. 30 for both 0 and 5 dbmO crossover
level compressors.
Expandor
An expandor has already been described as a variable-loss attenuator
whose loss is controlled by the shortLterm average power of the waveform
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at its input. Just as with its inverse, the compressor, the input-
output characteristics of an expandor may be described in terms of its
response to either steady test tones, or to speech and noise waveforms,
as shown for example in Fig. 31. Also, by analogy with a compressor,
the principal parameters of an expandor (in addition to its attack and
recovery time constants) are its crossover level (the sine-wave input
power at which the expandor loss is zero), its expansion ratio (the slope
of the output versus input curve of Fig. 31b) and the range of sine-wave
input levels over which the expansion ratio is constant. Thus, the
expandor described in Fig. 31 has a 0 dbmO crossover level, an expansion
ratio of 2, and a range of input levels extending from -23 dbm0 to +5 dbmO.
In contrast to the situation with a compressor, the gain-controlling
waveform at the input to an expandor is a mixture of the compressed single
channel signal and the receiver output noise contained in the channel.
At times when the channel is not active, i.e., not carrying speech
power--the expandor loss is of course controlled by the noise level
alone. On the other hand, when the channel is active, the short-term
average speech power is normally much greater than the noise, and so
controls the expandor loss. Thus the attenuation of the expandor is
much higher in the absence of speech, and so the magnitude of the noise
component at the expandor output is considerably smaller without speech
than when speech is present. Extensive listening tests have shown that
such a quieting effect during pauses and between syllables improves
speech intelligibility almost as much as if the output noise level
did not rise when speech is present. Indeed, for design purposes, it
can be assumed that the apparent output noise level with speech present
is only 5 db higher than the actual noise level with speech absent. (35)
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CE
This assumption may be used to relate the apparent SNR, KCi ,
C
at the output of the ith channel expandor to the actual SNR, KCi , of the
* CE be the average
compressed signal at the expandor input° Let SCi
CE be the average noise
speech power at the expandor output, and let NCi
power when speech is absent. In terms of these symbols, the assumption
becomes
CE I CE CE
Kci = _ Sci / NCi
C and C
If Sci Nci are the signal and noise powers at the expandor input
CE CE it follows that
which correspond respectively to SCi and NCi,
that is, the difference in db between power levels at the expandor output
C
is just twice that at the expandor input. But note that, while NCi
was defined as the input noise when speech is absent, the input noise
C / C ishas the same value when speech is present. Therefore, SCi NCi
C
just the SNR, KCi , at the expandor input. Making this substitution,
and combining the last two equations, yields the desired relation be-
tween the SNRs at the input and output of an expandor
C J CE (271)
KCi = 3Kci
Note that this relation is independent of the crossover level of the
expandor; it is true for all expandors with an expansion ratio of two,
providing only that the input signal and noise levels both lie within
the device's "range of levels."
,
The superscript "C" indicates compression only, while "CE"
implies compression followed by expansion.
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Companding Improvement Factor
As with preemphasis, the cost-effectiveness of companding
can be measured by comparing a link with companding to one without com-
panding on the basis of equal single channel output SNRs. On the link
without compandors, the average RF power which must be received to
.th
produce an output SNR, KCi, in the i channel is given by Eq. (249)
SR = C _i KCi (272)
where C is given by Eq. (225) and Yi by Eq. (250). A similar relation
holds for the companded link
C C C C C (273)
SR = Yi KCi
C
factors C C and Yi are given by expressions similar to Eqs.where the
(225) and (250) but with superscripts "C" to indicate that they apply
to the compressed signals and the parameters of the companded link.
C is the SNR at the input to the ith expandor,
But note here that KCi
CE that should be matched to
whereas it is the expandor output SNR KCi
the SNR objective K_ for the channel. Using Eq. (271) to express the
l
former in terms of the latter, and taking the ratio of Eqs. (273) to
(272), the improvement factor for companding is
C C
=- c
Kci = lci t t (274)
Thus, the companding improvement depends through cC/c on the modu-
lation method, modulation index, and baseband peak-to-average ratio, and
C
through yi/_ i on the baseband load factors. In contrast to the situation
with preemphasis, it also depends on the signal-to-noise objective K?
l
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specified for the channel. Generally speaking, the higher the SNR ob-
jective the greater the value of companding. Note also that in apply-
ing Eq. (274) to angle modulation methods, the conditions on deviation
ratio given by Eqs. (243-246) must be considered.
TIME ASSIGNMENT SPEECH INTERPOLATION (TASI)
TASI is a system developed by the Bell Telephone Laboratories for
use on submarine telephone cables. First installed in 1960, it has
effectively doubled the capacity of those cables to which it has been
connected by using the normal gaps in speech to interpolate additional
conversations. There appear to be no serious technical barriers to the
use of TASI on communication satellite links. In considering such use,
however, it must be recognized that TASI offers very little gain in
capacity unless the number of voice channels to be transmitted over a
single link is greater than about twenty. Moreover, the high cost of
the required terminal equipment makes TASI economically attractive only
where the cost of increasing capacity in other ways is even higher, or
where the spectrum required by alternative approaches is unavailable.
The operation of a communication link employing TASI will be ex-
plained with the aid of the block diagram in Fig. 32. Here, Q incoming
telephone trunks are fed into the transmitting TASI unit which selectively
connects them to a smaller number QT of channels at its output. These
QT channels then form the inputs to a multichannel transmission link
which may be a submarine cable or a radio link of the type shown in
Fig. I.
The ensuing description is based largely on information from
Refs. 37, 38, and 39.
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Whatever its nature, the link serves to multiplex and transmit the QT
channels to the receiving terminal where, after demultiplexing, they
are fed into the receiving TASI unit. This unit switches the signals
arriving on its QT input channels among the Q telephone trunks at its
output in such a way that each output trunk carries the waveform which
arrived on its counterpart trunk at the transmitting TASI input.
That QT voice-bandwidth channels in the communication link can carry
the conversations arriving on a larger number Q of telephone trunks is
due to the fact that each of the input trunks is active (actually
carrying speech power) ^_i_ u ...... e ............u a fraction ^# thc _m . As evp l=_n_ _
Section III, the average value of this fraction measured on a large num-
ber of channels during the busiest traffic hour is called the activity
factor and has a value of about 0.25 on domestic trunks. (23) For over-
seas trunks, the activity factor is apparently somewhat higher and ranges
from 0.35 to 0.40.
To detect activity, each of the Q incoming trunks is equipped with
a speech detector. When the signal in a given channel exceeds a thresh-
old of -40 dbm for at least 5 msec (to avoid triggering by noise spikes),
the detector initiates a request for one of the transmission channels
in the link. If an idle channel is available, the transmitting TASI
unit assigns it to the requesting trunk. Before the actual connection
is made, a "connect" signal is sent over the assigned channel to tell
the receiving TASI unit which output trunk should be used. During the
17 msec required to connect talker and listener, the talker's speech is
suppressed or "clipped" but the ear is relatively insensitive to such
a short omission.
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Once a transmission channel has been assigned to an incoming trunk,
the connection is maintained until the speech power in the trunk drops
below the speech detector threshold for more than 240 msec, known as the
hangover time. Even then, in order to reduce the amount of switching
during periods of light traffic, the connection is not broken unless the
channel is needed for another trunk. When the channel is needed after
a pause which exceeds the hangover time it is disconnected and a dis-
connect signal is sent to the receiving TASI unit over one of the QT
transmission channels reserved for control purposes (see Fig. 32).
When speech is resumed in the trunk, a new channel request cycle
is initiated. If, as occasionally happens, an idle transmission channel
is not immediately available, speech on the incoming trunk is lost until
a channel can be assigned. This form of speech clipping is known as
"freezeout" and constitutes the most serious impairment to output signal
quality caused by TASI. The total fraction of speech lost as a result
of freezeout is called the "freezeout fraction." A freezeout fraction
of two percent is objectionable to nearly all subscribers while a value of
0. I percent is not noticeable. A freezeout fraction of 0.5 percent is
considered satisfactory for design purposes.
The number of transmission channels QT (including one for control
purposes) required to service Q telephone trunks depends on the activity
factor T and the freezeout factor. With a freezeout factor of 0.5 per-
cent, values of _ versus Q are plotted in Fig. 33 for T = 0.25, 0.35,
and 0.50. The ratio Q/QT is known as the TASI advantage and for _ = 0.35
is seen to increase from about 1.7 for QT = I0 to 2.6 for QT = I00. Note
that the TASI advantage approaches unity as the number of available trans-
mission channels approaches one, whereas for large values of QT' the
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TASI advantage approaches I/T asymptotically.
In the submarine cable application for which TASI was originally
?
designed, the objective was to double the number of telephone trunks
that could be handled by an expensive existing transmission link of
fixed capacity. TASl could be used in a similar way on existing satel-
I
lite links, but in considering such use it should be recognized that,
in contrast to submarine cables, satellite links will for some time
probably use modulation methods for which the transmission bandwidth
is considerably greater than the baseband or information bandwidth.
Thus, as an alternative to TASI on such links, more telephone trunks
can be accomodated within the same RF bandwidth by merely reducing the
modulation index. This approach will of course lead to some reduction
in output signal quality since the same satellite transmitter power is
now shared by more channels. As sho_n by Table 7, the output SNR, KCi ,
th
in the i channel, is proportional directly to the square of the modu-
lation index and inversely to the product of baseband peak-to-average
power ratio, %, and baseband load factor, Fi = SB/SBi" For example, to
effect a two-fold increase in baseband bandwidth with no change in RF
bandwidth on an FM link, Carson's rule, Eq. (125), shows that the modu-
I
lation index must be reduced from D to _ (D - i). If the original
number of channels is in the order of 30, Fig. 19 shows that doubling
the number of channels will increase F i by about 1.5 db, while Fig. 21
shows that A B will be reduced by about 0.7 db. If the original modu-
lation index was high, the overall reduction in output SNR will thus
be about 6 + 1.5 - 0.7 = 6.8 db.
If TASI were used to obtain the same two-fold increase in the
number of telephone trunks served Dy the satellite link, there would
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also be a deterioration in output signal quality but it would not be
as severe. In this case the baseband bandwidth and the modulation index
would remain the same, but the activity factor, T, would be increased
from about 0.4 to 0.85. As a result, it is estimated that the load
factor would be increased by about 2 db, while the peak-to-average ratio
would again decrease by about 0.7 db. Thus, the output signal-to-noise
ratio would decrease by about 2 0.7 = 1.3 db, or about 5.5 db less than
the decrease resulting from changing the modulation index. Note that this
comparison applies to links without preemphasis or companding; when one
or both of these techniques are used the comparison can be expected to
be slightly different. Also note that only the effect of TASI on output
signal-to-noise ratio is considered, without regard to its effect on
other aspects of signal quality.
Although TASl was originally designed to increase the effective
capacity of existing links with fixed transmission bandwidths, it need
not be restricted to this application. It can also be considered in
planning new satellite systems as a means for reducing the required
RF power and/or RF bandwidth when compared with a conventional link
designed to carry the same number of telephone trunks and yield the
same output signal quality. In this case, TASI leads to a reduction in
baseband bandwidth at the price of an increase in activity factor.
Neither the load factor, Fi, nor the peak-to-average power ratio, _,
are changed significantly. As a result, if the same modulation index
is used, the RF power will remain the same and the RF bandwidth will
be reduced in the same proportion as the baseband bandwidth.
Alternatively, if one of the angle modulation methods is used, some
or all of the RF bandwidth savings can be traded in the usual way for a
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reduction in RF power. Thus, if TASI reduces the required baseband
bandwidth by half, the modulation index can be more than doubled for
a given RF bandwidth, provided that this increase does not bring the
RF signal-to-noise ratio below its threshold value. Since the required
RF power for a given output SNR is proportional to the inverse square
of the modulation index, TASI can thus lead to about a 6 db reduction
in RF power with no change in RF bandwidth.
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Appendix A
COMPLEXWAVEFORMSANDFOURIERSPECTRA
A complexwaveform is simply a complex-valued function of time
z(t) = x(t) + j y(t) (A-l)
whose real and imaginary parts are ordinary real waveforms of the type
used to represent time varying scalar physical quantities such as sig-
nal voltages or currents. A useful geometric picture of the complex
waveform z(t) is obtained by visualizing it as a two-dimensional vector
whoserectangular componentsare x(t) and y(t)° Such a vector may also
be expressed in terms of its polar coordinates r(t), _(t)
z(t) = r(t) eje(t)
The length r(t) of the vector is given by the modulus of the complex
waveform
r(t) = Iz(t) I = /x2(t) + y2(t)
and the polar angle e(t), measured counterclockwise from the real or
x-axis_ is given by the argument of z(t)
-I
0(t) = arg z(t) = tan [y(t)/x(t)]
From this point of view, the complex waveform is in general a vector
of both variable length and variable angle.
The introduction of complex waveforms is motivated by the fact that
the mathematical analysis of a purely real waveform can usually be
simplified by substituting for it a properly chosen complex waveform whose
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real part is the real waveform in question. The complex waveform is
then said to represent the real waveform--for example, in Eq. (A-I),
z(t) represents x(t). The representation is ambiguous, however, until
the time-dependence of the imaginary part of the complex waveform is
specified. For example, in Eq. (A-l), y(t) must be specified in order
to make z(t) a unique representation of x(t). While in principle the
selection of y(t) is arbitrary, the desired mathematical simplicity is
normally realized only for one or two particular choices.
The most common example of the use of complex waveforms arises in
the representation of simple sinusoids of the form
x (t) = A cos (wt + _) (A-2)
o
where A, w, and _ are constants. If x (t) is the real part of the com-
o
plex waveform representation, then an obvious choice for the imaginary
part is
Yo(t) = A sin (wt + q0)
This makes the complex waveform an exponential function of time
Zo(t) = Xo(t) + jyo(t) = Ae j(wt + _) (A-3)
which is not only simple to manipulate mather0a_tically, but has a very
simple geometrical interpretation as a vector of constant length
Izo(t)l=A
that rotates in a counterclockwise direction with uniform angular
The imaginary part could equally well be used but the mere common
practice of using the real part will be followed here.
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velocity w. At any time t, the angle between this representative vector
and the x-axis is
arg z (t) = wt +
o
which is recognized as the phase angle of the original sinusoid. The
angular velocity of the vector gives the frequency f = w/2n of the
sinusoid, and the initial value of the vector, i.e., the value of
z (t) at t = 0, is a constant vector Ae j_ whose length and polar angle
O
respectively give the peak amplitude A and initial phase _ of the sinusoid.
An equally satisfactory complex representation of the sinusoid
Xo(t) is obtained by setting the imaginary part equal to -Yo(t).
complex waveform is then the complex conjugate of z (t)
O
The
zo*(t) - Xo(t) -J Yo(t) - Ae -j(wt + _) (A-4)
Note that z (t) is also a rotating vector.
O
It has the same constant
length and speed of rotation as Zo(t), but its initial angle is -_
rather than _, and its direction of rotation is opposite to that of
Zo(t)--i.e. , its angular velocity is negative, or clockwise. At all
times, the vector Zo(t ) is the mirror image in the x-axis of z (t).O
Finally, it is obvious from Eqs. (A-3) and (A-4) that the reai sinu-
sold Xo(t) may be represented not only as the x-components of the ro-
tating vectors Zo(t) and Zo(t), but also as the vector sum
Xo(t)- ½ [Zo(t) + z:(t)_ (A-5)
The utility of this representation of a sinusoid in terms of counter-
rotating vectors (or conjugate complex waveforms) is illustrated in
For this reason, the rotating vector is sometimes called a phase
vector or "phasor."
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the discussion of Fourier spectra that follows.
The concept of a Fourier spectrum is based on the fact that under
certain rather general conditions, which are usually satisfied by physi-
cal signals, an arbitrary real waveform x(t) can be written as the sum
(or integral) of an infinite number of simple sinusoids with properly
chosen frequencies and amplitudes. The most familiar example arises
when x(t) is periodic with period T. In this case, the Fourier sum
is the infinite series
o_
= = + 2nE__ (An cos w t + B sin w t) (A-6)x(t) x(t + T) A° =I n n n
where the angular frequencies of the component sinusoids are
wn = 2TTn/T n = 1,2,3,...
and their amplitudes, the so-called Fourier coefficients, may be
calculated directly from x(t) by means of the formulas
T/2 T/2
I_ I I tdt (A-7)An = _ x(t) cos Wnt at, Bn = _, x(t) sin wn
-T/2 -T/2
The coefficients A and B are thus the averages over the period T of
n n
the products of x(t) with cos w t and sin w t respectively. In a sense,
n n
they tell how much of the frequency wn is contained in x(t). By simple
trigonometric manipulation, the series may also be written
+ 2n_ C cos (Wnt + _n ) (A-8)x(t) = Co I n
where the amplitudes Cn and phases _n can be calculated frpm the Fourier
coefficients just given
m_A 2 + B2 -l(Bn/An)Cn n n _n _ tan (A-9)
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In either case, the set of component sinusoids is called the Fourier
spectrum of x(t). The spectrum and hence x(t) itself is completely
specified by giving the An and Bn or the Cn and q0n as functions of
angular frequency _ .
n
Since only discrete frequencies are involved, the
spectrum of a periodic function is called a line spectrum. Note that all
of the component sinusoids are real time functions and their frequencies
w /2rT are all positive numbers--positive integer multiples (harmonics)
n
-i
of a fundamental frequency fl -- T defined by the period of x(t).
If each of the component sinusoids in the Fourier series of Eq. (A-8)
is now replaced by its representation in terms of counterrotating vectors
as in Eq. (A-5), straightforward algebraic manipulation yields
x(t) = _ X eJWn t (A-10)
n
n---_
where again w = 2rrn/T, and the X are complex numbers, calculable from
n n
x(t) by the formula
T/2
I _ -JWntdt (A-II)X = _ x(t) en
-r/2
The vector interpretation is quite straightforward. The Fourier
series for the real waveform x(t) is now viewed as a sum of rotating
vectors X eJ_°nt where n = 0,_l,=h2,.. . For any given value of t, these
n
vectors may be summed using the parallelogram rule and the resultant will
th
be a vector of length x(t) parallel to the real or x-axis. The n vector
in the sum has length IXnl and rotates with a uniform angular velocity %;
at t = 0, it makes an angle with the real axis given by arg X . Thus the
n
vector spectrum and hence x(t) itself is completely specified by giving
the set of fixed initial vectors X
n
= 2rm/T.
n
as a function of angular velocity
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Since n ranges from -coto +_, it is apparent that both positive
(counterclockwise) and negative (clockwise) angular velocities are in-
volved. This is only to be expected of course since the complex or
vector Fourier series was obtained by replacing each sinusoid in its
trigonometric counterpart by a pair of ceunterrotating vectors. By
virtue of the close relation between the angular velocity w of a
n
rotating vector and the frequency lWn/2_l of the sinusoid that it
represents, the vector angular velocities are often referred to as
angular or radian frequencies. The term '_egative frequency," which
still gives rise to occasional confusion in the literature, is merely
a shorthand way of referring to the angular velocity of the clockwise
rotating components in the rotating vector spectrum of a waveform.
It should be obvious that the c_nplex exponential or rotating
vector spectrum of Eq. (A-10) conveys, in a different form, exactly the
same information as the sinusoidal spectrum of Eq. (A-8). This fact is
confirmed by the close relationship between the initial vectors of
Eq. (A-II) and the Fourier coefficients of Eqs. (A-7) and (A-9):
Xn = An + j'Bn = Cn e'j_n (A-12)
Thus, the spectrum of a real periodic function x(t) is specified by
pairs of real numbers IXn I = Cn and arg Xn = _n' and it makes little
difference whether a given pair is regarded as the amplitude and initial
phase of a real sinusoid or as the length and initial polar angle of a
rotating vector. However, despite this equivalence, the complex or ro-
tating vector representation is today used almost exclusively in waveform
The same term is of course also used In cormectien with a real
sinusoid of frequency f to denote the product 2wf even where no rotating
vector representation is involved.
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analysis because it is both notationally and computationally simpler
than its trigonemetric counterpart.
When the real waveform x(t) is not periedic it still can be
represented within any finite interval (-T/2, T/2) by the Fourier
series of Eq. (A-10) with coefficients calculated from x(t) by Eq. (A-II).
However, since the series is periodic with period T, it cannot represent
x(t) outside the time interval.
To represent a nonperiodic x(t) over all time, the interval
length T is allowed to approach infinity. As this is done of course,
the f_ndamental angular velocity w I = 2n/T, the difference &w = w I
between the angular velocity of successive vectors, and the lengths
IXnl of any given vector in the Fourier series all approach zero. On
the other hand, if x(t) has finite energy--if the integral _ x2(t)dt
exists --then the product 'IX given by Eq. (A-11) will remain finite
n
as T _ _. As a result, the Fourier series (rewritten slightly by multi-
plying each term by TAw/2n = i)
x(t) = 1.2n _ <TXn) e jwnt A_
becomes in the limit as T -. _ and Aw _ w I = 2_/T -_ 0, the Fourier integral
x(t) = I_ _ X{w) eJWtdw (A-13)2rr
The function X(w) = lim TX
T-_ n
and, by Eq. (Ii), is given by
_J_tdtX(w) = x(t) e
is called the Fourier transform of x(t)
(A- 14)
9:
This is a sufficient, but not a necessary condition for the existence
of the Fourier spectrum.
The Fourier transform of a waveform will usually be denoted by the
upper case form of the symbol used for the waveform. When even more ex-
plicit identification of the waveform is desired, the operator notation
will be used--e.g., X(w) = _[x(t)].
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Fr_n the vector point of view, the Fourier integral is just the sum of
a continuous spectrum of infinitesimal rotating vectors, whose initial
values (length and direction at t = 0) are determined by the Fourier
transform X(w). Like Xn, X(w) affords an equivalent but computationally
simpler way of describing the purely real trigonometric spectrum of a
real time functien.
The concept of a Fourier spectrum is by no means limited to real
waveforms, however; it is easily extended to complex or vector waveforms
z(t) = x(t) + jy(t)
For example, if the real waveforms x(t) and y(t) are periodic with
period T and have Feurier ceefficients X and Y
n n'
x(t) and y(t) by their Feurier series, yields
then replacement of
co ° co
z(t) = _ X ej°_nt + j 7 y eJ_nt _-- 7 Z ej_nt
n n n
n=-_ n=_o n=-_o
(A- 15)
where
TI2
Z _ X + J Yn !n n = T z(t) e-3Wn t dt (A-16)
o
-T/2
is called the Fourier coefficient of z(t). In exactly the same way, it
where
f_llows that, if z(t) is not periodic but has finite total energy
[z(t) 12dt, then it can be written as a Fourier integral
= I _ Z(w) eJWtdwz(t) 2_
..co
Z(_) = _ z(t) e'J_tdt
(A- 17)
(A- 18)
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is the Fourier transform of z(t).
The fact that the Fourier relations for a complex waveform are
formally identical to those for a real waveform constitutes another
advantage of the complex Fourier representation over the trigonometric
form. But where the use of the complex Fourier representation was a
mathematical convenience in the case of real waveforms, it is a
necessity for complex waveforms. The vector interpretation of the
Fourier relations shows that a complex or vector function of time z(t)
can be represented by an infinite sumor integral of rotating vectors
whose initial lengths and angles are given as functions of their angular
velocity by the Fourier coefficients Z or transform Z(w) depending onn
whether x(t) is periodic or not. Since the constant vectors Z or Z(w)n
define the spectrum of rotating vectors which in turn defines the wave-
form itself, they will in the future be referred to as simply "the
spectrum" of the waveform.
As a complex (vector) function of angular velocity w only, the
spectrum of any real or complex waveform may be described graphically
by separately plotting its modulus (length) and argument (polar angle)
versus w. When the waveform is real, these plots provide an easily
interpreted description of the frequency composition of the waveform.
As previously noted, the modulus and argument of the spectrum, evaluated
for angular velocity w, respectively give the amplitude and initial phase
of the sinusoid with frequency ]w/2_ I in the real trigonometric Fourier
spectrum of the waveform. For this reason, the modulus plot is
referred to as the amplitude spectrum, and the argument plot as the
phase spectrum. Also, in accordance with popular usage, the vector
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angular velocity will henceforth be called angular frequency or simply
frequency.
A striking feature of the spectral plots of all real waveforms is
their symmetryabout zero frequency. Thus, as illustrated in Fig. Ala,
the amplitude spectrum for negative frequencies is a mirror image of
the positive frequency amplitude spectrum reflected in the w = 0 axis.
Likewise, the phase spectrum for negative frequencies is just the nega-
tive mirror image of the positive frequency phase spectrum. This
symmetry is another consequenceof the fact that each sinusoid in the
trigonometric spectrum is represented in the (complex) spectrum by the
sumof a pair of counterrotating vectors of equal length, equal angular
speed, and equal but opposite initial phases; the vector rotating
with frequency w is just the reflection in the real axis of the vector
rotating with frequency -_. Since the spectrum is nothing more than
the set of these vector pairs evaluated at time zero, it is not sur-
prising that in the special case of a real waveform, Eqs. (A-16) and (A-18)
for the spectrum of an arbitrary complexwaveform yield the formal
description of this mirror symmetry:
Z = Zn, or Z(-w) = Z*(w) z(t) real
-n
An example of this property of the spectra of real waveforms is also
shown in Fig. Ala.
When the waveform is complex, spectral symmetry is necessarily
lost; otherwise the rotating vectors would add up to a resultant parallel
with the real axis--a real waveform. Instead, either the amplitude
Thus, as noted earlier, "negative frequency" will mean clockwise
angular velocity.
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or the phase spectra (or both) become unsymmetrical about w = 0, as
illustrated for an arbitrary complex waveform in Fig. Alb. Indeed it
is just this lack of spectral symmetry that makes complex waveforms
especially useful in modulation theory.
The nature of the spectral asy_netry of a complex waveform depends
of course on the relation between the spectra of its real and imaginary
parts. Through proper choice of its imaginary part, the spectrum of
the complex representation of a real waveform can be made to have almost
any desired asymmetry. As a very useful example, if
z(t) = x(t) + Jy(t)
is the complex representation of a nonperiodic real waveform x(t) whose
spectrum is X(w), then the negative frequency spectrum of z(t) can be
made to vanish altogether. Since at all frequencies
Z(w) = X(w) + JY(w)
it is only necessary to choose for y(t) a waveform whose negative fre-
quency spectrum lags that of x(t) by 90°
Y(w) = j X(w) w< 0 (A-19)
This not only makes Z(w) = 0 for w < 0 but, due to the mirror symmetry
of the spectra of real waveforms, the positive frequency spectrum of
y(t) also exhibits a 90° phase lag:
X(w) = -j X(w) W > 0 (A-20)
Thus the spectrum of z(t) is not only one-sided but is equal to that of
2 x(t) for positive frequencies, Z(_) = 2X(w) for w > 0.
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The special choice of y(t) which produces these results is just
_(t), the Hilbert transform of x(t) introduced in Eq. (7). Its
spectral properties, given in Eqs. (A-19) and (A-20), may be expressed
more compactly in the form
E_(t)]=-j sgn (_)x(®)
where
-i m< 0
sgn(w)=_ 0 w = 0
I w> 0
(A-21)
These properties provide another interpretation for the Hilbert trans-
form of x(t) as the response to x(t) of a linear filter which introduces
a 90 ° phase lag in all spectral components.
The corresponding complex waveform is called the analytic signal
representation of x(t) and in this Memorandum will be denoted x(t):
x(t) =-x(t) + j _(t) (A-22)
The spectrum of x(t) will be denoted X(w) and may be written
0 _<0
x(w) =_ x(w) _= 0
2X(w) _ > 0
or more compactly in several equivalent ways:
X(w) = [l-sgn(w)] X(m) = U(_) 2X(w) = 2X+(_) (A-23)
where X+(w) m U(_) X(_) is the positive frequency spectrum of x(t),
and where U(_) is the unit step function
O, w<O
u(®) = _. _ = 0
I, w>0
See footnote accompanying Eq. (13).
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Substituting Eq. (A-23) into Eq. (A-17) shows that the Fourier integral
representation of the analytic signal _(t) maybe viewed as the contribu-
tion of only the counterclockwise-rotating vectors (positive frequencies)
in the Fourier spectrum of x(t):
Here
x(t) = I i X(w) eJ_tdw = 2x+(t)
-- TT O
(A-24)
(A-25)m I _ eJ_tdwx+(t) _j x(®)
o
is the so-called "positive frequency content ''(I0) of the real waveform
x(t) represented by _(t). The spectrum of x+(t) is of course just X+(w),
the positive frequency spectrum of x(t) introduced in Eq. (A-23).
The complex conjugate of the analytic signal
x*(t) = x(t) -j_(t)
forms another useful complex representative of x(t). Like _(t), its
spectrum is one-sided, but in this case, it is the positive frequency
portion that vanishes while the negative frequency part is equal to
the negative frequency spectrum of 2x(t)
(A-26)
2x(w) w < oE*Ct)]_= _x'c-w)= x(=) = 0
0 _>0
or more compactly
[*(t)] = (1 - sgn ._) x(_) = u(-=)2x(=) = 2x (=)
where X (w) = U(-_)X(w) is the negative frequency spectrum of x(t).
Thus _ (t) may be viewed as the contributi_ of only the clockwise-
rotating vectors in the Fourier spectrum of x(t)
(A-27)
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where
o
x*(t) - i _ X(w) eJWtdw - 2x_(t) (A-28)
o
.x (t) = _ X(W) eJC°td00 (A-29)
is called the negative frequency content (I0) of x(t), and has the spectrum X_(w).
It is useful to note that the rotating vector representation of
a simple sinusoid introduced in Eq. (A-3) is in fact just its analytic
signal representation. Indeed, it is now apparent that the analytic
signal representation x(t) of an arbitrary waveform x(t) may be viewed
as the time-varying counterclockwise-rotating vector that results from
replacing each sinusoid in the real trigometric form of the Fourier
integral representation of x(t) by its own analytic signal representation,
i.e., a counterclockwise-rotating vector. Thus if in the Fourier
integral analog to Eq. (A-8)
x(t) " I _ C(w) cos [wt + q0(w)] dw (A-B0)
O
the integrand is replaced with its analytic signal representation
whe re
c(®) exp [®t + - x(w)e jwt
X(W) = C(W) ej_0(w)
then the result is just the expression for the analytic signal of x(t)
given in Eq. (A-24). Similarly, replacing each sinusoid in Eq. (A-30)
with the complex conjugate of its analytic signal leads to the expression
for the complex conjugate of the analytic signal representation of x(t)
given in Eq. (A-28). In general x (t) is thus a clockwise-rotating vector
whose length and angular velocity both vary with time.
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Just as a simple sinusoid A cos _t + _) can be expressed in terms
of rotating vectors in three equivalent ways:
Re _o(t) = Re Ae qP)j(_t +
Re Ae(t) __Re Xo*(t ) -j(wt + q0)
so also can an arbitrary real time function be expressed in three ways
in terms of the time-varying rotating vectors defined by its analytic
signal x(t) :
x(t) =
Re x(t)
Re x*(t)
½ Ix(t)+ x*(t)]
It sheuld be emphasized that not every complex waveferm is the ana-
lytic signal representation of its real part. For example, if a(t) and
_(t) are independent and arbitrary real waveforms, the function
c(t>--a(t)exp[j(%t+ (A-31)
is _ complex representation of the real modulated carrier
e(t) = a(t) cos [%t + _o(t)] (A-32)
but in general, it is not th__..eeanalytic signal representation.
is given by
where
e(t) = e(t) + j_(t) = a'(t) exp [00ot + _'(t)]
a'(t) = ]e(t) l = %/e2(t) + _2(t)
EWot + _'(t)=arg e(t) = tan -i _(t)/e(t)
The latter
(A-33)
(A-34)
In order for c(t) to be the analytic signal it would be necessary for
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a(t) sin [_o t + M(t)] to be the Hilbert transform of a(t) cos [Wot + _(t)]_
and this is not generally the case for arbitrary a(t) and _(t).
On the other hand, it i___strue that any complex waveform whose
spectrum vanishes for negative frequencies is the analytic signal
representation of its real part. Likewise a complex waveform whose
spectrum vanishes for positive frequencies is the conjugate of the
analytic signal representation of its real part. Thus, in terms of
the example in the last paragraph, if it can be shown that the spectrum
of c(t) vanishes for negative frequencies, it would follow that
c(t) = _(t)
Analytic signals and Fourier transforms have many other interesting
and useful properties but probably the most important of them for modu-
lation theory is that the spectrum of the product of two real or complex
waveforms is the convolution of their individual spectra. In symbols,
if
then
z(t) = zl(t) z2(t)
Z(w) = Zl(w)* Z2(®)
where the convolution operation is defined as
Zl(W)*Z2(w) _ 7_ZI(Q) Z2(W-_ ) HQ
In the special case
this yields
_[m(t) ejwot] =
zl(t ) = m(t), z2(t) = eJWo t
z(t) = m(t) eJWo t
Z(_) = M (w-w o)
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Thus, the effect of multiplying an arbitrary waveform, real or
complex, by eJWo t is to shift its spectrum upward in frequency by
an amount w . Similarly, the effect of multiplying m(t) by e -jwot
o
is a downward frequency shift by w
0
m(t) e-JWo t] = M(w + Wo)
It follows that if M(w + Wo) = 0 for w < -w °
signal representation of
then z(t) is the analytic
Rez(t) = a(t) cos [w t + q0(t)]
O
Finally, multiplication by
Wo t -JWot 1cos w t = ½ ej + e
O
produces both an upward and a downward shift
_m(t) cos _ot_ = ½ [M(_-Wo) + M(W+ Wo)
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